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every other day after first week, 50 cents.
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HIGH NTKEET NAHBAT1I MUIOilL
TO THE

—

—

ITwo Lights
Friday, July 6th, 1877.

Tickets—to include transportation both ways, and
uulimited Hot Coffee and Tea at the Grouuds—ttO
rent* for adults, 50 cent* for chileren.
Suitable amusements will be provided for all. Car
riages will leave tbe church at 8 o’clock a. m. and 1.3C
p. m.
jy3d3t

Aunual_Picnic,

Little Chebeague Island,

day, July 6th,

1877.

On the Steamer Chas. Houghton. Steamer will leave
Portland Pier at 9 a. in. and 2 p. m. Tea and Coflce
will be furnished free. All are requested to provide
thomselves with mugs. Good music will be provided
for tbe occasion.
Ticker., 2,1 Cent.. To be bad of tbe Committee—Freedom Nash, John Yeaton, Jr., Chas. H
Kimball, Committee.j y3«13t
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Childrens’ Straw for
ALL AGES.

Traveling Bags, Buggy Umbrellas, Horse

THE
SIGN

ju30

OF

THE

The thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Stekm and
Street Cars, Paper, Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy hearings.
Also for Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

MAINE
—

RAILROAD,

For Eleven

Dollars,

Including Transfers

across

Bos-

ton both ways.
Express train leaves Portland daily (except Sun-

L20 p m., with Parlor Car attached, conwith all the Hound Linen for Niw

necting
York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Hound Htcamera in season for Hiipper, and

enloy

A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid confusing

night changes.
Staterooms on steamers aud chairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R
R, Offices, Commercial street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER, General Sup’t B. & M. R. R.

)y21L

Special Bargains
Still Greater Redaction in Prices.
Closing Out Sale Ot Spring
Goods.
Ladies’ Kid Button Boots,

$1.75

Walking

Kid lined.
White
Fine

“

.S5

Kid

Slippers
“
Serge
Cong, hand
made,
misses’ Kid Button Boots,
16
:•
Serge Button,
thread. B & C width,
.35
Child’s Kid Ankle Tics,

FRED

1.75

je23dtf

1.00
1.50

....

1.35
to .35

flue French Kid Ankle Ties.
-60
1.50
Gent’s Serge Cong.
“
1.50
French Ties.
1.75
Boy’s Button Boots
Paris Dressing tor dressing
.15
Boots, per bottle
We have just received another
ot those Wos. House Slips
lot
which we shall sell same as last lot
"

We ask our customers to examine these goods, and they will be
satisfied they can do better with
their money here than elsewhere.

St.,

LEA

&

near

that I

PERRINS’
EXTRACT
ofa LETTER from a
GENMEDICAL
TLEMAN at Madras
to his brother at

CONNOISSEURS
-rn
BE
TO HP

TUP
THE

WORCESTER,May,

ONUV GOOD

i

SAUCE.”
Aud applicable to

VARIETYBSssSI
HsT"^3

EVERY

easy

GENT &* HAM, No. 28 Bowker street; JAMES
HALL
SON, 21 Hawkins street; JOHN T. SMITH
& CO, 2178 Washington street; M. W. QUINLAN,
Brookline; and EMOND QUINSLER, William
treet, corner of Washington street, Boston, ZENAS
THOMPSON, Jr., and MARTIN, PENNELL &
CO., Portland, aie applying this popular improvement to pleasure vehicles of any size or style, new
or old.
Send tor circular.

S3.SO.
Gents’ Fine Calf Sowed

The Rubber Cushioned Axle Co.,
NEW YORK,

Tias
rvcpruseineu

IN

palatable,

m iscw r<

on

hand nil

binds of the

Best Coals
FOE]
AT THE

LOWEST

MARKET

P. Prince &

a;

Foot Wilmot
jul5

j

RATES.

PHOTOGRAPHER, j
■211

Middle

NEW

jy27dlawlyTb

VORH

RELIABLE T
You

call

liud

a

full line of fine

and medium qualit

BOOTS andManufacture
SHOES,

Carbon Photographs
Having purchased

jq9

I

the

a

to

call and examine specimens.
dtf

Fine Roofs to be rc
rail. AH work don
fe9FM&WGm

American Soft Capsule Co.’s Metallic Boxe i
Hoods now reaily Address^ Victor E. Mauger, Net
York.
my{#U3m

S.T&Thtt

Oil

STEPHEN

QUEEN

Stove,

Job

and

Nutter Bros. & Co.’s,

«ERRY,

21) iTIarkct

(ftOAti ffliin’ich.

No. 37 Plum Street,

«

300

as

low

DOZEN

New Opera Kids.
i) Button from 50 to 75 cents.
3 Button best quality $1.35.
300 dozen Gauze Lisle, also Milk Taffeta Gloves* German, Berlin and English
Lisle.
The greatest Bargains out.

Spanish

Guipure Nettings,

and

—

ALSO

—

Brussels Laces for Mcarf aud Veils, rea
Torchon Laces, French Blonde Laces

unprecedented low prices.

at

CLOSING OUT AT COST.
Milk and Worsted Merge Parasols.
our Hosiery positively at cost.
Call immediately and
the season.

secure

of

All

the greatest bargains

LATNEiT BROS.,
539

St.

Congress

mb3i

ecdSm

»

We have bought, to close a manufacturer’s stock, a large lot of
Fine Laundried Shirts, which we
offer at

These goods are both in OPEN
and CLOSED Fronts, Fine LINEN
BOSOMS and CUFFS and equal
to any goods that are usually sold
for $2.50.

Owen. Moore &
ju22

Bailey.
dtf

“NEW

PRICES.”

would

undersigned
respectfully
the people ot Portland and vicinity,
THE
has leased the
new

to
that he

announce

stere,

No. 512

Congress Street,

where he will keep constantly

on

sortment of

hand,

large

a

as-

Dry & Fancy Goods,

FOR OUR

—

Justly Celebrated Shirts,
made to

I

6

Parasols,

order, at

SOLOMON

&c., &c.,

manufacturing

them

now we are
for our best

trade, from NEW
YORK MILLS. WAMSUTTA or
EANGDON G, COTTON with 2000
E1NEN BOSOMS and CUFFS maknig as goon a sum in quality, nr,
and workmanship as any shirt
for
manufactured in the state
DOUBLE THE MONEY—

$9.00.

SOFT HATS!
STRAW HATS!
Boys.

BUGGY UMBRELLAS,

CANES

&c„ CHEAP,
AT

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT PIANOS,

which, for purity of tone, perfection of action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

or

SMITE AMERICAN ORGANS,
endorsed by the highest. Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Cash

or

Inst* JAmenta

by

W. H. FURBUSH & SON,
General Agent. Tor Maine.

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME
FARRINGTON BLOCK.
dtf

ju2

jel5

Square,

PORTLAND,

ME.

Rubber Hose
For

Sprinkling Lawns,
washing Sidewalks, Win-

We will sell 50
feet of Hose with Pipe and
Couplings, all complete,
for $5.00 at

dows, &c.

at*

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

MAHER’S
Opposite Post Office.

dtf

dtf

mylO

C IIAECOAL.
Charcoal burned to order until Nov. 30th—any ot
the ;following grades:
Giey Kirch. Stick,
Screened nud Turt>biirneri ; $15 per hundred
bushels in lots of not less than fifty bushels; Maple
$14, Oak 13, Hard and White Pine $10. Retail 2 cts.
per busbel additional.
I will satisfy all who will favor me with their
both

as

to

quality

and

quantity,

and the lit-

tle money you have to give under these warrants
ought to be an object of interest to all who want good
coal. One week’s notice required on special lots to
order.
Address T. J. McDANIEL,
juy3dtfHollis Centre, Me.

eod2m

Good

Opportunity

For a man withl$2,500, to make
money, iu a good paying business
iu this city. Address
“C.” THIS OFFICE.

Maine Central Railroad,
attention of shippers of freight at Portland
is called to the new arrangement of freight
trains on Maine Central R, R., to take effect APRIL

THE

2d. 1S77.

Freight tor Lewiston, Auburn,

Bangor,

and Belfast received at freight house before 5 30
F. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be
ready
for early delivery at destination next morning

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent
March 31st. 1877.
an2dtf
m

dtf

A new thing and tlicBest-By the
Case or Single Can.

AUG. P. FULLER & CO..
208 FORE STREET.

jne’j_d2n.
FOB ST. JOHN, IV, B.

LAGER BEER.
VMJV A VO S CELEBRATED
SItheKAVAKAIIM
LAGER, orders for which
A

by
CO.
keg or ease, addressed NTANEElf
J<awrcuce Mas*., will receive prompt attention,
dtf
ju28

GAS A Si!)

OIL
—

AT

STOVES.

—

John Kinsman’s,
1ZA. To sail (he Gib iust. For freight ap*
I'ly to
CHARLES MERRILL,
117 Commercial street.
f«y3
d3t

BRIO

or

reserve commu-

Every

regular attache or the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
with

a

journal.

__

The advantages of the war in Europe to
the business men of the United States have
thus far been exactly nothing. It may be
doubted whether the results are even as favorable as that.
New Yoisk rejoices in an organization
known as the Independent Bread-Winners’
League. It met the other evening, denounced
the elective franchise as a mockery, and resolved that the Governmentlshould find labor
The Bread-Winners should
for its citizens.
take Greeley’s advice; Go West, squat on a
piece of good prairie-land,and win their bread
from the soil, just as countless thousands are
doing every day, and yet “don’t ’owl about
it.”
__

Salt Lake draws most of its converts
to Mormonism from Great Britain. Upwards of two hundred proselytes from England, Scotland, and Wales landed in New
York the other day, and, when the women of
the party were asked their opinion of polygamy, not one of them knew what it was.
Doubtless most of the misery arising from
conversion to the Mormon faith arises from
the ignorance of the converts, who shrink
from the evils to which they have flown when
the conseqences are manifest.
It is not the war itself that bothers Austria just now, but “that something alter’’
war that gives her pause.
Russia promises
made at the outset of the conflict, and Russian performances in the flush of victory,—
these are the things which Austria fears will
not correspond as closely as her interests demand. Expressions to this effect in a semiofficial journal at Vienna, together with the
plain intimation that Austria will not hesitate to take upjthe sword the moment her
interests are imperiled by the course of events
have attracted much attention.
The sailing of the British fleet from the
Greek waters to Besika Bay is a significant
fact. It will be in easy communication with
Constantinople at this point, as it is just outside the Strait of Dardanelles, and within
twelve hours of the Turkish capital. Its
presence there is intended as a standing
Should they cross
menace to the Russians.
the Balkans and march on Constantinople
the English fleet will no doubt be ordered to
pass the Dardanelles and cast anchor off the
Golden Horn. It does not appear that it
carries a land force, or that any provision has
been made for the occupation of the city*
Should the Russians take Constantinople, it
is hardly possible that the English fleet
would bombard the place to drive] them out.
It they did, the Turks and their enemies
would suffer alike.
It is evident that the Russians have a
hard task before them. Unless they can lure
the Turks out of the fortresses and defeat
them in a pitched battle in Bulgaria, they
will have long sieges to undertake, and the
crossing of the Balkans may be deferred for
some time to come.
War was declared by
Russia against Turkey in April, 1828, the
Danube was crossed June 8 of the same year,
but it was not till July 26, 1829, that the
Russians passed the Balkans.
On the 30th
of August they entered Adrianople, and on
September 14th the treaty of peace was
signed between the two powers. The Turks
are harassed by the diverse movements of the
Russians, the masses that are precipitated on
isolated points, aDd the superiority of numbers to which they are exposed. Should the
two lines of railway between the Danube
and the Black Sea be broken up it will be
difficult for them to furnish their troops with
supplies. Turkey is said so have negotiated
If that be so
a loan of $10,000,000 in Paris.
she may be able to raise a new army. If the
telegrams of late are to be believed
the non-intervention policy has prevailed in
the British Cabinet, and England will hold
aloof from the struggle, at least lor the
present. This will have a very dispiriting
effect at Constantinople, and may incline the
Porte to large concession for peace’s sake.
The Woodstock Celebration.

a’so,

128 EXCHANGE STREET.
a good assortment of GAS'ASiD WATER
T IX

jul

INC5 consiantlv*on Imnd.

d2m

would protect and rescue them by the great
powers of the office lie should receive.
Every
mau who stood near to the President, every
man whom the public bad a
to
regard as
right
bis faithful representative, joined in these assurances—assurances which carried no doubtful meaning—assurances which meant to the
beleaguered and faintiog soldiers ou those outposts of freedom that succor and help would
come if only they defended to the last the
ground which they bad won.
Sir, when I
think of these things my heart grows hot with
indignation, and a curse comes unbidden to
my lips, for the men who thus played with the
blood of brave meu and women as the gambler
plays with his dice. Such treachery passes my
comprehension. No, fellow citizens, I know
not how long his policy may have been meditated in the secrecy of the President’s own
mind. I do know that he did not hint it, he
would not have dared to hint it to the country,
at any hour from the time he was a nascent
candidate for his nomination till he sat in the
seat of the President.
Do you tell me of the platform of our party
which proclaims the permanent pacification of
the Southern section of the Union to be a
great
duly of the Republican party, and do you say
that the President is now engaged in carrying
out this work?
Let us read that section of the
platform upoD which the President accepted
his nomination.
If I were today seeking to
frame a resolution of condemnation of the
President’s policy towards the South, I could
hardly employ more appropriate and emphatic
terms.
But, sir, every man who was present
in that convention, or who kuows
auything of
its sp.rit, knows that upon the Southern
question the unanimous voice of the convention was
for the “immediate and vigorous exercise” of
all the powers of the government in
repressing
violence and protecting the rights of every man
at the South.
No other thought or purpose
found expression there.
But it is said that the President’s letter of acceptance foreshadowed the policy he has since
pursued. I deny it. There is not a word that
sustains such a claim.
He declared the resolution in question to be “timely and of great importance.” He declared the great need of the
South to be “peace,” and that “peace
depends
upon the supremacy of law”. He declared that
‘there can be no enduring peace, if the constitutional rights of any portion of the people
are habitually disregarded,”
But I do not put
the refutation of the President’s present claim
upon verbal grounds.
I appeal to every man
who has any knowledge of the spirit and tone
of the campaigu. I appeal to the President’s
own views, expressed often and to
many persons, that it was the Southern question and the
Republican doctrine of complete protection to
all men at the South which was the foremost
issue in the, canvass, the question upon which
the party mast rely for success.
A political party, fellow citizens, which cannot bear defeat in open
political warfare has
little vitality, little claim to public confidence.
But my knowledge of political history gives me
no example of a party strong
enough to long
survive either the abandonment of its principles or timid and timeserving acquiescence in
the treachery of its leaders.
Such is the attitude, in my judgment, of the Republican party
Whoever has watched the course of
today.
kn
.1
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n.A'utn,
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n
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alization which always attends the abandonment of principles, spreading
through all the
channels and activities of the government.
Look at the civil service reform—a policy vital,
fundamental—a policy which means the absolute freedom of all servants of the government,
except the very few who distinctively and necessarily represent tne political opinions of the
party charged with the administration, from
all allegiance to or connection with the political fortunes of any party; the selection of such
servants with eyes blind to the political
opinions of those who are co serve the government.
This is the reform to which the administration
stands peculiarly pledged. Has it entered upon
it? Has it shown a capacity or purpose to execute it? No, the necessities imposed upon the
administration in its efforts to buy the support
or silence the
opposition of partisan leaders to
the Southern policy has already defrauded us of
this reform.
Look next at the relations of this administration to the present financial issues.
President Hayes has heretofore entitled himseif to
the confidence of honest men by his course ou
this question.
Nothing, sir, but the necessity
of gaining support for his Southern policy
could have induced him to contemplate an alliance with the silver conspiracy—a
conspiracy
which regards silver with favor only because it
has lost all virtue as a standard of value, and,
as a currency, is cheaper than
It
greenbacks.
is the inherent and unavoidable weakness of
his present position, the effect of his wretched
Southern policy, that he must conciliate an
outraged party, so far as possible, by yielding
now to the demand for the
“spoils,” and now
to the demand for “cheap” money.
Again, the Republican party, by all its recent
platforms, is pledged to oppose the grant of
subsidies to private corporations.
Yet no man
wbo today knows anything of the currents and
influences which are gathering at Washington
is ignorant of the fact that a vast scheme is
steadily maturing, unopposed, if not favored,
by this Administration, which aims to take
from our public domain and from our public
Treasury untold subsidies to build a Southern
Pacific Railway, a railway from which private
capitalists would shrink with contempt.
But, fellow citizens, this gathering is not for
me alone.
Others whose titles to your confidence and attention are older and better than
mine are here.
The subject which I have discussed still stretches ou before me, but I must
close. We are summoned to the duty of exnnairwv Onrl rlannnn/iinn.

n

.__

_

__:_

wanton and unpardonable than the crime
against Kansas, which aroused (the sleeping
conscience of the North, and gave its earliest
victories to the Republican party.
That crime
was committed by the President at the
bidding
of the party which elected him.
This crime
has been committed iu defiance of the principles and pledges of the Republican party, and
in defiance of the personal declarations and obligations of the President.
When Gov. Chamberlaiu had concluded, the
Rev. Mr. Stoddard of Fairbaven, Mass,, arose
and said that he desired with all due respect to
Gov. Chamberlain to say that he believed
that the sentiments expressed in the address
did not represent the feeling of New England.
He then called for all those who endorsed the
policy of President Hayes to signify it, and
three heaity cheers were given for the President. Somebody then called for three cheers
for Gov. Chamberlain and they were loudly
more

given. Mr, Watt, president

an

Alarm.

The celebration of Fourth of Ju'yat Roselaud Park, Woodstock, called out some aotable
speeches, more esepecially those of Ex-Gov.
Chamberlain of South Carolina and of Senator
Blaine. Dr. Holmes and Mrs. Mary Clemmer
read poems, and Hon. John T. Waitt, Prof.
Cyrus Northrop of Yale College, Rev. Mr.
Buckley of Stamford, Conn., made brief addr essss.

chamberlain’s speech
bitter assault, on the President for bis Southern policy. He commenced
with a review of the'.Louisiana^and South Caro*
ex-gov.

was

an

exceedingly

lina ‘'settlements,” and'after;deuouncing them
as unconstitutional and springing from a policy
at once shallow and disreputable, and declaring
that the action of the President in making them
was more inexcusable than that of James Buchanan in treatinglwith the leaders of the Rebel*
he proceeded as follows:
We have now seen what are the features of
what is well called President Hayes’s Southern
policy. I ask no one to go with me farther
than the arguments which I present shall fairly
For myself, 11 take leave to decarry him.
nounce it, here and now, as unconstitutional
and revolutionary, subversive of constitutional
guarantees, S"d false to every dictate of political honor, public justice and good morals.
There is no point, mature or form of this policy thai has support in a fair construction of the
Constitution, or an honest view of the facts
which are involved; and I believe it requires
only a careful examination, uninfluenced by

lion,

Hall’s Rubber

—

We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

Got. Chamberlain of South Carolina—

W H. IVER.S’

PHISSEY,
eodtt

ju29

indispensable, not necessarily for publication
guaranty of good faith.

d&wlm

nov28

&

as a

Senator Blaine Souud.

PIANOS & ORGANS.

lias induced ns to make great improvements in the quality so that

but

Denunciation ol President Hayes by Ex

SHINE.

jut2

for $9.00.

for

& Small Wares

which will be sold as low as by anv dealer in tho
State. He would be pleased to see all his old friends,
and will endeavor to make new ones.
The Ladies
are especially invited to call and examine the stock
before purchasing elsewhere. So trouble to show
goods. Do not forget the Place.

NO. 512 CONGRESS STREET,
nearly opposite Artsy & Nary Hall.

uiy19

wlticli is lice from Odor, ;nnl'i\0\
Call and
EXPLOSIVE.
examine it at

Bio Middle Street
a

Congress. St.

SUMMER

DAVIS ACARTLAND,
paired

—

A

don’t buy the cheap cast-ion Oil Stove, galvan
ized over to cover up defects. Rut buy the

New Store Under Falmouth Hotel

1*. S.—Gentlemen laving
will «io well to
give us
at store and warranted.

DEMAND

And

patrons

Such fine goods have never been offered
before.

orders,

BEWARE,

of Photograph, and titled u !
rVA^ntiful style
air 1
he invites all his old

at the

of tbe most Reliable

467

Sole Itiglit for this Citj
,-iiVex^TI8e'
lc
ll-oo
generally
nni-J

Increasing

welkin

MERRILL’S,

THE PERMANENT

.i

Great &

jy3

I

cost.

PORTLAND, ME.

HOSIERY & GLOVES;

portrait,

JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS,

Street,

FRINGES & TRIMMINGS,

Mr. L. takes pleasure iu stating that ho is not
fully prepared to execute the last new style ot Pho
to

Union

CORSETS & TIES.
GAUZE UNDERWEAR,
SUN UMBRELLAS,

Street,

FIE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIAL!!
SIGNATURE is on EVERY BOTTLE.

No. 17

—

St., Back Side of dim
City
1(7

this

1st, “Excellent Taste,”
2nd, “Very Carefully Prepared.’5

W. H, PENNELL,

Son,

I Special Bargains
PREMIUM AWARDED AT CENTENNIAL FOR

They

lor ITIcn and

Summer and Winter Use,

UleCom-

je28eodtf

well as tbe most
Sauce
wholesome
that is made.’’

Wifi close out regardless ot

Courtould’s Best Black Crapes, 44 incheswide, heavy Milk Crimped. ut.$3.45 and
$4.45 per yard. Usually sold at $5.00
and $8.00.
45 pieces at 90 cents, $1.45, $1.40 and

DREYFUS’

“The Rest.” This is the only Injector that will
lift, water 20 feet from a well or cistern.and deliver it
into tlie Boiler against any pressure of steam. Every
Injector is warranted to do all we claim for it.
will be put in for responsible parties upon trial.
Send lor Illustrated Circulars.
Work done in any part of the State, and satisfaction in prices and workmanship guaranteed.

HILL.

We hare

j

45 dozen Lace Covered Chip Haiti at
45 cents. reduced from $1.50.
45 dozen floe Leghorn Hal*. Mi uses
$1.00, Ladies $1.38. Just half their value.
Milaud, Kongh and Ready and American
Chip Hals, Fine French Flowers,
Ornaments, Ac.

eodlni

Shoes in poputhe

Millinery Goods.

INJECTORS.

6

Coal and Wood.

E. T. Merrill,
241 MIDDLE ST.

A

150 Tremont Street, Boston.

ju20

on

ngnum uy

EDWARD T. PATTEN,

ALL WIDTHS,

Broad Noled Boots and
lar makes a specially.
Boots made to measure
her Patent Last.

jolting

pounding, and the crystallization of the metal parts,
thereby reducing wear and tear to a minimum.
Adapted to vehicles oi any class, including Sulkies, Wagons, Carriages, Trucks and Carts. Can be
applied bv anv builder. At present Messrs. SAR-

“Tell LEA & PERtheii
that
KINS
Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and
is in my opinion, the
most

OF DISH.

Agency for NATHAN

THE

ECONOMY,4atfor.fy

LATNER BROS,

TRAPS,

for Dry Houses, Factories, &c., the best and cheapest—warranted to work. These will return all the
water of condensation from coils back into the boiler
against any pressure, and without any care from
the Engineer.

m
By muffling the noise,
M
ItJL J? v/JLVA ^suppressing rattle and
sound, and imparting to the vehicle an
drumming
elastic motion.

selling for

EVniitdi

WATER

RETURN

tic Rubber Cushions.

Middle.

CELEBRATED
PRONOUNCED BY

am

Shafting, Engines A Pumps

KNOWLES’ STEAM PUMPS,

Ell^rflV By preventing hubs and
►OjnL J? Jji X X sspokes from splitting, and
the springs, axles and other parts of the gear from
breaking, all undue strain being borne by the Elas-

FRENCH KID
Side Lace Boots

constant

THE

$3.50.

dim

Nell Oilers for

A

Cash Jobbers and Retailers,
ju15

Acting Lubricators,

Steam Chests and Cylinders, all sizes,
]y on hand.

SECURES

tlie attention of the Ladies to ilic
tine

C. H, STAPLES & CO,
56 Union

Self
for

RUBBER CUSHIONED AXLE

I WOULD CALL

AT—

$1.90 EACH.

my30dtf

CUMMINGS,

Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,
Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,
Union Street.

Sale

Clearing
—

NATHAN * DKEVFIIS*

Safety, Comfort, Economy.

IRA CLAY,

1.75

Kid,Croquet, Slippers

Steam Radiators,
Force,
Deep
Well and Cistern Pumps, Drive
Well Points.

Photographer,

Truckman at Milliken & Co.’s, Commercial St.

Fine Kid Foxed Button Boots,

*•

BV

with C. F. FRENCH, Solicitor.
What, more desirable souvenir than a nice picture ot the old
Homestead, or the “C ittage by the Sea,” with the
loved ones grouped in the foreground, The new
sizes Boudoir and Imperial being introduced
C. are very popular and the prices asked
by Mr.them
The Company manufactures three different grades,
within the reach of all. Public Buildplace
designed severally tor Steam and Horse Cars. Mamgs, Cemetery lots, Vessels. Horses, Carriages,
chinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &e., all of which \ Furniture, Machinery, Patent Models, Drawings,
is secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
| &c., &c., photographed iu the most approve! style.
All goods guaranteed as represented and put up in
convenient packages for the trade.
Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No.
The opinion seems to be so universal that bright
6 Haymarket Square, Boston, or W. W. Whipple
sunny weather is indispensible for sittings in the
&Co., Agent, 21 Market Square, Portland, will be
studio, that 1 deem it my duty to call attention to
promptly attended to.
the fact that ordinary cloudy weather is much preWe are permitted to refer to the following:
ferable, except, perhaps for small children. Though
Portland, June 15,1877.
the
may be made a trifle longer, the sitter
To the Union Lubricator Co., 6 Haymarket Square, I findssittings
it much less difficult to retain the proper exj
Boston:
the
pression,
lights and shades blend more harWe have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
moniously, the delicate half-tints are not destroyed
road and find it to be of great merit, running 6 weeks
and the result is usually much more favorable.
Beand over 3000 miles without replenishing, thereby
lieving that a “word to the wise Is sufficient,” I trust
saving in time and expense. We can safely recom- that a
of
favor
me
my patrons may
larger potion
mend its use on all railways.
witii their presence in cloudy weather.
ALMON LEACH, Supt.
Very respectfully.
HENRY S. BENNETT, Master Mechanic.
W. H. FESSENDEN,
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
I. D. WILSON,
dtf
jel5
Foreman Portland Machine Works.
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.

CHADBURN,
Proprietor Stages Portland to Bridgton,

Great

PIPE

Prompt attention to all orders for views in the
city or suburbs bv leaving the same at Rooms or

S. P.

jy3-eodlm

31 Market street.

,
Brass and Irou Fittings, Plumber’s Goods, Rubber, Hemp and
Asbestos Packing, Rubber
Hose, Steam and Water
Gauges, Gauge Cocks,

478 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, MK.

without friction, gumming or running. The absence
of all friction renders it an indispensable auxiliary
for cooling journals and boxes on Steam Cars. The
coldest weather has no effect on this Lubricator.
It has been conceded by those that have thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubricator ottered to the public, and that it is a saving of
30 to 50 per cent.

1.30

Shoes,

“

Artistic

This Lubricator combines economy, durability, and perfect
lubrication

send 10 cents for package by mail to
DENNISON A CO., 19 Milk street, Boston,
d6m lstp
jau29

Steam, Gas & Water “Gents’ Shirts.”

Views

AU. STVI.ES

*****

Baggage.
Buy of your nearest Stationer or Newsdealer, or

JOHN I?I ASSURE, Agent, Sunday Times

Office,

codtt

Vi ews!

sold by Jewellers and

Is

jfor attaching to Trunks,
Baskets, Packages,
[Bans,
anti all sorts of

one.

—

&

“

F. L. Bartlett, State Assayer.
Thwe ater will be furnished at the spring by the
gallon or barrel, at prices withi n the reach of every-

COMPANY.

MANIFACTIIBINO

“

HAT.

as

Respectfully.

Carriage Dusters,

STREET.
GOLD

THE

quickly

trifle.

a

It does its work
and effectively,

DENNISON A CO., 19Milk street, Boston.
(Convenient and Handy

MAINE.

ISLAND,

Dropsy, Rheumatism, Kidney complaint.
Sour Stomach, Flatulence, Sick
Headache, Heartburn, constipation, ueointy. «xc.
waters
Unlike spring
containing larger quantities of
Mineral matter, this can be drank in quantity with,
ut barm or derangement of tho system.
Analysis by F. L. Bart lett Assayer for the State.
Portland, Me., June 11* 1877.
A. T. Sterling, Esq :
Dear Sir,—I have analysed the sample of Mineral
Water submitted by you with the following result.
One U. S. Gallon contains 9,329 grains of Mineral
Matter consisting of
Chloride of Sodium,
Carbonate of Lime,
Carbonate of Magnesia,
Sulphate of Potash,
Silica,
Carbonate of Iron,)
Alumina.
traces,
}
Organic Matter,
)
This is an Alkaline Carbon a led Water and
contains largo quantities ot Carbonic Acid Gas. It
is entirely free from objectionable impurities, andean
be drank in large quantities without harm, It will
undoubtedly be valuable in many classes of diseases.
plaints

HATTER,

MIDDLE

NewYork&Return Union Lubricator

“

and

costs but

new.

Druggists, and by

Proprietor,

STEELING,

Liver comDlaints.

styles.

onr

and

Spring,

Tlie above Mineral Spring water has been in the
market only about one year: yet in that short time
it has gained a popularity, and now has a reputation
for curative properties second to none in the State,
as thousands will testify who have drank the water.
It has performed some wonderful cures in such com-

in exchange.
will buy the
Latest Dunlap
Stylo Silk Hat.
Call
and examine

for
Gents and louth.
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T.

PEAKS

Old Silk Hat

and

—TO—

day), at

A.

And your

Ctr.HQFTHEOoLDHflT

Large Line

to

$4.50.

Peaks Island Mineral

$3.50

Nobby Styles

Ill Excursion Tickets 111
EASTERN

.i

on

THOMAS TASH,
Superintendent ot Schools.

jul6d3w

HATS!

LINE!

MERRY,

Secretary Maine State Agricultural Society.
une 12, 1877.
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6.00
7.00
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of
Fashionable

Close

East Surry, J

—

14
15

“

“

WASSON.

HlfilEI-

BOSTON

“

189 MIDDLE STREET.
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35lli.

VIA

“

“

ONE PRICE CLOTHING COMPANY,
A LARGE

High

flay of July next, at IO a. in., when all
candidates may present themselves for examination.
Ail persons desirous of positions as teachers iu the
phblic schools, and holding certificates one year or
more, not having taught in the meantime, must present themselves for examination at the above time
the tenth

I2.0o
18
22
15.00
12, 14 and 15 to 10.00
“
“
12
5.00
8, 10

AND

BOSTON

Examination of Candidates

on

a

in

12
14
16

TEACHERS.

EXIMITIONJF

Boys’ and Children’s Clothing In Proportion

Entries may be made with Col. Daniel Needham,
45 Milk Street, Boston, or Samuel Wasson, 27 Preblv Street, Portland. Letters of inquiry may be addressed to either, or to A. L. Deunison, Portland.
W. F. Garcelon, Lewiston, will have charge of
Horges; J. 1). Feuderson, S. Stetson, Cattle; B. M.
Hight. Skowhegan, Halls; aud D. M. Dunham,Bangor, of Implements. For ground rent apply to either
Garcelon or Fenderson. Gen. J. Marshall Brown,
Portland, will officiate as General Superintendent.
Address me at East Surry, until August 1st.

—
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Committee

“

«

«

City Hall,

Stock will

ON

for Teachers of the Public Schools of Portland
THE
School Building
will hold
session at the

“

is

Portland, June 29, 1877.
the foregoing petition it is ordered, that [a

hearing lie had on Back Cove near the premises
mentioned, on MONDAY, July 9th inst., at 4 o’clock
p. m., and that a notice of said hearing together
with this our order thereon bo given by publication
in two diiily papers published in Portland, for seven
days at least, previous to the hearing.
Jacob McLellAn,
Albert Marwick,
C. H. Farley.

$10 and $12 to $ 8.00

Men’s Suits, Coat, Pant and Test,

Portland, Me,, Sept. 8-T, 1877.
ot

L. Taylor.

LIST.

STRAW

All Entries

!

Buyers

REPUTATION

PRICE

The joint exhibition of the New Eng lan and
Maine State Agricultural Societies will be held a

Park and

THE

SUPERIOR
CLOTHING,
Truthfulness in repesentation of goods, good faith with the public in
giving them the bargains we advertise is so well established we are
confident a good deal of interest will be manifested in reading the
following

1877 NEW ENGLAND 1877

Presumpscot

conunder signed respectfully ask you to
in
sider some remedy for the deposit of sewerage
the
Marginal
that portion of Back Cove inclosed by
and offensive
oft,
not
does
tide
The
carry
Way.
(kIoih arise which cannot hut he injurious to the
health of those living in that, vicinity. Whether it
wav
can be remedied bv building a dam in the sluice
of the railroad embankment is a question to which
we ask vour attention at an appointed time.
Frank E. Lovell,
David Wveu,
Edward A. Chase,
S. Warren,
M. C, Mortenson,
Mathias Libby,
Chas. T, Blake,
Iuchard Cole,

FOR

Fri-

on

Portland, June 29, 1877.

In order to close out our surplus stock, we have marked down,
without reserve, every garment below the actual WHOLESALE COST
of manufacture which places our prices lower than the materials can
he bought at retail before they are cut or manufactured.

Younsr Men’s Suits, Coat, Pant and Vest,
“
“
“
“
Youths’ Suits,

Couirrm Square Universalis! Sunday
School
Will make their Annual Excursion to

b«r.

exquisite polish equal

an

Xo the Commisaionere of

COALE.
with lust January during

Remarkable Inducements to

to be the best article for removing tarnish from Silverware, anti giving to it
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PRESS.

We do not read anonymous letters and communications, Tbe name and address of the writer are in
all cases

Will b«* Strictly Enforced.
H. I. KOBINSON, City Clerk.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

FRIDAY MORNING. JULY 6, 1877.

Silver White

LICEIS ES

BOO

our closing
The immense success we met
out sale convinced us that we can MAKE trade even in the dullest
season hy making the P1J1CES LOW ENOUGH.

OUR

—

LADIES

The Law in relation to

OUR GREAT SEMI-ANNUAL
MARK DOWN SALE

ANNUAL EXCURSION
OF

FOR

SEASON

THE

ENTERTAINMENTS.
—

THE

City Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.

£528

At 109 exchange St., Portland.

Tf.rms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year 11 paid in ad-

1877._
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shrinks from attacking the conduct of one who
was chosen by our own party, to convince all
who have ever sympathized with the principles
of the Republican party, that such a policy deaud constitutional
serves, upon all legal
grounds, the condemnation which I have pronounced upon it. But when we look further,
and inquire what other defences of this policy
are offered, we aro lost in a maze of subterfuges, contradictions, falsehoods, fallacies and
inanities.
Conspicuous in this list is the claim
made by the President himself, and echoed by
his defenders, that this presidential policy is in
accord with the platform of the Republican
party, with the President’s letter of acceptance
and with his known views at the time of his
nomination and during the canvass. I call this
the chief of subterfuges, if not of falsehoods.
I confess 1 caunot understand or measure the
audacity which prompts such a claim. When,
where, by whom, betore the nomination or alter
it, during the canvas or during the long agony
of suspense which succeeded the canvass, will
you find from President Hayes or any representative of him or of the Republican party,
high or low, a hint of such a policy? It cannot
Never till the country heard with
be found.
amazement the first whisperings of the machinations of Stanley Matthews and the Ohio cl que
who stood nearest the President—the basest
passage 1 have ever read in oar political history—did any portion of the public or of the
Republican party imagine that the President
would enter upon such a policy or course of
action. It is impossible to overstate this general fact. Especially is it impossible to overstate the deliberate, long-continued, unremitted efforts made at every stage of the struggle,
from November 7th to March 4th, to inspire the
Southern Republicans with fidelity to the Republican cause. If doubts arose, with electric
speed came new assurances that Hayes, if elected, would vindicate the rights of those who
Is the
were lighting his battles at the South.
despicable suggestion hero made that President
iuis
it
knew
all
this?
of
Hayes
Sir,
uothing
credible. He did know it; and he stood by,
willing to see men risking, by day and by night,
for months which seemed as years, their
lives; aye, losing their lives by hundreds, to lift
him to the Presidency", upon the lying assurances, if what he now says be true, that ho

of the convention,
then arose and stated that it should bo understood that every speaker was personally responsible for what he said. As for himself, he had
abiding confidence in the integrity of President
Hayes and confidence in his policy. These remarks were greeted

by hearty cheers.

SPEECH OF SENATOR BLAINE.

Senator Blaine was then introduced and
as follows:
There is an agitation on the south-western frontier of the United States
at the
present time that
may possibly
develop
into
a
national
policy involving
danger
and
An
ioultimately grave disaster.
telligint Representative in Congress from the
state of Texas has become the exponent of the
new
policy, and has been urging it upon the
Administration at Washington with persuasive
force. He is sustained aud endorsed by not a
few influential newspapers in various sections
of the country. The cause, or may 1 not say
the plausible pretext, of this new policy is the
incursion of predatory bands from some of the
border states of Mexico into the state of Texas,
and tbe seizing and carrying off the herds and
other property of her people. The line of action urged to suppress and prevent these outrages embraces three points:
First. The pursuit of these outlaws beyond
the Rio Grande and their capture and punishment on Mexican soil. It is understood that

spoke
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General commanding the Southwestern Department to adopt this course. This is openly
aggressive and, though not done to create war,
has a strong tendency in that diiection. A
similar invasion of Canadian soil would produce war with Great Britain in sixty days.
Second. Under a thin veil of Quixotic sentimentalism we are to extend a moral support to
good government in Mexico—though what this
may precisely mean we are not very clearly informed, unless we are at liberty to infer it from
the more outspoken policy embraced in the
Third proposition—in which upon a certain
contingency we are urged to give material support to that party or Administration in Mexico
which best promises to insure law and order—
in other words, to assume a sort of Protectorate
over the sitter republic, and in the pending dispute it is qnietly hinted that we should sustain
Lerdo and frown upon Diaz.
These last two movements ate not understood
to have tbe assent or approval of the Administration at Washington; those who are engineering the measure not having induced our authorities to.go farther than the step described
iu the first proposition.
As a comforting and consolatory addendum
to the whole scheme we are kindly assured that
iu no event shall any Mexican territory be acquired or aunexed to tbe United States. As in
similar
many other eases of
design and
most
tbe
movement
feature
important
which
that
is
may be
specially disdo
I
not
avowed.
mean
to
impute
deception or insincerity to the Texas representative, but I feel free to aver that, bowever can
did be may be in bis declaration of views, or
bowever cautions the Administration might be,
if it should adopt and act upon them, yet tbe
inevitable drift of events—rapidly whirled into
a current that could neither be stayed nor directed—would be towards tbe absorption by
this country of a large (portion of the present
Republic ot Mexico.
While on this day and before this audience X
would not introduce a merely partisan topic,
nor speak words unbefitting the patriotic associations by which we are inspired aud surrounded, I yet think that a danger of possible
moment to our nationality may be most properly discussed before an assemblage of American citizens on the anniversary of the Republic’s birth-day.
To the younger generation who constitute the
larger part of my hearers, the war with Mexico
is merely a dim tradition or an historical fact—
but the elderly and middle-aged will readily remember that the hnal act, which precipitated
actual conflict between the two countries iu the
spring of 184(5 was not so palpable nor so menacing as that which is now being fore-shadowed
on the dial of our nation's future from the
same
disturbed quarter of the polit cal

heavens.

And if the course of our Government shall
guided, or even largely Influenced by
and the interests that stand behind
this
movement—some
of
them masked
and some
of
in
them
sight—we may
find ourselves rushed into
a
war, requiring indeed .bat a petty fraction
of
our
military strength, yet Involving a serious drain
upon oar Treasury; to be reimbursed in the end
by a cession of territory, acquired at the wrong
time, located in the wrong place, inhabited by
an undesirable
population, adding weakness
where we want strength, discord where we
need peace, and a lack of patriotic inspiration
where most of ail we require the devoted spirit
ot a true American Nationality.
We are passing through an era of test and
trial for the Kepubic. The war of the Rebellion
is long since over, but the political questions
resulting therefrom, the new adjustments
rendered necessary by tbeJissue|of|tbe conflict,
the permanent status of races brought into
new relations have not been settled
upon a
basis that gives adequate guaranty for peace,
harmony and security in the future. I do not
with to exaggerate these sources of
disquietude
—nor do I wish to underrate them.
They
present the grave problems of statesmanship
for the present generation, and it yet remains
to be seen whether our wisdom in peace is
equal to our prowess in war. Nor would it be
just to ignore or belittle the gravo difficulties
which the states lately in rebellion have upon
their own hands and within their own borders—
questions which they alone can adjust, but
which are assuredly rendered more difficult
to them by their .jealousy and distrust of the
National Government. And in certain aspects
these questions are being continually complicated and rendered more embarrassing by the
action of the States themseives.
When, after the close of the Rebellion, the
states engaged in it were re-admitted to a participation in the Government of the Union,
they alt came in with Constitutions distinctly
recognizing and affirming the paramount
authority of the National Government, anl the
paramount allegiance due to it from evory
citizen of the United (States.
Several of the
states thug reconstructed have since
changed
their Constitutions, and in every instanoe, save
one, they have struck out
"the paramount
authority of the Union and the paramount
allegiance jof the jcitizeus to the National
Government.
The latest example is that of
Georgia, that has just votad for a Convention
to revise her Constitution on which she was
re-admitted to a representation in Congress,
and her distinguished Senator, Mr. Hill, is
credited by the public press with deolaring that
among the prime motives for changing the
Constitution of Georgia is to strike fiotn its
pages the assertion that the late war was a
rebellion- and further to erase and annul that
majestic utterance contained in the thirtythird section of the “Declaration of Fundamental Principles,” which expresses more true
patriotism than was ever before proclaimed on
the soil of Georgia. It is in these memorable
words:
now be
the men

“The State of Georgia shall forever remain a
the American Union; the people thereof
part of tho American Nation; every citizen
thereof owes paramount allegiance to the Constitution and Government ot the united States, and no
member of
are a

law or ordinance of thiz State in contravention or
subversion thereof .shall tever have any binding

force,”

Mr. Hill is reported as saying that this patriotic provision should be struck from the organic
Law of Georgia, and he concluded his speech
by assnring his hearers that the fall power of
the South is just dawning, and that the day is
not far distant when it
will
control the
Government of the Union.
■***
In view of these significant facts and still
more signincant tendencies in tbe
southern
part of our country, I ask men of all parties
here assembled to day on the soil of Connecticut,
if they think it wise to provide now by tbe
acquisition of Mexican Territory for tbe
creation of additional states, holding these
views of the National Government—as inevitably they would hold them by reason of proximity of location, and by the character and
creed of the men who would naturally inhabit
and control them.
In tbe states north of a
certain line a countless majority of the people
of all parties believe their paramount allegiance
to be due to the Government of the United
States, so that a conflict between a Northern
state and the United States is practically impossible. In a majority of the states south of
same line the great mass of those who
term
themselves the “governing dess’’ believe ia an
allegiance to their respective local Governments superior to that which they owe to tbe
Government of the Union,
It is tbe same
heresy that harried tens of thousands of brave
and honorable men into a conflict with the
Government in 1801 and now, sixteen years
having elepsed with their frightful record of
war and of blood, of
cruelty and of carnage
the tragedy ends in one important aspect just
where it began, with tbe men who precipitated
tbe conflict in solid power from Maryland to
Mexico, resolute in purpose and holding with
tenacity the oreed that underlay the Rebellion—
a creed that is utterly irreconcilable with a
lasting devotion to tbe Union of the States.
I do not have the slightest doubt that these
views are honestly held bv those who avow
them; they proclaimed by able men with the
force and skill— not indeed of logic, but of a
sophistry which deceives the unwary and
sometimes entraps even the watchful.
There can be no doubt, 1 think, that an overwhelming majority of the people of this country, and especially tbe North, are hostile to
further annexation of Southern Territory. That
was plainly shown
when Mr. Seward’s proposed purchase of the island of St. Thomas was
peremptorily rejected, and still later when
General Grant’s very earnest advocacy of the
San Domingo scheme utterly failed to secure
support even at a time when his Administration was peculiarly powerful and influential in
shaping measures and directing policies. For
a period of sixty years from tbe
adoption of tbe
Federal Constitution, annexation of territory
on the South
was
a favorite
policy with our
Government. In 1803 we purchased Louisiana;
in 1819 we purchased Florida; in 1845 we annexed Texas; ia 1848 we took a vast arear from
Mexico, and in 1853 we paid a large price for a
small tract from the same country. All these
purchases were made by Southern Presidents
except the small one of 1853, and that by a
President wholly devoted to Southern interests.
The aggregate area ot these additions to our
domain is at least two and a quarter millions of
square miles, nearly three times as great as tbe
whole of tbe territory fought for by our Revolutionary Ancestors, and covered by the Treaty
cf Peace in 1783. 1 do not mean to imply that
tbe whole benefit of these acquisitions went to
the Southern section of the country or to its
peculiar interests. Fate and fortitude rescued
a large proportion of,tho Louisiana purchases
to Northern interests, as some prosperous and
powerful states in the West strikingly testify
to-day. The magnificent empire of California
and the neighboring Territories were also rescued after one of the most memorable struggles
Northern annexation as an original movement
has never flourished with us. Mr. Seward enjoys the honor of being the first statesman to
add to our territory on the North, as he did in
the purchase of Alaska. A Southern President
gave away a valuable piece of territory on our
North-Eastern frontier in 1842, and another
Southern President four years later gave away
a vast tract of
most valuable country on onr
North-Western frontier—nearly five times aa
great as the state of New York. I wish to make
no reflections on the
great men who made
those settlements, but I take no risk in saying
that if either treaty were to be negotiated now,
the United States would demand a far different
boundary both on the North-East and the
North-West. I wish further to say that it in
1842 or in 184D claims as strong as those which
were given away on our Northern frontier by
Mr. Tyler and Mr, Polk had existed on oar
Southern border they would have been maintained at the cannon's mouthsunder the old cry
of “indemnity for the past, and security for the
future.”
While regretting that our Government did
not stand for its extreme rights both in the
North East and the North-West 1 would not
attempt to force annexation or acquisition of
territory in any direction—but at the same time
1 most frankly avow that the incorporation of
British American Provinces in our Union
would be a vast addition to our strength and a
large element added to our growth and prosperity No manlier, stronger, abler,better portion
of the Anglo-Saxon race can be found on the
globe than those who inhabit the Dominion of
Canada. They are not at present contemplating any union with us—nor are we making the
slightest overtures towards them, but the continued growth of mutual interests, the quickened and quickening influence of constant intercourse will, in my judgment, ultimately
bring us together. Our relations with them
daily grow more intimate; we are drawn towards each other by a thousand ties of interest,
friendship and kindred, and the outpouring of
our sympathy for their lately stricken
city is
but an expression of the kindly regard we feel
for their entire people.
In my remarks I have been compelled to
speak of the North and the South as in a certain sense antagonistic forces in our government. It is not my speaking of this antagonism that creates It—nor would the fact cease to
exist if every man in the North should keep
silent. Mor will it be removed byj effusive ora
tory in Decoratiyn Day nor by swelling periods
on the Fourth of July.
It has its deep-seated
origin iu different phases of civilization and In
radically different views of the functions,
powers and limits of the State and National
governments. It is deeply to be regretted that
I hope it will some day die
it has grown np.
out. The North and the South, just as much
as the East and the West, are fitted by nature
for harmonious co-operation and for mutual
development and strength. I would include
all sections in the folds of a common patriotism,
inspired by a single aim, warmed by the same
traditions, stimulated by like pride, looking forward to oue destiny. But we should gain nothing; nay, we should lose a great deal by concealing from ourselves the palpable fact that
tb9 controlling political element in the South
holds views which are at war with the prestige
and perpetuity of the American Union.
1
speak it here to-day in sorrow and not in anger;
aud yet I could not be just to my convictions if
I should fail to speak it plaiuly. The remedy
is in the hands of that vast majority of our
countrymeu, who believe that their paramount
allegiance is due to the natioual government,
and who hold, with Washington, that "the
union of the States should ever be the primary
object of patriotic desire.”
The consolidated strength of the sixteen
states that were lately slaveholding, is a tremendous political force, embodying nearly onehalf the Senate of the United States, more than
one-thirdof the House of Representatives, and
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almost two-fifths of the aggregate electoral
college. This entire element is controlled by a
small minority of the
people of those States; it
will be wielded in tbe luture
with the unity of
despotism, and it aims at permanent domination in the government of the
country. Let us
look the future
squarely in the face, prepare
for the danger in
season, and avert it if posBii_ take my position without hesitation,
JJJ*.
without distrust, without
acrimony and without
concealment. I believe that Southern control
in the government of the
Union is the worst
possible result, even for the South
itself; I believe that it is menacing and dangerous to

every interest in the land; I believe that the
men who in battle and in council
saved the
Union should govern it; I believe that the men
who for four years sought the life of the nation
should not bo entrusted with its
supreme control; I believe that the heresy of the citizen's
primary allegiance being due to his State,—a
heresy which has already wrought so much
misery and shed so much innocent blood,—
should be confined to the States that cherish
it,
and not permitted to install itself in the
government of tbe nation; and, finally, I believe
that any policy which contemplates, or by any
possibility involves, the annexation of Mexican
territory, or any other addition to the disturbed
elements of the South, is at war with the high
est interests of every American citizen,—of the
generation that now is, and of the countless
generations that, in the providence of God,
shall succeed to our proud title, and to its con-

tinually widening responsibilities.
The

'The Industries

of

the Islands—-Their
n

Tourist.

Cranberry Isles, Me. I
July 2, 1877. )
To the Editor of the Press:
There are two Cranberry Islands, the Big
and the Little, which, lying to the north and
east of Mount Desert, form the town of Cranberry Isles. A fortnight ago I left tbe Portland steamer at Southwest Harbor and a row
boat took me over to Big Cranberry Island,
three miles distant. I was disembarked on
the wide pebbly beach of a little semi-circular
cove, into which projects a wharf backed by a
store house, fish house, smoke house, and
flakes on which salted fish were drying, the

whole being the establishment of Squire Preble>
the great man of the island. There is a long
rise of land behind the cove, and crowning it
the high roofed mansion of the Squire, a spacious house, comfortable in its appointments
and neat in appearance; guests are here entertained and it is lcscribed|,the Preble House in

Iteg is ter.
Pishing is the principal occupation of the
inhabitants of the Cranberry Islands. The
young men are absent most ofj the time on codfishing vessels and mackerelmen, while their
seniors, whose family cares have increased,
stay at home and alternate fishing with farm‘ng, going out in tbeir boats for the day when
the weather Is favorable, and hoeing their
gardens and mending fishing gear at times

the State

when it is unsafe to ventnre forth. The soil
seems fertile, and the growing crops are most
flourishing, but to the true islander the most
successful work on shore is irksome, and, while
be submits to it as a necessity, the only thing
that to him really seems worth doing is to
start out in his boat in the early morning, race
with a score of fellow fishermen to the grounds
which lie well into the open sea, fish till after*
noon, and then return to dress his fish and pre*
pare for the next day’s fishing. Codfish, haddock, poliook, and, later in the season, mackerel are

but

now

have grown scarce in late years and haddock
the main dependence of the fishermen.

Across the channel called the Western Way
hills
rise the
of Mount
the
Desert,
whole range which extends far to the northward, being visible from the Cranberry Isles
By day, they show bare and white, darkening
into tints and shadows at sunset, until in the
night ihey stand black and ominous against

the sky. Tne steamers bearing tourists to
Southwest Harbor and Bar Harbor plow along
in full view, but it is seldom that a passenger is
found adventurous enough to cross the channel
and explore the Cranberry Islands.
Yachting

parties are occasional visitors and it sometimes
happens that an undergraduate, for his sins
endures here the bleak and tempestuous winter
In the capacity of pedagogue. The inhabitants

generally a simple andkintly hearted
folk, living in a comfortable fashion, and well
disposed toward strangers. They are brave
and expert wreckers and venture fearlessly in
seem

the rescue of life and property from vessels
shattered on the outlying rocks.
Squire Preble with whom I am domiciled is
a fine specimen of kindly, upright, courageous
manhood. In the affairs of a long and busy
life he has repeatedly met and repaired by
patient industry, cruel and unforeseeable
rnvnrflpfl
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and tin possession a competency, he abates
none of his activity.
For many years, he has
managed the town affairs, and between his

public and private business

manages to labor
average sixteen hours daily. He is an
expert fisherman, and in his company I have
had some exciting and successful sport.
on an

On the little island is the fishing establishment of the Hadlock Brothers, who continue,
in an enlarged form, the business bequeathed

by their grandfather.

Twelve fishing vessels
ail from their wharves, of which five ar«
wholly or in part owned by the firm. At this
time the vessels are just arriving from the
Banks, or the Bay of Fuuday, and discharging
their fares of codfish, after which they refit to
go maokereling.
The codfish they discharge
is salted, but not dried, and the latter process
is attained by spreading them in “flakes”
with which the establishment is well furnished,
The common method of taking mackerel is
with a seine, and several of the large boats
nsed in the fishing lie about on the
beach,
some of them thirty-five feet long by nine in
width. In a room used for the storage of fishing gear are seine nets of the value of §3000.
Besides fitting out
fishing vessels and re
ceiving and disposing of their products, the
Hadlocks carry on other branches of business.
The lobster fishing is a profitable one, part of
those being sent to the can ning factory at

Southwest Harbor, and the

rest shipped alive
to the various seaboard cities. Farming is carried on to some extent, and the products are
profitably disposed of in the furnishing of fishermen with fresh supplies.
One of the two brothers who compofie the firm
Col. W. E. Hadlock, a gentleman whose face is

familiar in both branches of the
-*--'rf
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account, the starting of a sheep ranch in
Mount Desert. He has bought a large tract of
land, including in its limits a mountain and a

pond,

end is preparing to stock it with
sheep;
be estimates that the land will afford pasturfor
a
thousand
and
age
sheep
proposes to ulti-

mately

maintain that number upon it.

The mail service of the Cranberry Islands is
regular (all things considered) but lacks frequency. There is a post-office on the Big
Island and

boat goes twice a week over to
Southwest Harbor to carry and receive the
mail. This seems rather slow to a new comer
to whom a daily paper has become an
indispensable habit of life, but one soon
ones
a

adapts
self to the existing state of things, and is satisfied to peruse in the
weekly papers that
reach here, news that has become historical in
the busy cities of the mainland.
p,

STATE NEWS
FRANKLIN COUNTY..
A set of desperadoes that are
investing the
region of country about New Vineyard and
Kingfield, and that several attempts at highway robbery have been made. The roads have
been blocked in several instances and manv
parties have been insulted by the lawless set.
KNOX COUNTY.
In Thomaston, Edward O’Brien is the largest tax payer, $3,474 67; Samuel Watts, $1,559.83; Harvey Mills, $1,044.14; C. W. Stimpson,
$985.59; Alfred, Watts, $668.27. The rate is

$13

one

$1000.

COUNTY.
Mrs. Charles Bobert of Brooks was thrown
from a carriage recently and had her hip disWALDO

located.

In Liberty, Sunday night,
dvring a sharp
thunder shower, lightning struck the barn of
G. G. Sherman, completely demolishing one of
the gable ends and, passing down, killed one of
his oxen and a cow and injured his horse.
The farm buildings of Albert Gordon wore
burned on Wednesday of last week
through a
defective chimney. Loss $800; insured in Baufor
$550.
gor
The Belfast journal says there are rumors
that a pension agent of that city has been recently investigated by a special agent from
Washington, and some practices uncovered
which make the agent amenable to criminal
law.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
Bucksport has contributed to St. John 8 cases
and 2 barrels of needfuls, and something more
than $300 in cash.
YORK COUNTY.
Mr. J. W. Meserve of the firm of S. Meserve
& Son, lies very sick with typhoid fever at bis
home at Bar Mills, Buxton.

State Senator J. Henry Burch of Louisiana
arrested Tuesday charged with embezzle-

was

zueot of school funds.

Pool

adjoining,

Austria Interferes

in

Belialf of

Montenegro,

Citizens for $2300.
Drowned.
Willie Fellows, 8 years old, son of Alexander
Fellows, was drowned near Kiver street steam
mill this afternoon.

Human

THE

day and was drowned.
Comdex, July 3.—Alphonzo Thayer and
Wm. Perry, young men of Bockport, were
drowned this forenoon in Penobscot Bay while
catching a sword fisn, with Capt. Thurston of
the schooner Joe Carleton, the fish fouling
The

bodies

Williams, residing at Trefethen’s Cove, Kittery, started
with his wife for Eastern Point, Gerrish Island,
last evening, to look after his lobster pots, intending to return immediately. Since that
5

—

John

time nothing has been seen or heard of the m
although search has been made. It is supposed
that while hauling the pots tho boat, which
was a small one, capsized and both were

drowned.

ployed

Mr. Williams was a rigger and emin the navy yard.
Bun Over and Killed.

He died this afternoon.
Reform Mchool Trainee.
Augusta, July j.—The Governor has appointed Hon. Franklin L. Carney of Newcastle, Trustee of the Beform School,
Base Ball.
both legs.

5.—The

club of Wiscasset played

a

Samoset base ball
match game

with

the White Stockings of Pittstoo, at Dresden
Mills yesteday. The Samosets scored 23, White
Stockings 13.
Normal Mchool Exercises.

Farmington, July 5.—The exercises

of graduation at the Normal School commenced today. The forenoon was devoted to the examination of the classes.
The Governor and
Council, trustees and a large number of visitors were present. In the afternoon there were
exercises in teaching by the graduates, Mella
Alden, Lucy E. Carter, Hattie E. Fitch, Lizzie
Cl
a/.mAn
Cn.nl.
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Arthur, Chas. Chadburn, Everett E. Dow,
Mar; L. Thayer, Clara B. Thomas, Winnie B.
Thorndike, Nellie F. Townsend,Emma S. Wyman, PreBton W. Charley, Frank E, Perham.
At 8 o’clock this evening an address was delivered by A, D. Mayo, D. D., and conferring
of diplomas. The attendance daring the year
was two hundred and sixty-eight.
The day
was

charming and

was

manifested.

a

deep

interest in the school

NEW YORK.
Failure ol a Savings Bank.
New Yobk, July 4.—The Tribune of tomorrow (Thursday) will contain a special report of the suspension of the Clinton Savings
Bank at No. 244 Eighth avenue on account of
the gradual reduction in deposits and lethargy

in business.
The last statement of the Secretary of the
Bank, made the third week iu June, shows
the total assets at 17,366,838, and total liabilities
at $7,349,555. It is telt by the officers that the
amount of loss to depositors will largely depend
upon the person appointed as receiver.

WASHINGTON.
Bonds Called in.
Washington, July 5.—By virtue of the authority given by act of Congress, approved July
14, entitled an act to authorize the refunding of
the national debt, 1 herby give notice that the
principal and acorued interest of bonds herein
below designated, known as 5-20 bonds of the
act of March 3, 1865, consols of 1865, will be
paid at the Treasury of the United States, in
the city of Washington, on and after the 5th
of October, 1877, and that interest on said bonds
TAX*.
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July 1,1865, namely, $50 Nos. 11,001 to 17,000,
both inclusive: $100,18,001 to 29,000, both inclusive; $500,18001 to 27,000, both inclusive;
$1000, 41,001 to 52,000, both inclusive; total $7,000,000.
Registered bonds redeemable at pleasure of
the United States after the first day of July,
1870, as follows: $50, Nos. 501 to 700, both inclusive; $100, 4901 to 6400, both inclusive; $500,
4351 to 5200, both inclusive; $1000,13 601 to 16,500, both inclusive; $5000,4351 to 5050, both inclusive; $10,000, 370 to 4472, both inclusive; total $3,000,000. Aggregate $10,000,000.
E. C. McCormick,
(Signed,)
Acting Secretary.
Our Mexican Relations.

Gen. Mata, representative of the Diaz Mexi
can government, today had an interview wit ^
Secretary Evarts, when there was a free but informal expression of views by both gentlemen.
Gen. Mata alluded to the fact of his being in
possession of credentials, and inquired whether
the Secretary would receive for examination

■

and consideration any papers Mata would present. At the conclusion of the interview,
which was throughout very friendly, Mata returned to his hotel, made a copy of his credentials and sent them to the Secretary. The subject, it is expected, will be considered at the
Cabinet meeting tomorrow.
Although our minister at Mexico has not formally recognized the Diaz government, but is
awaiting instructions on that point, it is known
he has had and continues to have communica
tion with the Diaz government, having repeatedly asked the recognition of American consuls at Mexican ports by the issuance of exequators authorizing them to exercise their functions as such officers. Gen. Mata says that the
Texas border is more than ordinarily quiet, and
there have been no depredations oi any consequence from either side for more than seventeen months.
The
President
and
the
Woodstock

Speeches.
Hon. Gustave Schleister of Texas, who is
the Representative referred to by Senator
Blaine in his Woodstock speech yesterday, had
an Interview this morning with the President,
in which Congressman Reagan of Texas, also
participated, Schleischer says the President did
not seem discomposed by the Woodstock utterances, though he would doubtless have prefer-

red that no such outburst had occurred. Schleiscber expresses the opinion that any supposition that the President favors any Mexican
annexation scheme “rather wild.”
During a conversation today between the
President, and

a

Wpsf.ern Sonat.nr

innidnntal al_

lusiou was made by the latter to the speeches
delivered yesterday by Chamberlain and Blaine,
when the President said he had a high respect
for these gentlemen, and as far as he knew the
personal relations between them and himself
were of a friendly character.
At all events, he
entertained for them the most kindly sentiments.
While he claimed for himself a free
utterance of political opinion, he certainly conld
not object to such a course on their part. Their
ideas of his public duties were different from
bis own, but of that he did not complain. He
had, however, acted from a sense of duty iu order to accomplish complete reconciliation in the
South, and had done so from the best lights
which were afforded and the best judgment he
could command after a full view of the situation, and with the earnest desire to produce
He would not quarrel
satisfactory results.
with thosejwho questioned the soundness of bis
judgment or the honesty of his motives. He
was willing to leave to time the vindication of
his course.
_

THE INDIANS.
Portland, Oregon, July 5.—The following
despatch is just received from Lewiston via

Walla Walla under the date of July 2d:
A courier just in from Coma says Col. Whipple and his command had an engagement with
the Looking Glass band on the Clear Water
today. Four Indians were killed and left on
the field. Many others were wounded.
The
squaws and children took to the river and several were drowned.
The fighting was still going on when the courier left. The Looking
Glass band is estimated by scouts to the numberlof about 400.
At 3 o’clock a..m., a courier arrived
having
left Gen. Howard’s camp on the 29th. The
troops had made a crossing that day and scouts
who had been out in the hills found stock but
no Indians.
Tho latter are believed to have
gone down toward the mouth of the Salmon
river, making tor Gray’g
crossing on the Salmon, thence crossing the Snake river at the
mouth of the Graneroude.
Despatches were
forwarded to Walla Walla to be
telegraphed so
as to apprise persons in the
Graneroude and
Walla Walla valleys that they may be on the

lookout.
A private letter states the body of Lieut

Theller has been found and several other bodies. Nearby were a great number of empty
cartridges, which gate proof they sold their
lives dearly.
Later—On Saturday some Ntz Perces, Palens
and Spokemans and some other northern ludlans held a council about ten miles north of
Cumr d’Alene catnp on Hangman’s Creek, at
which the murderers of Kitchie were present.
The majority of tho council approved the killing and the minority separatsd from tho others and waited to go back to the
reservation,
but were afraid to go lest they would be attacked by the whites. The Crnur d’Alens offer to send out ten ol their number to accompany a few white settlers to bring in the murderers of Kitchie.
The whites have no arms to
spare to go with the Caiar d’Alenes and a
messenger is in town for arms.

President Hayes and Vice President Wheeler
will attend the Vermont Centennial.

A

ASIATIC CAMPAIGN.
Victory Which Couldn’t be Taken Advantage of.

New IYork, July 5.—Kiernau's
telegram
from Vienna says a serious fight around 15atonm resulted in the retreat of the
Russians,
thus uncovering the Russian besiegiug
army
before Kars.
The Tnrkish losses were so
heavy they could not follow up their victory.
Gen. MelikotT to be Recalled.
Kiernan’s cable says it is officially announced
that Gen. Melikotf, commanding the Russians
in Asia Minor will be recalled.
The Canca.n. Insurrection.
Constantinople, July 5.—The Russian retrograde movement west ot Kars will, it is be* by
be
hastened
the
lieved,
report
which reaches Erzeroum of the great spread of
the insurrection in the Caucasus.
jg
ON THE DANUBE.
Critical Position of the Ruesian. at
Simnilza.

Calais, July 5.—Wm. Henry Noble of Milltown, while iutoxicated and asleep on the
track, was run over yesterday by au engine on
the St. Croix & Penobscot railroad, cutting off

Wiscasset, July

at foot of the Bal-

kans.

Bath, July 5.—Willie D., son of Thomas
McLaughlin, aged i years, fell into the river to-

it.

Cavalry

New York, July 5.—Cable special says:—
The position the Russians occupy
on
the

Danube at Simmtza is considered critical. A
despatch from Constantinople states it is asserted the Russians are preparing to retreat across
the Danube at Simnitza, as the Turkish ironclads are ascending the river to destroy the
D naoi n rt

Turks
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also
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demanded.

The Situation of the Two Armies.
London, July 5.—The Standard’s Constantinople despatch reports that 30 battalions of
the Turkish army of Montenegro have reached
Antivori whence they embark for an unknown
destination.
The Times’ Bucharest despatch says it is
stated here that over 120,000 Russians have
crossed the Danube at Simintza with an immense traih of artillery. The cavalry marched
about 20 kilometres in advance of the infantry.
As the Turks have no proportionate amount of
cavalry to meet them the Russians are scouring
the country up to the foot of the Balkans.
Turkish outposts are at Janta which is their
The centre of their
present advanced line.
army is near Rosegad, the right covering
Rustcbuk and the left stretching towards
ocnumla.
it is reported only 12,UU0 men
are
in
left
Silistria.
The first
great
in
battle
Bulgaria will be fought on
the above line if the Turks give battle in
the open field north of tbe Balkans.
The Russians have had several skirmishes
with Turkish outposts on the Jantra.
The Russian cavalry has penetrated to Plevna
and Softcha on the west, and to Tirnova and
Kabrova towards the Balkans.
They appear
to be masters of the country between the Balkans and Danube and from the Jantra to
Plevna.
The Czar’s Bulgarian Proclamation.
Tbe Vienna correspondent of the Times telegraphs that tbe Czar’s proclamation to the Bulgarians has produced little impression in official
oircles there, and it is not at all likely to produce any change m the Austrian policy.

ence.

London, July 5.—At the termination of the
recent successful campaign against Montenegro it was asserted from Constantinople that a
Turkish governor will be appointed and tbe
country reduced to a position of a Turkish
province; also that Suleman and Saib Pasha
are about to march upon Cettinje.
Without
any further fighting to account for the change
in Turkish plans it ts now announced thatjMeh
met Alii has been appointed to command the
army in Thesally and [Suleiman Pasha recalled
to Constantinople probably with his army.
These measures give point to the reports recently current that Austria and probably other
powers have brought a pressure at Constantinople to save Montenegro from being crushed
and also with the view of taking away from
Servia one pretext for joining in hostilities
agaiust Turkey.

The Porte has promised Minister Layard that
It will take measures to assure tbe safety of
the Christians.
The Saodard’s Berlin special says Austria
resolved to interfere in favor of Montenegro
only when she heard that Italy was about to
make a naval demonstation along the Albanian
coast and relieve the Montenegrins. In consequence of Austrian interference it is said the
Tarks have resolved to withdraw all their troops
except a small corps.
The Standard's Constantinople despatch says
it is announced that Snlieman Pasha occupies
Cettinge, and will conduct the affairs of Montenegro till the peaoe which Austria is endeaving to arrange is concluded.
(This conflicts
with all other intelligence on tbe matter, and
is probably nntrne.)

INDIA.

Bombay Famine.
London, July 5.—A despatch to the Times
from Calcutta, says that the accounts from the
Bombay famine districts are daily growing better.
Rain is plentiful and sowiDg of crops is
beginning. The position in Madras is still very
The

grave. One thousand persons are on the relief
work or gratuitously fed.

GREAT BRITAIN.
The Transvaal Republic.
London, July 5.—Mr. Kinger and other delegates hearing a protest from the late govern'
ment of the Transvaal Republic agaiust Brit
ish annexation, had an interview with Lord
Camay on today.
The latter informed them
that it was impossible to reverse the decree of
but
he
would
hear any representaannexation,
tions from them relative to the administration
of the Province with pleasure.
England’s Eastern Policy.
Edinburg, July 5.—The Scotman’s special
an duuuuu
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tbat It is surmised that the despatch of the
fleet to Besika Bay will be followed up by more
decided measures, says oue or two ministers
would instantly resign rather than risk a war
with Bussia on the question of the neutrality
of the Dardanelles.

Foreign Notes.
The municipality of Paris has resolved to petition for a law permitting cremation.
French crops are reported good.
The harvest promises better than for the last sixty
years.
Mayor of Portsmouth, tEng., says he knows
nothing about any invitation(of Portsmouth,
N. H., volunteers to visit England.
The Ottoman Parliament will be reopened
on the 1st of October.
Cable despatch says that British Columbia
has floated a six per cent loan of £150,000 at
par.
Steamer Angelsea went ashore yesterday at
Point Pluton, Canada.
The ship Hebe is at Quebec.
She nicked up
on the 12th inst. on the banks of Newlound,
two French fishermen in au exhausted condition.
London has contributed £3000 for St. John;
Manchester 3000; Liverpool 2,000; Dublin 400.
A large manufacturing
establishment in
Yorkshire is in difficulties.
Liabilities 81,250,000.
A commercial treaty between France and
Italy will be signed this week.
Medical examiners say there is no reason for
anxiety regarding Beaconsfield's neaitb.
It is reported tbat Sir James.Ferguson will
succeed Lord Dufferin.
The state department has received the copy
of the formal protest of the TransvaalJKepnblic
against annexation ta Great Britain.
An Editor Cosvhidcd.
5.—J. W. M. Gerst,
editor ot the New Era, was assaulted this
evening by Geo. Holdeman and Jas. E. Yunge
The assault was the outwith cowhides.
growth of ait'cles commenting on the conduct
of a number of young men and ladies of

Lancaster, Pa., July

Columbia.

MoMicra’ National Encampment.

Columbus, Ohio, July 5.—Preparations
tho

for
auunal encampment of tbo Soldiers’ National Union September 4th to the 7th at
Marietta, O., are actively going forward. The
majority of the Ohio National Guard will
camp at Marietta, and indications are there
will be an average daily attendance of 25,000.
Letters of acceptance have been received from
Gens. ShermaD, Kilpatrick and Crook, and
from Confederate Generals Joe
Johnston
Cockerel and Bradley Johnson.
John L. Thomas, Jr., assumed the
collector of Baltimore yesterday.

New Orleans, July 5.—In the Superior
Criminal Court today Attorney General Ogden

the District Attorney filed information
against Madison Wells, T. C. Anderson, Louis
M. Kenner and G. Casanave, charging them
ander Sec. 833 of the Revised Statutes with uttering and publishing as true, certain altered,
false, forged and counterfeit records. Immediately after (Ping the Information capiases
were issued for the arrest of the parties named.
Wells and Kenner surrendered themselves to
The information is very lengthy
the sheriff.
and charges them with baying on the 4th of
December, 1870, falsely and feloniously uttered
and published as true the altered, forged and
counterfeited election returns for Presidential
electors from the parish of Vernon at the election in November, by adding 158 votes to each
of the Hayes electors, and deducting 395 from
each of the Tilden electors.
The bail was fixed at 85000 each and has
been furnished by Wells and Kenner.
Anderson and Cassanave will surrender themselves
and furnish the required bonds.
|
and

Baae|Ball.
At New Bedford—Fall Rivers 10, Bristols 0,
At Louisville—Cincinoatis 3, Louisvilles 1.
AtWilkeabarre—Wilaesbarres lO.Chelseas 1.
At Buffalo—Erics 7, Philadelphias 0.
Wisconsin Greenbacks.

Milwaukee, July 5.—Yesterday a Greenback convention met at Portage to nominate a
state ticket. About one hundred were present.
E. P. Allis of Milwaukee was nominated for
governor. The platform calls for paper money
and good times.
METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE
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HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1

Officer, Washington. D.C.,
July 6, (1 A.
For New England,

>

M.)J

and the Middle Atlantic States, rising barometer, winds shifting to northwest, stationary or
lower temperature, partly cloudy weather and
rain areas.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Rev. E. H, Chapin says he has not resigned.
Paul Andrews of Newport was stepped on
by a horse yesterday and killed.
A large crowd of applicants for office besieged the Treasury Department yesterday.
John E. Owen, the actor, is seriously ill.
The Indians are falling back toward Walla
Walla valley.
Mrs. Francis Preston Blair, relicit of the
late Francis 1’. Blair, died suddenly at the
family mansion near Silver Spring, Md., at 2
o cxucs yesteruay morning,
one was ruling
horseback Wednesday.
Several boyes in the New Hampshire reform
school yesterday assaulted one of the overseers,
took the keys and made their escape.
All bat
one has been recaptured.
The Montreal Orangemen have decided to

dutieslof

No 2 White at 44c; extra at 51c; No 2 Chicago at 38
g 39c; old at 52c; White State at 60 @ 61c; receipts
69,188 bush; sales 38,008 bush; also 5009 bush New
York No 2 seller July at 431c. Coftee quiet and firm.
Sugar nominally unchanged; refined is dull at Jl}c
for standard A;
ll}c@ll|c for granulated and
powdered; 12c for crushed. Molasses is dull at 45
g 50c for Kngiish Islands ;45 g 55c for Porto Kieo; 45
g 56c for New Orleans. Rice is quiet and steady at
5} g 6}c tor Louisiana; 6 g 7c for Carolina. Petro-

leum is dull and unchanged; crude at 6}c; retim'd
at 13 g 13ic; cases 16} g 18c; naptha 9}.
Tallow is
steady; 40,000 lbs at 8® 8} ior good to prime. Naval Stores—Rosin is quiet and unchanged. Turpentine about steady at 31 g 31}e tor Spirits.
Pork Is
firm; 325 bbls new mess at 14 20 g 14 25 ; 550 bbls tor
at
590
bbls
seller
114
August
20;
September 14 00 g
14 29; closed 14 30 asked. Beefisquiet. Cut bleats
middles
Western
quiet;
steady;
long clear at
city long dear at 7c. Lard is firm; old prime steam
at 9 20; 400 tes new do at 9 10; 500 tes seller for J uly
at 9 20 ; 4000 do August at 9 17} g 9 25, closing 9 25
bid; 100 seller September at 9 32} g 9 35, closing at
9 35 bid; 250 seller all the year at 9 12}.

oj;

Chicago, July 5.—Flour is steady and in good demand. Whiat unsettled and generally lower; No 1
Chicago Spring at 1 52; No 2 Cmcago Spring at 1 45
g 146 cash; 139 seller July; 1 21} g 1 2I| seller for
AugUBt; 115 seller September; No 3 Spring at 1 20.
Corn-demand light and holders firm at 16}e cash;
47J g 47} for seller August; rejected at 42}g43}c.
Oats are dull and weak at 32c cash; 3UJc seller August. Bye steady at 62c. Barley is steady at 60 g
65. Pork is active and firm at 13 15 cash; 13 07} g
13 15 for July; 13 17} g 13 20 lor August; 13 35 seller
September. Lard lairiy active at 8 70 cash; 8 83 for
August; 9 00 seller September. Bulk Meats tirmer
but not quotably higher.
Receipts—19,000 ubis liour,26,000 bush wheat, 315.000 onsh corn, 89,000 bush oats,16,000 bush barley.

15,000 bnsb of rye.
Shipments—13,000 bbls dour,57,000

Ex-Judge Sullivan of Washington, D. C.,
was robbed of $3000 at the Tremont House, N.
Y,, Wednesday night.
O’Lenry completed 281 miles of his walk yesterday. The contestant, Van Ness, withdrew.
A violent storm passed over the upper portion of Berks county, Pa., last evening, demolished building and doing much damage to
Estimated destruction of property
bridges.

$30,000.

In a fight between a gang of horse thieves
and a sheriff’s posse near Prescott, Ark., one
of the gang who turns out to have been a Pres-

byterian minister,

killed,
A passenger train on the Cleveland, Colnmbus, Chicago & Indianapolis Railroad was
wrecked at Solon, Ohio, yesterday and the engineer, W. L. Needham, instantly killed.
was

A monnment is to he erected over the grave
of Samnel Meredith, first Treasurer of the
United States.
A fire in Decorab, Iowa, yesterday destroyed
$20,000 worth of property.
The skeleton of a boy was found at Vancebnrg, ICy.. yesterday, and a man named Roberts, who is doubtless his murderer, is likely to
be lynched.
The

Philadelphia mint

resumed work yesterdouble eagles and trade dollars, for
which there is a largo demand.

day

on

Portland Wholesale Market.
Thursday, July 5.—The markets are dull as
usual 4th of July week. Sugars have declined again
but are now quite steady at jl2c for granulated and
lljc for Extra C. Molasses Is dull and and there is
but little Belling. Corn is quite firm and we quote
car lots at 61c, hag lots at 67c and Meal at 64c.
Oats
are steady at 53 @ 58c. Flour is firm and unchanged.
Foreign JBxporta.
NS. Schr Lucknow—190 Mils of
CORNWALLIS,
9
do
Sour,
oatmeai, 1 do Graham hour.
Foreign Imports.
HAVANA. Brig J Pierce—297 hlids 24 tes 1 bbl
molasses to Geo H Hunt & Hunt & Co.
PICTOU, NS. Brig Katie—311 tons [coal to G T
Railroad.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1600 bnsh corn meal to G
W True iSc Co.
Bolton Stock

Market.

[Sale! at the Brokers’ Board, J uly 5.]
Boston & Maine Railroad.— @ 90}
Eastern Railroad..3} @ 3}
Portland, Saco &3Portsmouth R,.
@ 70
Eastern Railroad (new bonds).51# @51}
10 Bates Manufacturing Co. 75
Second Call.
15 Boston & Maine Railroad. 90}
—

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, July 5—Evening.—Money easy at 1
@ 2 per cent, on call, and 3 @ 4 per cent, on prime
business paper. ,Sterling Exchange unchanged at
487} @ i67} for sixty days and 489} @ 489} lor demand.
Gold steady at 105} throughout the day; borrowing
rates } @ 2 per cent.; loans were also made flat. The
clearances were $17,230,030. The customs receipts
to-day were $337,000. The Treasury disbursement!
were $563,000 for interest and $127,000 for bonds.
Governments quiet and firm. State bonds dull.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:

UnitedStates 6s,1881 reg.ill#
United States 6s, 1881, coup.111}
United States 6-20’s, 1865, new, reg.106#
United States 1865, coup.106#
United States 1867, reg.109
United States 1867, coupon.109}
United States, 1868, coup.112#
United States 5-20’s, 1868, reg ...112}
UnitedStates 10-40’s, reg.112}
United States 10-40s. coup.113
UnitedStates news’s, 81, reg.Ill#
United States newl58. 81, coup.1U§
United States new 41s, reg. 108}
Umted States new 4}s, coup.108}
Currency 6’s.
125}
The following were the closing quotations] of

Stocks:
Western

Union Telegraph Co, ex...58#
New York Central & Hudson R R. 92}
Pacific Mail... 19}

Erie...I.
Erie preferred.
Michigan Central.
Panama....ex.
Union Pacific Stock,...
Lake Shore.
Illinois

central.....,..

Pittsburg R.,.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred_.
Bock island.
New Jersey Central.
St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred..
Fort Wayne.
Ohio & Mississippi.
Delaware & Lackawanna.”..
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.

61
16
41
95
65
49
531

78

20}
46}
922

8}
202

53}
8)5

37s
19}
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Missouri Pacific.
1}
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st,..]),, 11

Guaranteed....

10

Central Pacific bonds....!l07|
Union Pacific. K151
Land Grants. X05
Sinking Funds.
90}
Providence Prim Cloth* market.
I'BOVIDEKCE, R. I., July 5.—The Printing cloths
market continues active; prices steady at 45c for
standard and extra 61 x 64.
Domestic market*

bush wheat

639,1,800 bush barley.

bush com, 63,000 bush oats,
rye.
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat was
firmer at 1 39} seller July; 121} soller August. Corn
at 47c seller J uly; 48c seller August, uats unchanged. Pork at 13 10 caBh; 13 25 g 13 50 seller
August;
13 37} g 13 40 seller September. Lard firmer and 5

000

15,000 hash

higher.

Toledo, July 5.—Flour is firm. Wheat is firm;
No 3 White Wabash at 2 00; extra White Michigan
at 2 09 asked; No 1 White Michigan at 2
05}; No 2
White Michigan at 1 90; Amber Michigan on spot at
2 05; No2 Red Winter at 195gl96; seller July at
1 43}; August 1 30} g 1 30}; No 3 Red 1 65; No 2 Amber Michigan 1 67}. Corn qniet; High Mixed on spot
at 51}c; seller September 52}; No 2 White at 53c; rejected 48}c; damaged 43}c. Oats dull; No 2 at 36}c;
White 45c; Michigan 37c.
Receipts—000 bbls Hour. 7,000 bush wheat, 45 000
bush Com, 7,000 bush Oats, 00 Barley.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 7,000 bush Wheat 66,000 bush Com, 7000 hush Oats.
Milwaukee, July 5.—Flour quiet aud unchanged. Wheat is firm; No 2 Milwaukee at
152}; seller
July 152; seller August 128}; No 3 Milwaukee at
1 32 g 1 34. Com in fair pemaud; No 2 at 464c. Oais
m good demand; No 2 at 33jo.
Rye—No l at 67}c.
Bailey nominalty; No 2 Spring at 70c; No 3 Spring
Receipts—4500 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—4,300 bbls flour, 41,000 bush wheat.
Cikcinkati, July 5.—Pork is quiet and firm 13 75
Lard stronger; steam
nominally; current make 81;
kettle at 9} @ 11}. Bulk Meats are quiet and firm—
shoulders at.5; clear rib at 7; clear sides at TJ. Bacon is firm; shoulders at 5} g 53; clear ribs at 7}
*
g 73; clear sides at 8} g 8}.
Lire Hogs—light at 4 55 g 4 70;
at 4 60 g
picking
4 75; butchers 4 80 g 4 85; receipts 1873
head; shipments 665 head.
St. Louis, July 5.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
double extra fall at 7 90 g 8 15; treble extra do at
8 35® 8 60.
Wneat inactive; No 2 Red Fall at 175
bid; No 3 Red Fall at 1 45}. Oats dull; rejected 32c.
dull
at
56c.
Rye
Receipts—1600 bbls flour, 37,00 bush wheat, 25,000 bush com, 26,000 bush oats, 0,OCO bush barley.
1060 bosh rye, 00 head cattle.

Detroit, July

5.—Flour is

Wheat is
ijwiti

g

nominally unchanged.
higher; extra White Mich-

scarce and 5
6
at. 9. 03 (S) 9 ftl•
K.ii iVhitn

__

«

Cora—nothing domg.

OatB shade tinner and in good
demand; sales White New York by sample at 48e:
Mixed at 37} @ 48c.
Receipts—480 hois Hour, 3557 bush wheat, 800

No I

2,586 bash oats.
Shipments—100 bbls flour, 1145 bush wheat.
bush com
bosh com,

9,601 bush oatB.

850

Nobfolk, July 5.—Cotton is quiet; Middling6 up1
lands at 11|c.
Chableston, July 5.—Cotton is steady; Middling
s
uplands at 11} @ ll}c.
Savahnab, July 5.—Cotton is quiet; Middlin'
uplands at lljc.
Louisville, July 5.-Cotton is quiet; Middlingb
uplands lljc.

parade.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

MONTENEGRO
Suleiman Pasha and His Army lo be Recalled—Evidences (of Austria’s Interfer-

wucii^uuuouii

Board.
New York, July 5.—A New Orleans special
there
is no doubt that the
to the World says
new grand jury will indict the members of the
returning board for perjury and forgery, the
Ex-Gov. Wells says the
evidence beiDg clear.
indictments will be a violation of last spring’s
and
he
Anderson are makand
compromises,
ing|arrangements to go to Washington to solicit the interposition of President Hayes.

a

advancing

from Nicopolis and
Rustchuk, as well as from the rear, and
threaten the Russians on all sides. A large
force of Roumanian troops attempted to cross
the Danube at Widdin last night, but were
repulsed b; the Turks with a severe loss, and
the rafts were destroyed.
Afraid of the Day of Reckoning.
Bucharest, July 5.—It is said the Mussulmans are preparing to flee from the scene of
last year’s atrocities in Bulgaria, fearing the
vengeance of the Russians and Bulgarians.
The Dobrndicha Clear of Turks.
St. Petersburg, July 5.—An official despatch announces that the Dobrudscha is completely cleared of Turks as far as Trajan’s
Wall.
The Russians continue to cross the
Danube uninterruptedly day and night.
Tirnora Not Occupied.
The Russians continue their forward march
in Bulgaria, but have not occupied Tirnova. In
official quarters here the participation of Servia
in the war will be considered inopportune, and
it is not believed to be contemplated.
Ho diplomatic explanations have been furnished by Russia regarding the Czar’s proclamation to the Bulgarians, nor has any been
are

A Steamship Ashore.
New York, July 5.—Kiernan’s agency reports steamer South Tyne from Palermo for
this city ashore 12 miles south of Fire Island on

Expected Indictment of the Returning

The Turks Unable to Follow.

was

NEWS.

Long Island beach.

BATOUM.

smashed and
Insured in the Etna and

water.

canght; halibut were once plentiful,
are rarely got off these grounds.
Cod

are now

El-

streets, was nearly ruined by fire yesterday.
Insured for 81000 in the Girard. The furniture
was a partial loss; insured for 8COO in the same
company.
The dwelling of L. B. Dalton,
damaged and the contents badly

War.

THE RUSSIAN RETREAT FROM

Fire in Biddeford.
Biddeford. July 5.—The dwelling of
ward H. Thompson, corner of High and

damaged by

MARINE

The Turco-Russian

MAINE.

Portsmouth, July

Fisheries-Sauntering* by

,

BY TELEGRAPH.

with the boat and upsetting
were not recovered.

Cranberry Isles,

FOREIGN.

Havana Market.
Havana. Junes.—Sugar more active, especially
Muscovados; prices very Urm.
,Spanish Gold 227 @ 227}. Exchange firm; on U. S.
sixty days currency }t® } prem; short
sight do at 1}
60 ( ii' ^ 60ld at
@ 5} prem; short sight
do 0J p'rem’
European;; Markets.
London, Jnly 5—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 019 16
ior.money and account.
London, July 5—-12.30 P. M.—American securiVweJT Jn?,States 1)011(1 s» per cents., at 1051: do

l?67e,

at

1061J

new

5s, 108f.

r.,^IVS^T?vL’
Jll,ly at 6
dull;
Middling uplands
5-16; do Orleans at 6*d;
sales 8,000 bales, including 1000 lor
speculation and
export. Receipts ol cotton to-day 1,350 bales:1 no

5-12.30 P. M.-Cotton market

American._

'married!
In this city, July 3. by Rev. F.
Southwortb, Wm.
W. Moore and Miss Bessie Carroll, both of
Portland.
111 Gape Elizabeth, June 26,
by Rev. A. F. Hutch)n8°n> Ge°. H. Fletcher and Miss Ella F. Jordan,
both of Portland.

__?n ®r®rD?ln^t(>n» July

Miss Mittie F. Currier.

^P»?a^’

£Wayne

__DIED.
In Falmouth, June 27, William Fisher,
aged 81
years 10 months 18 days,—a soldier of the war 1812.
In Bath, July 4, Mrs. Susan
aged 87 years.
Poor,
In PhipBburg, July 3, Mr. John
Butler, aged 89
years 3 months.
T_r>.

u._V

63 years.
In West Camden, June 17, Mrs.
Fanny, wife of
Albert Leach, aged 24 years.
In Rockland, Juno 25, Mrs. Annie A., wifoot Jos.
E. Verrlll, aged 35 years 10 mouths.

Minalure Alamnac.July 6.
Snn rises.4.23 | High water. 7.13 PM
Sun sets.7.40 | Moon rises...12.11 AM

MARINE NEWS;
POUT OF PORTLAND.

Fox.

Steamship Chase, Thompson, Boston—A R Stubbs.
Brig San Carlos, Atherton, St John, NB
J S
—

Winslow & Co.
Scb Henry R Tilton. Cranmer, Philadelphia—
Sch J G Hall, (Br) Conley. French Cross. NS—
Sch Chalcedony, Ingalls, Machias—Natn’l Blake.
Sch Ceres, Murch, Ellsworth—Chase Bros.
Schs Carrie Bell. Seavey, and Sami Gillman, Kelley, Kennebec, to load for Washington—J Nickerson
& Son.

MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE.)
Ar at Hong Kong prev to 4th Inst, ship Leading
Wind, Hinckley, Antwerp.
Ar at Liverpool 3d inst, baraues Alice Cooper.
King, Bangor; 4th, M A McNeil, Watt, do.
Ar at Hull, E, 4th inst, ship Bombay, Work, from
New Orleans.
FROM

___

MEMORANDA.
Ship R B Fuller, from Akyab lor English Channel,
which put into Reunion leaky, has been taken to
Mauritius, where she arrived June 24th, and was
docked tor repairs. She is to be stripped, cauiked
and remetaled.
Haven, before reported wrecked at Manauba, was all
loaded and ready for sea; she got under way May
25th, but could not get out by the point and came to
anchor. On the 26th, the sea was very heavy and
the brig dragged ashore and became a wreck. She
registered 262 tons, was built at Macbias in 1867, and
hailed from New York.
Sch J Ooolidge, of and from Franklin for Boston,
with wood, sprung aleak and capsized oft Monhegan
June 23. The crew were rescued by a fisherman.
The wreck was towed into Seal Harbor 24th by sch
Martha 0, of Gloucester, and stripped.

F. O. BAILEY * COm

payment.

Registered Bonds issued in all denominations.
Coupon Bonds i&sned only for $50 and $100.

J. B. BROWN &

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 3d, ship S C Blanchard,
Meady, Liverpool.
Cld 26th, ship Alameda, Otis, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Uld 28th, ship Jas A Wright
Morrison, Pascagoula, (not as before.)
PENSACOLA—Cld 29th, sch Mary A Power, Wiley, New Haven.
Ar 30th, ship Ella S Thayer, Minott, New Orleans.
FERNANDINA—Ar 30th, brig Lizabel, Hooper,
Boston.

DARLEN-Ar 1st, sch Waldemar, Parker, Bucksport, to load for Brazil.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 29th, sch Hesperus, Conary, Boston.

—

ton,
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 30th, brig Nellie Husted,
Brewster, New York; sch Mary Oliver, baker, do;
Angola, Wooster, Philadelphia; Mary, Pendleton,
Del.

Kockport.

Old 2d, schs Louisa Wilson, Holt, Port au Prince;
M E Van Cleat, Thorndike, Cardenas.
RICHMOND—Ar 2d, schs Maggie Bell, Hall, Rockland; E G Knight, Pratt, po.

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 2d, sch Isaac Orbeton, Crockett, Windsor, NS.
BALTIMORE—Cld 2d, ship Lathly Rich, Lewis,
Antwerp; sch Chas E Moody, Eastman. Boston.
Ar 5tb, schs Nettie Walker, Ingalls, St John, PR;
S D Barnes, Wright, Nassau, NP.
Cld 3d, barque Florence Peters, Mountfort, Portland.
Sid 3d, ship Lathly Rich; barque Florence Peters.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30tli, sch Rising Sun,Jones,
Fall River.
Ar 2d, schs Loduskia, Means, Bangor; H J Holway, Thompson, Portsmouth; Win Pickering, coring, Hallowed; Helen Mar, Nickerson, Kennebec;
M M Pote, Stratton, Wilmingtou NC; Ada M Graut,
Grant, Savannah.
Cld 30th, schs Para, Bryant, Boston; West Dennis,
Crowell, Bath.
Cld 3d, sobs Dolphin, Young, Bangor; Annie Gus,
Sawyer, Salem; Albert Clarence, Haldes, Wcllfieet.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, sch F L Richardson, Watts,
Brunswick, Ga; Leonora, Bonsey, Calais; Albert

Jameson, Caudage,

DR.

T H A Y ER

,

PHYSICIAN AND Sl/KUEON,

New York.
Sid. schs Wesley Abbott, Milton, Wave, Bloomer,
E M Brauacomb, Maggie Todd, Anna Murcb, E & G
W Hinds, Excel, Island Belle, Pennsylvania, Jed F
Duren, Boxer, Terrapin, Abbott Devereux. Three
Sisters, W H Sargent. Flora Condon, Marion Draper,
Addie G Bryant, Grecian, Reno, Emily, Abner 'laylor, Olive, E II Nash.
BOSTON—Ar 8d, sets Ada J Simonton, Hall, from
Weehawken; Prospect, Meaas, Perth Amboy; Everglade, Grover, New York; Native American, Agnew,
Calais; Carroll, Young, Macbias; Westerloo, Whita-

Mechanics’ Hall Building,
tenders thanks to the Citizens of PortRespectfully
land for their liberal
during the past

patronage
year;
Correct nod <»entlr manly
the skill heretofore displayed in
restoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
all. Diseases of EVE nud EAR, THROAT
and LLIV€*» skillfully treated. Also

aud trusts that by
deportment, with

CHRONIC

ker, Ellsworth.
Cld 3d, barque Henrick Ibsen. (Nor) Nielson, Bangor, to load tor Rotterdam; schs Silver Heels. Macomber, Flores; Hattie A White, Beilaty, for Hayti;
Joseph Eaton, Peterson, tor Philadelphia; Agnes I
Grace, Rivers, Galveston.
Ar 4th, barques Addie E Sleeper, Sleeper, Trapani;
Hattie G McFarland, McFarland, Alexandria; brigs
J H Lane, Shute, Trapani; schs Lucy Lee, Ingalls,
Annapolis, NS; Skylark, Small, Philadelphia; Terrapin, Wooster, and Wm H Sargent, Parker, Port
Johnson; Convoy,Cook, and Julia & Martha, Hopps,
Calais; Mary B Rogers, Preble, Bath; Orizon,Hinckley, do; J A Dix, Piukham, Cape Porpoise.
Ar 5th, barque Acacia, Anderson, Cientuegos; schs
J W Brown, Kane, Crab Island, WI; Mexican, Haskell, Charlottetown, PEI; Laura E Messer, Gregory,
Alexandria; Helen Maria, Look, Baltimore; John
Griffin, Waite, Amboy; LA Boardman, Norwood,
Hoboken; E M Branscomb, Dodge, Rondout; Henry
Whitney. Long, Newburg; Czar, Hammond, and
Jas O’Donohue, Warren. Port Johnson; lmogene,
Lord, New York; Lake, Hupper, Rockland.
Cld 5th. ship Andrew Jackson, Bartlett, St John,
NB; sch Emma, Bradley, Bristol.
LYNN—Ar 26th, sell Eliza Sawyer, Cook, Rondout.
Ar 29th, sch Jacob & William, Varnum, Calais.
Ar 2d, sch Montezuma, Rumriil, Ellsworth.
SALEM—Ar 23d, schs Edward Stanley, Pierce, St
George; Areola, Whitmore, Ellsworth.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 3d, schs Addie G Bryant,
Stubbs, Port Johnson; Ann Parker, Joyce, Rockport
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 2d, sch Jas Bliss, Hatch, lor
Ielesboro.
Sid 3d, sch Norman, Hodgdon, Philadelphia.
CALAIS—Sbl 3d, sch Volant, Cassidy, Portland.
BATH—Ar 3d, sch Wm Wilson, Packard, Portland
to load for Washington.
Ar 4th, sch G M Porter, Allen, Port Johnson.

in all forms.

peculiar

to

the female
cured

organinm

Hull 3d inst, ship Gatherer, Thompson, from
Calcutta.
At Surinam June 13, schs Abbie Pitman, Chase,
for Boston 3 weaks; Roswell, Hurlbut, for do.
At Port Spain June 7, Anita, Small, for Boston.
Cld at Pictou 2d inst, sch II C W inship, Doane, for
Portland.
Ar at Halifax 2d inst, sch Webster, Grant, Cape
Porpoise.
Cld 30th, steamer Acadian, Cabel, for Pictou and
Portland, (having repaired.)
Ar at Windsor. NS. June 29, schs Hamburg, from
Machia9, (and cld for New York); 30th, Ada S Allen,
from Eastport, (and cld for New York.)
Ar at St John, NB, 1st inst, ship Baring Brothers,
(new) Thorndike, Thomaston.
Ar at St John, NB, 3d inst, ship Robert Dixon,
Smith wick, Full.
Cld 2d, sch Bagaduce, Clements, Philadelphia.
SPOKEN.

June 26, lat 53 25,
Orleans lor Havre.

febl7sneodt

Wifi.

ALLEN,

Jr.,

No. :51 1-2 Exchange St.

je£6

KOBINSON,

PTIJjnQ

we

corner

story brick, substantially
built throughout, has 8 laree^rooms. lays to the sun all
day; has furnace and Sebago; wash tubs set, and
every convenience; plenty ot closet and shed; roomnice
neighborhood. Buildiugs all in good order. Terms
easy.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd
Jy4

BILLIARD iTABLE.

AT

AUCTION.

JULY 7th, at 12 o’clock, m.,
our salesroom. 35 Exchange8t.,
Table, in good order, with racks,

shall sell at
ON SATURDAY,
Billiard
we

one

Bevel

halls, cues, Ac.
F. O.

jy4

& Co., Auctioneer*.
dtd

Bailey

Library

AUCTION,

AT

JULY

at 10

e

o’clock

a.

m.
w*

our

library

number

John A. Poor, consisting of a largo
historical and other valuable books.

o

Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
dtd

jy4

Street

Monday, July 9th, at 3 o’clock p. m.« we shal
sell the House and Lot, No. 9 Forest street. Said
House is 14 Story, contains 9 rooms with ample closets, etc., good cellar, plenty of water; lot 40 x 80 ft.
This property will be sold without reserve, as the
owner is leading the State.
P. O. K.tILEV A VO., Auctioneer*.
dtd
juy3

sndtf

ORGANS.
8UZ28

saly

WANTS.
Wauled.
Pastry Cook, also good Ironer, als
Washwoman, and a gentlemanly young man

MEAT

A

or

Porter. Those accustomed to Beach Houses preferred. Apply in person at Central House, Old Orchard Beach. Me.
.Iuy3dtf

as

Wanted

FOR SALE.

Immediately,

first class French meat and
by
bread cook. Good references, and will work for
SITUATION
Address
moderate
a

jy2d3t

wages.

"E.

H.” this ofilca*

Family Horse Wanted.
for ladies to drive, weight 950 to 1050, sound
and kind. Address, with full particulars, and
price, A. B., Press Office.
je29d6t*

SAFE

Wanted.
CAPABLE girl to do general housework at
VVoodiord’s Corner, Deering, one mile from
Portland, on line of Horse Railroad. Apply at
julBdttCAPf. ,J. B. COYLE'S, Deering.

A

jy2,2p 1400 MIDDLE STREET. eoddui

Wanted.
An experienced rook, at
13G FREE STREET.
dtf
jul9

BARGAINS

H.S.KALER&CO

Swan

c*3

—

Barrett,

IN

—

millinery.

Boots and Shoes
for Men, Women and Children,

I

I have on hand qnite an assortment of first class
Boots and Shoes that will be sold at very low prices
to close them ont and make room for new stock.
These goods are all perfect and warranted, and will
sell very rapidly.

Closing

Out

AND

LADIES’

Sale

ol

CHILDREN’S

M. G. PALMER.
je20

dtf

HATS,

COAL.
The largest stock and the best tariety of Coals In
the city, lor

French Flowers,
Ostrich

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

—

Randall
60

BY

Silk Velvets

—

&

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

Black

English Crapes
Ribbons Ac., Ac.

ST.

sep6

distf

To the Ladies.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Tips,

Trimming Silks

FOB SALE AT

Lowest Market Rates,

Clarke’s Tooth Ache Drops cure instantly.
d&wlw
jy4

Groat

OVER 100 DOZEN

Bargains

Millinery and Fancy Goods

Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

—

STORE,

HATS

be obtained in

can

Solution,

JULY

a

5

Myrtle Street,
lliUlUO has the celebrated Weber Piano, aua
and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
>rders for Tuning attended to at

DY.

Tar

shal

TUESDAY,
10th., at 3 p.m.,
sell the property No. 181 Pearl,
ONThe
ot Lauro
house is
three

St.

ON

CALL ON

ALL who suffer from Dropsy and Kidney Diseases
be cured by using HUNT’S REMEDY, the great
Kidney Medicine. HUNT’S REMEDY is purely
vegetable, and used daily by our best physicians in
their practice. All diseases of the Kidney, Bladder
and Urinary Organs, are cured by HUNT’S REME-

Tar,

*

AT AUCTION.

House and Lot on Forest
By Auction.

INSURANCE.

can

For

Story Brick House

F. 0.

Ion 74 50, ship Scotia, from New'

Forest

3

visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Office hours rom 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 P.

Bangor.

casset.
Ar at

General MerchanRegular sale of Furniture
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
_oc3dtt
and

7tli.,
ON atSATURDAY,
salesroom, No. 35 Exchange street,
of the late H«n
shall sell the valuable

Portland. November 30. 1876,

els, Bangor.
Cld 3d, brig Harry Smith, Weeks, Philadelphia.
Ar at London 3d inst, ship Rhine, Stetson, from
New York.
Ar at Cardiff 2d inst, ship Norris, Barstow, Wis-

0. W, ALLK1T.

0. BAILBY.

without resorting to a local treatment so painful to
the patient.
Reference to a large number, cured
during the past year, can be bad by calling at my of-

M.

Tucker, Portland (June 11.)
Ar at Liverpool June 23, ship Bonanza, Webster,
Quebec.
Ar at Liverpool 3d inst, ship Wm McGilvery, Nick-

35 aid 37 Exchange

Nutearoouia
F

be

can

fice.
Patients

Ar at Trieste June 27, barque Investigator, Carver,
New York.
Ar at Dunkirk 3d inst, brig Cadet, Leighton, from
New York.
Ar at Havre 2d inst, ship D W Chapman, Tukey,
New Orleans; 23d, Melrose, Neil, do; barques Annie
Torrey, Cooper, Charleston; Geo Kremelberg, Patterson, Mobile.
Ar at Greenook 1st inst, brig Fannie B Tucker,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

Valuable

DISEASES
Those diseases

FOREION PORTS.
Ar at Yokohama 2d inst, ship Charter Oak,Staples,
Portland Municipal
New York.
0s
Ar at Colombo Apl 13. barque Mignon. Soule, from
Cuyahoga county, Ohio
7s
for
sailed
6
May
Singapore.)
Chittigone, (and
Equitable Trust Company
7s
Ar at Mauritius June 24. ship R B Fuller, from
Maine Central Railroad
(is and 7s
Akyab via Reunion for England, (to go into dock lor
also
repairs.)
Biddeford Municipal ■
Sid fmJCalcutta June 4, barque Gem, Cole, Boston.
5s
Ar at Madras 2d inst, ship C C Chapman, Pote,
Saco Municipal
5s
Boston, (Apl 6.)
Sid fm Lisbon June 30, barque Cbarlos T Russell,
No city in New England stands better financially
j
Havre.
Hamilton,
than Saco. Its total debt is $45,000, which is but a
Ar at Cadiz Juno 18, brig Mary E Leighton, Leighlittle more than one per cent, of its assessed
ton, uorunna.
valuation.
Ar at Cronstadt June 17tb, narque P C Merriman,
The highest market price paid for Government
Merriman, New Orleans.
Rond* of all kinds in exchange lor the above
Ar at Bremen June 20, barque Malleville, Harlow,
securities.

400

at

—

In

CONGRESS ST„

Nearly All the New and Desirable
StyleB,

Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
II. S. KALER & CO.,
Forest
Tar Soap,
OBSERVATORY.
Forest
Tar Inhalers,
FIFTY CENTS !
Forest
or Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

or

or

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough
Purifying the Breath.

Sore

and

(ELCENT’S BLOCK,)
posed of to settle the estate.

as

the stock is to bcdis-

Any party wishing to purchase the above named
stock, together with the Store Fixtures, will call on
J. H. FOGG, Attorney at Law,
42 j Exchange St.
j nUdtf

The greater part of there goods will be sold at
about one-half the regular retail price.
Inspection solicited.

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

or

Chapped Hands,

Salt
the Toilet and Bath.

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
JFor 8ale by all Druggists.

The Best Risks are likely to suffer from Fire. Every property
owner should hade two-thirds insurance.
Insurance strengthens

NO STRANGER should leave the city without visiting the Observatory on Munjoy Hill. From
the cupola, 227 feet above the sea, may be seen the
entire city, the Ocean to the horizon, Casco Bay,
with its 365 Islands, the White fttountaian, 80
miles distant, and with tbe powerful TELESCOPE
mounted in the cupola, objects 30 miles distant in
every direction may be distinctly seen. The views
here are said to he unsurpassed for beauty and variety by any in the world.
Congress Street Cars pass every 15 minutes.

m2

03m

FIRE

Portland, Me.

Wc offer

One Lot All Wool

Stripes,

42c,

Former Price, 75c.

One Lot All Wool

Plaids,

35c,

Former Price, 63c.

Class Coinpnn iea, Reasonable Rales
Square Dealing, at Barnes’ Agency;

First

jy3

300 PAIRS

I

INSURANCE,

Exchange St.

28

dtf

Kid Gloves!

OF

financial and business credit, and
relieves anxiety of mind.

B. BARNES, Jr.

259 Middle Street.

jo2

Rheum, Shin Dlteaiea,

Are you Insured?

These

the Best Bargains wo have ever oflered
before. Also all onr

arc

ilsui'w

investments:

Sumer Dress Goods at Reduced Prices.

this morning 300 Pairs Two Button Kid Gloves in all Colors,

OPERAS, DRARS

Our Entire Stock oi NINttHADEH;

AT

&

BROW®,

—

AX COST.

WE OFFER FOR SALE

Portland Municipal

TUKESBURY &

6s
6s
7s

Evansville, Ind.,
Freehold Mortgage,

CO.,

537 CONGRESS STREET.
jy3

Utt

Cts. per

Fifty

pair.

And other first-claes securities, suitable for invest-

ments of July dividends,
“called bonds.”

or

to be

exchanged

for

67

Exchange

je29

Improve the present opportuiiy
these Goods have always retailed tor ONE DOLLAR, and will
be sold this day lor
as

Woodbury & Moulton,
St.
sndtf

Chamber Furniture
The public are especially invited to] examine
Stock of Chamber Furniture, of

THE

our

French, Fastlakc,

Cents.

Fifty

AND
will be in session, at the Faluionth Hotel, Tun,
liny, July 10th. at IO a. iu., and continue in
session during the day, lor the purpose of considering applications for registration and examination of
candidates. All interested will please take notice
and govern themselves accordingly.
H. T. CUMMINGS,
Chairman ot the Board.
jy4d3t,4,7&10sn

CALLED

5-20
Bought

BONDS

Queen
Making
as

can be

Anne

complete

Designs.

interesting stock of goods
found in New England.
as

and

LOW.

PRICES

Walter
.28

ERAJVKENBERG

Corey & Co. KID CLOVES!

FKEE

STREET.

je30

iltf

or exchanged for other
on the most favorable

1st
2d

REMOVAL.

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

32

Exchange Street.
sneodt

TCrgicm;
—

DENTAL

AND

Elastic Stockings, Stiontflcr Braces, Crntches,

A. D.
BOOTS

kinds, including

the

celebrated

ELASTIC TRUSS.
VACCINE VIRUS conuiantly
Eor Sale by

GEORGE

Providence.

cor.

C,

PORTLAND,

528.

&

50

FRYE,
MK.,

ELECTRIC BATTERIES tor .ale and
■o lei,
myi-’suwUti
;

$1.25.

-

l.OO.

Congress

To.

503

Street.
«Mw

EXCHANGE

tltf

Arc I
STREET.

illw

Navy Hall.
STREET,

20.000 And. and Ken It. It. Os,
10.000 Maine Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
10,000 Port land & Kennebec fit.

Woodhury&ifloiilton, No.
or

PAIR.

Nelson & Gould,

BV|-

j]j2

and

CONGRESS

ju21

CASHED

COUPONS

KIDS,

CENTSJ»ER

SHOES. Under Army

juxj-S"

hand.

Congress & Franklin St

Shades,

all colors,

A. 1). MORSE,
jy3

on

Quality
“

2-BUTTOX

MORSE,

Repairing Promptly Attended

TRUSSES
of all

Spring

—ALSO—

Women’s, and Children’s Boots and Shoes.

INSTRUMENTS,

in

Another Job Lot

Has removed to 528 Congress St., opposite hea l o
Casco Street, where he will keep a full lice of Men’s,

—

line

EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.

H.M.Payson&Co
my27

A lull

Operas, Ac.

by

terms

DAVIS & CO.
Ju29till.

Securities

Ar

3d, narque Palo Alto, Jenkins, Sagua 11 days;
Norena, Mablman, do 9 days; brig Ellen H Mnnroe,
Knowles, Matanzas 9 nays; Mary Gibbs, Whitmore,
Cardenas; sch R L Hersey, Coggins, Matanzas.
Ar 5th, barques Alex Campbell, Bunker, Sagua;
Elba, Nichols, do; brig Anna Gardiner, Havener,
Antigua; ech Miranda, Mitchell, Cardenas.

SONS,

40 ExchangeNtreel, Portland.

ju20ttsn

DOMESTIC PORTS.

GEORGETOWN, SC Ar 30th, schs Vicksburg,
■New Yobk. July 6—Evening.—Flour—medium
Bangor; Louis V Chaples, New York.
grades are in fair request and bring full prices; Min- I1 Kendall,
CHARLESTON-Sid 29th, sch Minna A Reed,
nesota in moderate demand and firm; other kinds
Satilla
River.
Strout,
are quiet
and without change,
closing steady;
Sid 30tb, sch Georgie Clark, Bartlett, Wilming-

receipts7,476bbls; sales 12,500 bbls;No 2 at 300®
4 75; Superfine Western and State 5 60 @ 6
10; common to good extra Western and State at
6 00 @
6 60; good to choice extra Western and State at 6 65
@675; common to choice .White Wheat Western
extra at 6 80 ® 7 00; Fancy White Wheat Western
extra at 7 05 @ 9 00; common to good extra Ohio at
6 25 ® 8 50; common to choice extra St Louis at
6 65 @ 10 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to
prime
8 00 @ 10 00; choice to double extra at 10
C5|® 1100;
Southern flour a shade stronger and moderately active and unchanged; sales 1500 bbls. Rye flour
quiet
and unchanged. Cornmeal is dull and
unchanged.
Wheat is fully lc higher with decidedly better business doing for export, also a limited
milling inquiry;
Chicago at 1 55 @ 1 72; Milwaukee at 1 60 @ 1 61;
No 1 Minnesota in store at 175; new Amber Delaware at 2 00, closing strong and 1 @ 2
better; at call
New York No 2 Winter Red seller lor August at 1 40
hid, 146 asked; New York No 2 Spring seller August
at 1 30 bid and 1 60 asked; receipts 31,670 hush- tales
97,000 bu»b. Rye quiet and unchanged at 70’® 75c
for Western; 92 @ 93c for Stats. Barley is dull and
unchanged. Barley Mait is quiet and unchanged.
Corn is }c @ lc lower, closing active; warm Western
-Mixed at 53c; ungraded Western Mixed at 55 ® 59c:
steamer Mixed at 57 @ 58c; New York No 2 at58(5j
59c; High Mixed at 60 @ 60}c; receipts 315,138 hush;
sales 324,000 bush; also 13.000 bush steamer Mixed
seller July at|57c, closing at 56}c bid, 57}c
asked; No
2 seller July closed at 58Jc bid, 59c asked;48,000 bush
steamer Mixed^seller for August at 57} @ 58c.closing
at 573c bid, 58c asked; 51,000 bush No 2 for
August
at 59} @ 59}c, closi- g at 59}c bid, 59Jc asked isteamer
Mixed seller September closed at 59c bid. 59*c asked; 8,000 bush for September at 60}c, closing at 60c
bid, 60}c asked. Oats—prime a shade firmer; other
grades without change; Mixed WeBtem and State at
30 @56c;White Western and Slate at 40® Glc- New
York No 3 at 36c; New York No 2 at 43}c ;New’York

UNITED STATES
The undersigned will receive subscriptions for the
Four per cent Loan of the United States due
1907. They will turnish the Gold aud attend to the
delivery of the Bonds, charging only their usual
commission upon the sale ot Gold and such expenses
as they may actually incur.
A deposit of two percent, in Gold must accompany subscriptions, which will be received until
July 15, 1877, the remainder of the purchase money
must be paid ou or beiore October 15, 1877, with interest at the rate of Four per cent iu Gold to date of

Philadelphia.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, schs J C Nash, fin
Port Johnson for Boston; E H Nash, Perth Amboy
for Weymouth; Martha Weeks, Rondout for Portsmouth; Abner Taylor, and Hattie, from South Amboy for Bangor; E J Mansell, New York for Bath;
Nellie, Thompson, Weehawken for Calais ; Harry
Percy. New York tor Hallowed; Olive, New Haven
for Bristol; Mechanic, tm Providence for Ellsworth;
Mary E Rankin, Philadelphia for Pittston; Wm Carroll, Perth Amboy for Sandy Point; Benj Reed, Boston for .Savannah; Helen Thompson, St George tor

or

Wednesday, July 4.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer City of Fertland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Sunbeam, Heal. Rockport—lime to D L Fernald & Co.
Sch Mariett, Davis, Round Pond.
Thursday, July 5.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Boston for Halifax.
Barque Daring, Braneeomb, Baltimore—coal to
Brig John Pierce, (of Newport) Bliss. Havana—277
bhdo 24 tes molasses, to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Brig Katie. (Br) LeBlanc, Pictou, NS—311 tons
coal to Grand Trunk K R Co.
Scb Sarah. Sprague, New York—coal to Randall &
McAllister.
Sch City of Ellsworth, Grant, Ellsworth—lumber
and shingles W F Millikeo.
CLEARED*
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, NewYork—Henry

AUCTION SALES-

new

PROVIDENCE—Sid 2d, sch Mechanic, Sinclair,

..

James and Clara Rice, aged 6 years.
In Woolwich, Jane 30, Augustus, sou of John ami
.Nancy Savage, aged 6 years 3 months.
in Lamoille, Juue 39, Lucy Berry, aged 91
years.
In Rockland, June 19, M. W. Farweil, Kan.,* aged
1
**

SPECIAL NOTICES.

4 per cent. Loan.

New York.
Ar 3d, sch Pavilion, Snow, Hoboken.
Sid 3d, sch Judge Low, Siuitb, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 3d, sch Emma Arey,Rogers,

1, Jos. C. Holman, Esq., and

Ju,y Kuel H. Stinson of West Gardiner
and Mrs. .Mary Robinson of Bath.
In Gastine, June 29, Wellington F. Blake and
Miss
Mary_A. Bates, both of Brooksville.
Livermore. June 24, Jarius A. Fillebrown
and Miss N.
Margie Brown of East Liver-

In

Cld 3d, barque Sarah E KiDgsbury, Griffin .Trieste
brig F1 Henderson, Henderson,Pernambuco: Clytie,
Dow, Demarara; schs Adeliza, Libby, St Thomas;
Rio, Phillips, Snulee, NS; EL Higgins, Bonney, tor
Boothbay.
Passed through Hell Gate 3d. schs Walter L Plummer, from New York for Dublin; M L Newton, do
for Boothbay; Venus, do for Boston; Geo D Perry,
Hoboken for Macbias; Maggie Ellen, do for Portland;
John Farnum, for Boston; Atlantic, do for Providence; Richmond, Rondout tor Bostou; Sea Flower,
Amboy tor Bangor.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 1st, sch Ruth H Baker, Collins, Portland.
STONING TON—Ar 1st, brig Joseph Clark, Stahl,

jun

G

SliurtlcII’,
laud
3Ioulton St.,
•’ Port
as

Oil*

THE PEESS
FRIDAY

MORNING, JULY 6, 1877.

Celebration of

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fe
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrew
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chishol n
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phiilsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens &C

this

What Portland Didn’t

What Other Towns Did.

of people and the music was very fine.
Th<
salutes and bells though probably had the most

hearers, although perhaps they were not a!
appreciative. The base ball game in the morn

Municipal Court.
Thursday.—Ehenezer D. Niles. Assault and ha!

tery. Fined $5 with coBts. Paid.
Mary Ward. Intoxication. Thirty days.
Timothy Sullivan. Common drunkard. Tlilrt
days.

j

carriage

hoasi 1

on

The vessel sunk off Chebeague last Saturday

the lobster schooner Hoxwell, Capt Wal
lace. She was raised.
Au anchor and some tweDty fathoms o
chain were stolon from Franklin wharf Wed
was

nesday.
In the foui-oarcd shell race in^Boston on thi 1
Fourth, the Portland crew came in second ii
26.32J and took second money—$150.

The steamer Express will hereafter make a
morning and eveDiDg trip to I’eake’s Island, ai
will be seen elsewhere.
tha

T.iirnnia

.Tnnlnvc

yesterday, which resulted in favor of the former clnb by a score of 17 to 12.
Mr. James P. Champlin’s horse ran away
on Middie street yesterday afternoon and colliding with a jigger was badly bruised.
The Sebago Dike Co’s dike gave way Tuesday. The damage will amount to several hundred dollars.
The West Congregational Sunday School gc
to White Head on the Mary W. Libby

today,
leaving ferry landing, Custom House wharf, at
9J o’clock.
The trotting mare Lady Thorne which died
the other day, leaves as progeny a colt and
filly, respectively three and two years of age,
sired by the old General Knox.
The class of ’74, P. H. S., with their friends,
will have

an excursion to Diamond cove on
Saturday. The steamer Express will leave the
end of Custom House wharf at 9 o’clock.
The trustees of tho Mains Savings Bank, at
their meeting held yesterday afternoon, declared a dividend for the last six months, at the
rate of 5 per cent, per annum, payable on and

after the 18th inst
The Grove House built by the Old Orchard
Campmeeting Association to replace the Boarding House destroyed by fire, was opened Wed
The rooms are good and well fur
nesday.
nisbed and the table and attendance are much
better than at the old house.
The Portland Transcript predicts that Presnmpscot Park will be out up into house
lots in a few years.
Unless the management
does something to stop the jockeying which is
carried on there at every race, this prediction
will be fulfilled in short order.
A correspondent who resides in the upper
end of the city complains that the bell on the
Brackett street engine bouse is rung so hard at
the time of a fire that no one can hear the
larger bells strike the alarm and consequently
they oannot tell where the fire is. The cor-

respondent suggests

that

the bell strike the
number of the box instead'of keeping up such
a clatter.
It has been discovered that the ship now
building at Portsmouth is too wide to pass
tnrougn me araw or me i-'orismontn image,
and it is stated that Mr. Fernald has served a

legal notice on the bridge company and Eastern
Railroad company that, unless they enlarge the
draw, he shall take such other measures as will
be necessary to float out the

August.

ship on

the 13th of

_

I. O. O. F.—The following officers of Unity
Lodge were installed Wedndesday night by
Most Worthy Grand-Master Stephen K. Dyer:
Noble Grand—Augustas O. Leavitt.
Vice Grand—John E. Green.
Secretary—H. H. Ricker.
Treasurer—Charles Prince.
Conductor—Samuel Freeman.
Warden not installed.
Right Supporter N. G.—L. O. Merrill.
Left Supporter N. G.—George H. Buxton.
Inside Guardian—W. H. Stevens.
Outside Guardian—Samuel P. Saunders.
Right Supporter V. G.—F. E. Haskell.
Left Supporter V. G.—Arthur B. Morrison.
Interesting remarks were made by the Grand
Master and the Grand Marshal.
At the meeting of Machigonne Encampment,
held the same evening, the following officers
were installed by the Grand officers:
Chief Patriarch—Milton Higgins.
High Priest—Henry C. Skillings.
Senior Warden—Warren C. Loring.
Recording Scribe—Wm. A. Jacobson.
Guide—E. A Chase.
First Watch—Horace A. Hallett.
Second Watch—Otis L. Haskell.
i Third Watch—C. M. Henry.
Fourth Watch—S. D. Brown.
Inner Sentinel—A. W. Mugford.
Outer Sentinel—George W. Green.
At a meeting of Ancient Brothers lodge last
evening, the following officers were installed :
Noble Grand—Freeman T. Merrill.
Vice Grand—Thomas R. Heath.
Permanent Secretary—Nathaniel G. Cum■

mings.

Recording Secretary—Orlando W. Eldridge.
Treasurer—Daniel W. Nash.
Warden—Frank H. Plummer.
Conductor—Levy A Leonard.
0. G.—O. F. Jewett.
1. G.—C. M. Henry.
R. S. N. G.—W. A. Jacubsou.
L. S. N. G.—E. A. Sutherland.
B. S. V. G.—J. V. Bradley.
L. 8. V. G.-H. C. Bagley.
E. S. S.—Frank Edgley.
L. S. S—Fred O. Edgley.
This lodge has paid out $3288 for benefits the

past six months.
Class Reunion.—The class of ’74 of Bates
College by representation of seven members,
held a reunion and business meeting at one of
their old recitation rooms Thursday, June 28th.
After indulging in many of the pleasant reminiscences of the hour and place they proceeded
to re-elect all of the old board of class officers
and representatives.
A. J. Eastman, President
R. N. Rogers, Vice-President.
F. L. Noble,Secretary.
Thos. Spooner, Treasurer.
Augustus Simmons, H. W. Chandler, W. H.

Ham, Executive Committee.
Robert Given, Orator.
O. Max&eld, Odist.
F. B. Stanford, Poet.
J. H. Hoffman, Historian.
C.

H. Frost. Chanlain.

Professionally the; class stands as follows:
One journalist, two physicians, one teacher,
six ministers, nine lawyers.
Point Examination.—We are informed by the Hod. Thomas B. Heed, Representative in CoDgress from this District, that
an examination of candidates for appointment
to West Point will take place at the AlderWest

City Building, Portland, Wednesday, July 25, at ten o’clock, A. M. Alter the
candidates have passed a physical examination
they will be examined in reading, writing,
arithmetic, geography, grammar and the hisman’s room,

tory of the United States.

Honor.—The following are the
of pupils in District No. 5, Falmouth,
who have attended scliooljerm of eleven weeks
Roll or

names

without

whispering,

the

whole|number being

thirty-four:
Ada E. Knight, Fanny K. PuringtoD, Ella
D. Baker, Hattie P. Wilder, Mary L. Adams,
Annie I. Cobb, Nellie T. Knignt, Minnie C.
Jenney, Etta B. Knight Lizzie W. Jenney,
Cora Weymouth, Annie Clark, Mattie Weymouth, Millie Barber, Florence Kuight, Grace
Jenney, Fred W. Weymouth, Edward F.
Knight, J. Lemuel Waite, Herbert Lunt, Oscar L Knight, Albert H. Clark, Howard L
Waite, Willard H. Cobb.
Knightvillk.—The grammar school taught
by Mr. Wesley Siwyer, and the primary
school taught by Miss Youug, closed with
examination ou Thursday last. This was their
fourth term of teaching iu this village, and
those present ou this occasion were highly
gratified by the marked progress of the various
classes. Much credit is due the teachers for
their unwearied txertious in
training the
youthful minds for future usefulness.
I

jnk

feen

a

Warner.

Portrait.—In Hale’s window can he
ne
Portrait of Capt. Stauwood, by J.
use

wilu know the gentleman
pro-

nounce it a perfect

likeness.

Dg, the horse trot iu tbe afternoon and the
several excursions out of town were well pat
romzed. The result was that the streets of the
city were deserted the most of the day and but
for a stray fire cracker now and then one might
have mistaken the

Joltings.

nlavPil

City.

ticon exhibitions for tbe childreu at City Ball

BEFOBE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Atlantic*

This

The latter feature cost tbe city the sum of $7.5.
and wasjwell woith the money as the childrec
were finely entertained at both exhibitions
The band concerts of course drew large crowd:

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
a Good Time—Lamson.
Stable
and Eating House—E. N. Bates.
Livery

Thft

ant [

consisted of a srluta at sunrise and snnset
ringing of the church bells at morning, nooi
and night, two band concerts and two stereop

Now is

E. N. Bates is erecting a large
West Commercial street.

Do

The 101st auniversaryjofjtbe Declaration o
Independence was observed in the simples
manner possible in this city.
Tbe observance

Safety Rain Holder.
Wanted—By a Capable and Reliable Nurse.

Sunday when
obliged to.

day

for a hot midsummei
ont onless they were

no one went

Marshal Bridges and his foica did finely in
maintaining order, not only in the day time
but the eight preceding, aud at tbe close of tbe

day when the streets were crowded.
Mayor
Butler appreciated tbe efforts of the department and Wednesday morning addressed the

following complimentary
Bridges:

note

to

Marshal

Cm- of Portland,
)
Mayor’s Office, July 4, 1S77. j
C. K. Jirtdges, Esq., City Marshal:
I wish to thank you, Mr. Marshal, and
through you the whole force individually, and
also the specials, for carrying out so effecti vely
my directions concerning the preservation of
the peace and quiet of the city throughout tbe
night preceeding tbe Fourth of July. It'was a
duty well performed, and the feelinz of satistaction at the result is universal with ;all good

citizens.
No city in the country, I believe, cau point to
a more faithful and efficient body of police
than our own existing force.
1 remain yours very respectfully,
M. M. Butler, Mayor.
On reading the same to the officers they proposed three cheers for Mayor Butler, which

given with

will.
The only disturbance of any account during
the day or night was caused by a crowd of
Lewiston roughs who took possession of the
Maine Central Pullman train on their return
were

a

from Biddeford. On the arrival of the train in
this city word was sent to the police station
for aid. Deputy Black responded to the call,
and with ten men visited the

Eastern

depot.

Here was found the train standing in the depot in possession of about 200 of the roughest
men to be found in the state.
The police entered the cars and after a hard tussle ejected
all who had other than Maine Central tickets.
This improved the condition of things and the
train was allowed to proceed.
The crowd was
then driven from the depot and they spent the
rest of the night in making the residents of
the city nnbappy. In passing the residence of
Mr. A. M. Sawyer, corner of Free and Centre

streets, they fired a double barrelled igun, a
Inllet from one barrel entering the sittingroom, and the other passing into his bed cham-

lodging in the head of the bed.
The Light Infantry went to Cushing’s Island
on an excursion. They dined at the Ottawa
House and enjoyed the day very much. There
was a base ball match, target shooting, &c„ on
the island. The disputed prizes of the 6th of
ber and

June were shot for again, and Fred Warren
took the first and Lieut. Jacksont the second.
In the prizes offered for that day B. A. Norton
took

Frank Scott the second.

the first and

Twenty

people from Lewiston
passed through the city, via the Grand Trunk
and Boston & Maine, to Biddeford, and seven
car

loads of

from Bangor and towns along thj Maine Central. The Ogdensburg sent out thirty extra
cars and the Boston & Maine seventy.
A picnic party from Oxfordfcame to the city over
the Grand Trunk and went to the islands in
the

Houghton.

Incendiary Fires.
There were a number of small fites during
the day and evening, and but for the vigilance
of the police they might have resulted disastrnnalv

Snnn

affnr

nine n'l'lnnlr

»•>

nlo»m

man

sent in from box JG, coused.by a fire in the old
Cross house near the corner of Middle and
India streets. The fire was discovered in a bed
in the attic and was undoubtedly set.
It was

put out with but little damage by fire, but considerable from water. The house is owned by
Reuben Higgins of Cape Elizebeth, and is insured for $100 in the Commerce of Albany,
with Dow, Coffin & Libby. The house was occupied by two families, Solomon Reuben and a
Mr. Hoyt. The former’s policy ran out the
day before the fire, while Mr. Hoyt had $500
in the agency of W. D. Little & Co.
Just as
the firemen got to work on this fire a second
alarm was struck from the same box by some
one.
Unfortunately some one counted it 14,
and two steamers were sent to Washington
street to attend to a fire in that vicinity.
The
mistake was discovered before the steamers
had reached their destination,
A fire was discovered in the roof of an old
wooden building near the corner of Clark and
Commercial streets, by officers Jackson and

George Harmon. With the assistance of mem
bers of Cumberland steamer No. 3, the fire
was extinguished without an alarm.
This fire
was undoubtedly set by a tramp who was seen
in the vicinity.
Mr. Clarke’s house on Grove street took fire
rom snapping crackers about 2 p. m., but the
flames were extinguished without an alarm
with slight damage.

A fire was set under the back steps of a
house on Pine street, but the neighbors extinguished it.

Presumpscot Park.
A fair number of people assembled at Presumpscot Park in the afternoon to w itness the
three races advertised.
They were all good
races, but the patience of the people was exhausted by the senseless sooting at each and
The time made
every heat of the three races.
was good and if tho horses could have been
sent off promptly the people would have go ne
away decbring it one of the best races ever
given in New England. There was about three
hours racing and two hours scoring. The first
race called was the
2.44 CLASS.
Five horses appeared and were given positions in the following order:
Thurlow Knox,
Pratt, Topsey, Ivanhoe and Riverton Knox.
This class was started soon after 2.30 o’clock.
First Heat—Thurlow got a good start and
took the lead, holding it throughout the beat.
Topsey was second at the first quarter, but was
closely followed by Pratt who by running
succeeded in passing the mare.
Topsey kept
at her work and took second again and held it
until near the finish, when Pratt spurted and
come in second.
Time 2 44. Topsey was third,
Riverton fourth and Ivanhoe fifth.
Second Heat—The start was in the same order as before. The race was appearaatly between Topsey and Pratt, Thurlow taking the
xcau

nuu

uu

ujijiusmou.
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get second position that he ran nearly all the
way round, especially under the wire, aud was
set back to the third positiou for so doing,while
Topsey was given second, lvanhoe lourth aud

Kiverton Knox was distanceo.
Thurlow won
easily in 2.45.
Third Heat—This heat rather reversed the
order of things, aud instead of Topsey competinglwith Pratt she stepped forward and
grappled with Thurlow. lvanhoe did not appear in this heat. After a long time spent in
scoring a start was had with Pratt running at
the top of bis speed. Thurlow was leading,
but on the back side Topsey passed him easily,
leaving Pratt third. The rest of the heat was
hotly contested. Topsev led by about a length,
while Knox was doing his best lo close up the
gap but in vain. Topsey won in 2 42, Kuox
second and Pratt third.
Fourth Heat—This heat proved an exciting
one. Many thought Topsey had simply woo
by chance.while the wise ones saw much speed
in the little chestnut mare and predicted that
she would win the race. A long time was spent
in scoring, and when the word was given TopKnox was senond and
sey led at the pole.
pressed the mare all the way, but it was useless
as she wod in
2.42, amid great excitement.
f'ifth Heat—The interest in this heat was intense, for it decided the race.
Both horses
came up in
good shape at a little before 7
o clock.
in (.he start Pratt led.
At the first
(juarler Kuox took the second position audit
was thought he would win the
heat, but the
steady at her work aud at the end
of the first halt passed Knox in a handsome
manner, winniug in 2.43, with Kuox second in
the heat and race.
Pratt was very properly
distanced for running.
The following is the summary:

PRESUMPSCOT Park, July ith—Purse §100 for
2.41 best 3 in r, in harness—
$50, $35, §15.

horses that never heat

Oeo. F. Hitching?, Topsey .a o 1 4 4
Jos. Loveiti’s Thurlow Knoj.
1 T 2 2 2
A. N. Burrell’s Pratt.. 3 4 3d i t
E. O. O’Brien’s lvanhoe.5 4 dr
J. W. Jones’ Kiverton Knox.1 dis

Time—2.15,2.15,2,42, 2,42,

2,43.

race

brook Band and rained it. The instrument was
valued at $90.
Thomas Foley of Lewiston very narrowly
escaped with his life at Old Orchard. He
attempted to get upon the cars while in motion
and fell, but caught hold of the rail, and was

appeare d

against Millrockett, the former having the po e
in the choice of positions. It was the finei t
of the

day,

and each heat was

closely

coi

dragged

distance,
to tho platform.

■

tested.
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200—Fitzgerald.
History of Bellast—Loring, Short & Harmon.
Notice to Merchants—Eastern Express Co.
Suspensories—P. J. Lawler.
Report—Merchants’ National Bank.

STALLION RACE.
Messenger Knox

this

race

_

A Quiet Day in

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Lady—D
For Rent—A part of House.
Pocket Book Lest.
Fire and Burglar Alarm—Oxnard & Robinson,
The Great Fall River Line—L. H. Palmer.

Uriel

Independence Day ii L

the State.

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS

In

City and Throughout

!;

NEW

The second race of the day, trotted betwee n
the heats of the former, was a

THE FOURTH.

First Heat.—Knox took the lead, with Mill
nockett at his wheel nearly all the time for th 0
entire mile. Knox won in 2.30.
Second Heat.—Knox took the lead, but soo
left his feet, aDd Millinockett passed him on th a
first quarter. Messenger settled down to hi s
work quickly and soon took the first positio
agaiD. At the end of the first half Millinockel
got his nose in front again, and it was har j
work for Messenger to regain his old position
bat he did aDd won in 2.41 J,.
Third Heat.—This was the finest heat of th
day. Soon after the word was given Milli
nockett collared Knox, aDd before trotting 4
half mile, passed him, leading a full length
This nettled him and he broke up. Baile
brought him down again, and for the rest o j
the heat it was neck and neck. On the hem 3
stretch Millinockett lead by a neck, but, jns t
before passing uuder the wire, broke, and wa a
given second position. Time 2.32. This wa 1
within a half second of Messenger’s record
The following is the summary:
Fresumpscot Park—Same Day—Stallion Race, her l
3 in 5 in harness.
Geo. H. Bailey's Messenger Knox.1 1 l
A. M. Burrill’s Millinockett.2 2 >

J

]

Time-2.36, 2.41},

2.32.

DOUBLE TEAM RACE.

G&The third [race

for double teams am I
the heats were trotted between the others
Three teams appeared, Ladie Williams am :
mate, Little Fred and mate, and Fagan am 1
mate. In the choice of positions Little Frei 1
and mate got tha pole, with Fagan aud mat
was

second, and the other team

on

the outside.

home.
A little son of

Geo. E. Hight second.
In the evening there was a band concert and
the day’s festivities were concluded with s

Rockland.
At Knox trotting park there were three races
for Maine horses.
The race for the 2.50 class
was won by Rhoda Morrill, in the last three
heats in five; best time, 2.50. The race for the

Dingley, Esq., of
Sebago Lake, was struck in the face by the
wheel of a cartland knocked down.
Charles, son of Col. C. B. Merrill, had an eye
injured by an explosion of powder.
Mrs. Sullivan of Mountfort street tumbled
down the cellar stairs and broke her left arm.
Mr. Phinney, driver of one of Blake’s bake
carts, had a fit on his cart and was thrown off
His
on Cumberland street and badly bruised.
Samuel

wounds were dressed at the police station.
As one of the excursion trains was leaving
Old Orchard Wednesday a man attempted to
She fell and narrowly
drag a lady ou a car.
escaped rolling beneath the car.
Naccarnppa.
The celebration of the 4th at Westbrook was
a complete success.
The day was ushered in
by the younger members of the community
with appropriate demonstrations, although the

Portland. All the companies were attired in
handsome uniforms and made a fine appearance, the Continental Juniors, a company of
boys ranging from 12 tolG years of age, attracting special attention by their good discipline
and neat dress.
The Sunday School children
green, and they formed one of the most interesting features of the procession. After marching through the principal streets of Saccarappa
and Cumberland Mills, the procession marched
to the grove.
The services here consisted

0j
Quintette

by the

music

three bands, and by a
Club, prayer by Rev. I. Luce, and; the reading
of the Declaration of Xndependencejby \V. W-

Cutter.
A salute and the ringing of the bells at 12
o’clock closed the exercises.
At 2 o’clock an immense crowd gathered to
witness the athletic sports,
The programme,
which included a sack race, tub race, catching

greased pig, and a game of base ball was sat
isfaotorily carried out. The sack race was hot.
ly contested and excellent time was made. The
lubricated potcine performed his part gracefully and was well supported by a powerful cast.

score at the end of the fourth inning being
2 to 0 in favor of the Unions. The features of
the game were the effective pitching of Eiley
of the Atlantics and the brilliant playing
o{
Sweetser of the Unions behind the bat.

Odd Fellows’ Excursion.
The regular and extra trains over the Boston
& Maine road carried large crowds of pleasure
seekers, bound ostensibly for Old Orchard,

Camp-ground as their rendezvous, but the
there, though large, must have
poorly represented the immense number who

Great praise is due to the committee of arrangements and others for their successful ef-

availed themselves of the Odd Fellows’ excursion tickets.

forts

During the early part of the day each
the amusement his fancy chose, and

In the evening there was a very enjoyable
gathering at Brown’s Hall, Cumberland Mills.
Chandler furnished the music, and abont sixty
couples were on the floor.

to prepare a celebration
and of the day.

place

sought
while

many sought the cool surf, and numerous "lies
and shes’’ sauntered in happy communion

worthy

of the

Yarmouth.

through the mazes of Fern Park, others enjoyed
the croquet provided at the Camp-ground, and
not a few were enticed by the alluring amuse-

grand picnics,

ments of tbe lower beach and gladdened the
aborigines and proprietors of air-guns with
their nickels.
At 2.30 o’clock the chairman of the Committee of Arrangements, Mr. C. B. Nash, called

ing the citizens had determined not to have the
church bell rung until a late hour, and had
blocked the doors and windows, but the boys
got in and rung the bell and overpowered the

the large company gathered in front of the
stand to order in a few well chosen words, and
announced singing by the Chorus Choir, who
rendered in a manner worthy the grand temple

Biddeford.
of Biddeford demonstrated its pride
in the principles of eternal freedom with appro-

The Yarmouth people celebratedjwith two
one at the old Whitcomb place,
and the other at Prince’s Point.
In the morn-

sexton.
The

exercises
commencing early in the
morning and lasting all day and through the
evening. The big show opened with ringing
of bells, a custom that would have been more

The American heart was then properly fired
in an excellent manner, by

bp the reading

Haseltine,

honored

Declaration of
Independence, and |witli an eloquent eulogy
of the big bird and the starry banner by John
O. Winship, Esq., who pictured in a graphic
James

E.

of

the

fVwv riaa aF (Kn Rnnnlilln

mannnr

nnJ

marshalled the

observance

ers, who

paraded

very creditable to the management. Hon.
Carl Shirts delivered an oration in City square
that was very eloquent and funny, receiving

hearty applause.

The orator declared himself

“too fulllfor utterance,” probably a metaphoriThe following were the prizes
cal expression.
First prize of $10
announced in this parade:
for best hit, local or otherwise, was awarded to
team No. 41—Ward six; second prize, $3, team

Most of the excursionists returned by the
early trains in order to attend the Band concert
in the city, and were well satisfied with the

No. 19—Post Office.
The first prize of $10 for best double team,
No. 25—Bloodgood’s minstrels; there being but
one other double team, No. 12, “Canadian
Band,” of course the second prize of $3 was
taken by it.
First prize of $10 for best single team,
“Grant and Gladstone in London;” second

in which the Old Fellows celebrated.
The great crowds must have taxed the ingenuity of the railroad officials to the utmost,
and the admirrbly schemed plans of the Boston
and Maine corporation became ere night com"
pletely ruined, and the'trains were mixed in
manner

inextricable confusion, causing not a little
grumbling from those wishing to make connections.
Montgomery Guard’s Excursion.
Abovt 1500 pleasure Eeekers attended the excursion of the Montgomery^Guards at Sebago
Lake.
The amusements consisted of target
The Junshooting, base ball and boat racing.
iors of the Rolling Mills and the Forest City’s
of Portland, contested for a prize of $10. Tho

sheriff’s team.
At 11 o’clock the military and firemen's precession was formed in the following order:

prize of $5,

FIRST

victorious by a score of 21 to 10.
Three crews entered for the prize for fonr-oared boats, viz—two from the Emerald boat club
and the Montgomery’s. The race was not very
exciting. The Montgomery’s led from the
start and easily won the prize of $40, leaving
their competitors far in the rear. Two entered

Lewiston No. 1 of Lewiston.

Drum Corps.
Saco S. F. E. Co., Saco.
Ebcn Simpson S. F. E. Co., Biddeford.
Gen. Canby H. & L. Co., Biddeford.

F ollowing the procession were several teams
representing the manufacturing Interests of the
The procession made a fine appearance,
the Mechanic Blues of this city winning much
applause for their excellent drill. At noon the

city.

procession

luiuiouou

very

enjoyable
the

patronized,

occasion and was
John
Brooks being

filled.
The steamer City of Richmond was crowded
on ber excursion down the harbor in the afterIn the evening there
noon, takiog about 1200

quite

Some ol the visitors were more
than the Hon. Shirts, and were

a

The following were the entries and
the first class:

Notes, Incidents and Accidents.

made a fine display of fireworks from thei'
store, on the corner of Myrtle and Congress
streets.
Mr. Murray and his company drew two good
houses at Music Hall
In the afternoon “'The

The

of the West

the score in

the

second

ing on

account of dissatisfaction with the arrangements. The Biddeford companies com-

peted yesterday afternoon, the ltichard Vines
winning. She played 202 feet (i.inches.

company. It was a gala day with them.
The store of Vickery & Leighton in Farriug
ton Block was beautifully draped with flag,
and bunting. In tlie evening when tho gas wai
lighted the effect was very fine.
While the procession at
Saccarappa was oi
the march Wednesday, the horse of one of th<
marshal’s aids kicked, struck a bass hon
one

was

Excelsior No. 2 of Auburn....180ft. 2Jin.
Lewiston No. 1 of Lewiston.. .174 tt.
Triumph No. 1 of Berwick.181 ft. 11 in.
The first prize of $125 fell to the Triumph;
the second of $50 to the Excelsior, and the
third of $25 to the Bweiston,
The steam fire engines did not play owing to
au alarm of fire and the Saco No. 1 withdraw-

very unfortunate in his acting, and the
audience were not well pleased with the per
formance.
Sheriff Dresser treated the prisoners at the
jail to a fine dinner, including ice cream, straw
berries, &c. After dinner oue of tho numbei
played.the banjo to the amusement of the

being played by

following

class:

was

The advertised regatta called out a fair attendance. The prizes were $0 in each class for
the first and $4 for second.
Every boat entered was present, and everything sailed except

tub.

There were two entries in the first
class sail boats—18 feet keel and over—“ICate,”

one

by John K. Andrews,

■

ton.

Carriage containing Aged Citizens of the three towns.
Knox Battery of Artillery in Continental Uniiorm.
Floral Car with 13 Yonng Ladies representing the 13
Original States.
Floral Car with 38 Young Ladies representing the
present number ot Slates.
Floral Car containing Washingtonian Party with Ladies and Gentlemen in Continental Dresses.
BECOND DIVISION.

Division Marshal and Ails.
Steamer W. W. Rice of Thomaston, with machine, 25
men.

Monmouth Baud, 20 pieces.
Contiucutal Hook and Ladder Company of Gardiner,
with

truck,

Webb and Dennett.

45

30

men.

and “Ramble Kite,” by

The Kate

men.

chine, 50

mama-

men.

THIRD DIVISION.

Division Marshal and Aids.
R. H. Councc Engine Company of Thomaston, with
machine, 60 men.
Bath Band, 20 pieces.
Steamer Long Reach of Bath, with machine, 30 men.
Drum Corps.
General Berry Engine ^Company of Rockland, with
machine, 65 men.
Damarlscotta Band, 20 pieces.
Massasoit Engine Company of Damariscotta, with
machine, 50 men.
Warren Band, 19 pieces’
N. A. Burpee Engiue Company of Rockland, with
machine, 60 men.
Tiger Engine Company of Warren, with machine, 70

was

awarded

and it was a
ed by all our

upward, for a silk banner:
Tiger, Warren, Jeffers machine.198 feet.
Triumph, Waldoboro, Smith machine. .181 leet.
N. A. Burpee, Rockland, Button.175$ leet.
In the second class, for a silver trumpet,
there were two entries, both Hunneman manines:
Massasoit, Damariscotta.172 feet.
John Biru, Kockland...168j feet.
In the base ball match for $25, the game was
won by the Dirigo Club of .Rockland, over the
Kuox of Thomaston, 22 to 11.
The celebration closed with a grand display
of fireworks in the evening.

of this village in their observance of IndependAn impromptu ride to Old Mousarn
ence Day.
distance of some seven

grass along the centre, led to the immediate vicinity of the river, and a charming green slope
bordered by a grove forms a capital picnic
ground. The fine falls, the rough gorge, with
fresh, graceful ferns in every rock crevice, the
rich foliage, with a sky over all which might
rival Italy itself, made a most delightful pic
We

thought it

a

pity

The

from Eunrise until midcontinual programme, every
night being
part of which was well arranged and fully carried out. All day long the village was throng-

ed with people, many coming from a distance,
and to the credit of the reform movement be it
said, that no signs of liquor disturbed the quiet
of the day. At sunrise a salute was fired, fol-

lowed shortly by a parade of citizens and “horribles,” numbering about 100, which was pronounced by every one to be the best ever attempted in the county, and seldom excelled
At 10 o’clock a procession was
anywhere.
formed under command of Capt. Noyes, Marshal of the day, led by the Gorham Brass Band
the Odd Fellows acting as escort
This was
the largest procession ever formed here, all our
Sabbath Schools uniting, including that of
Father Charland, which alone mustered over
100, and being joined by those of adjoining
towns to whom invitations had been given. The
march was to Mr. Hitchcock’s grove, where
preparations had been made for a picnic, and
the following
exercises were held. A. S.
Twitchell, Esq., presiding, and the band furnishing music: Prayer by Rev. Father Charland, address of welcome by Rev. A. J. Benedict, reading of the Declaration of Independence by A. R. Evans, Esq., an oration by Rev.
Percy Chandler. At 1J p. m. a foot race for a
prize of 810 took place between D. M. Head
and Frank Hobbs, two of our largest boys,
weighing nearly 300 pounds each, which was
won by the former.
At 2 the game of base ball
was called, the Bates College nine of Lewiston

having

come

to

play

the

K. K. K.’s of our

town, and, as was expected, onr boys got badly
beaten, the score standing 26 to 4 in favor of
the Bates.
Then came a sack race, wheelbarrow race and shooting match, the two former
creating much fun, and the latter being won by
the Bethel contestants over onrs, only six shots,
however, being missed out of the 100 fired in
all. An ice cream festival at the hall in the

evening

closed the day’s entertainment, and
everywhere, the crowd assembled. A.
S. Twitched, E?q., acting as toast master, called
out some excellent speakers from the audience

here,

as

in response to the sentiments given, S. F. Pearson of Portland, answering for “Our Reform
Clubs.” All the exercises were interspersed
with music from the band and vocal, Miss Abbie F. Reynolds of Lynn, Mass., a sweet singer, singing three songB, all of which were applauded, and the exercises over, and ice
cream ad served, those not too weary from the
day’s labors engaged in a social dance.
We
have but outlived what has been a great day in
the mountains, and great credit is due to ad
having in charge the celebration.
District Society of Portland.
The last monthly meeting of the District Society of Portland, in connection with the New
York Life Insurance Co. was held Saturday at
its office in Centennial Block. The trustees

by patriotic

reminiscences.
Various amusements for young and older, natural history explorations by some, pleasant rambles along the
stream, much easy and unexacting chat, all
rounded off by the pleasant ride homeward, as
afternoon edged toward evening, filled up the

complete

a success.

quiet village

resounded at early dawn
with the ringing of bells and noisy rattle of
About 7 o'clock
guns, squibs and torpedoes.
the “phantastique bugs” began to hum, and a

half hour later they were on the wing.
They
were all exceedingly funny, especially the “great
baby show,” and the famous “Bug Band.” After receiving the Gorham Cornet Band upon
the arrival of the morniDg train from Portland,
they marched to the Square and the visiting

auuun
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Asa Low, Esq., as Marshal, and moved ,to the
grove where the exercises commenced with
music by the band, followed by brief addresses
by Messrs. Cheever and Low, prayer by Kev.
Mr. Hanscom, singiog, reading of Declaration

of Independence by Frank Low, music by the

band, address by Kev. Mr. Mugridge, singing'
address by Benj. F. Chadbourne, Esq., of Waterborough, singing, address by Kev. Mr. Hanscom, music by the band, singing of “America,” closing with mnsic by the band. After
these exercises lunch was partaken of, and the
afternoon was occupied by various kinds of
amusements. During the afternoon the band
rendered several pieces of music with great
In the evening a band
credit to themselves.
conceit was given in the Square, and the village was illuminated with a fine display of fireThe band with visitors returned at a
works.
late hour by a special train over the Portland &
Kochestcr Kailroad.
Lewiston,
The Fourth at Leiston was very quiet. There
Johnpublic observance of tbe day.
son’s band gave a concert ou tho park and the
bells were ruDg, morning, noon and evening.
Many people went to Portland, Biddeford and
other points. The day passed without an acciwas no

dent.
On

Lewiston

driving parkithere

were

two

races, with fourteen entries. The first, open to
three minute class, in Androscoggin county,for
a purse of $100, was won by Sim. Tbe
second,
sweepstakes of $300, was won by Careless Boy.
Best time 2 35.
The game of base ball between the AndrosCoggins and Dirigos, was won by tbe Arnlrosooggins, 10 to 0.
Lisbon I'alli.
Tho Good Templars of Lisbon Falls liad a
celebration. In the forenoon there was a parade of fantastics, and a game of ball. At noon
a procession marched to the grove, when the

Declaration of Independence was read aud an
oratiou was delivered by ex-Governor Dingley.
In tbe evening there was a display of fireworks.

En'lporl.
Tbe Fouith at Eastpoit was quietly observed
In tbe morning there was a trial of fire engines
Torrent and Eureka.

Tho Torrent threw

one

REGARDLESS

BE SURE AND SEE OUR PRICES!

C.

D. B.! FISK

Market

PORTLAND.

lye

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic. In the atmosphere
experienced here during the summer months, the
lethargy produced by the heat takes away the desire
for wholesome food,and frequent perspirations reduce
bodily energy, particularly those suffering from the
effects of debilitating diseases. In order to keep a
natural healthful activity of the system, wo must reartificial means. For this purpose Schenck’s
Sea Weed Tonic is very effectual. A few doses will
sort to

an appetite and give fresh vigor to the enervbody. For dyspepsia, it Is invaluable s
Many eminent physicians have doubted whether
dyspepsia can be permanently cured by the drugs
which are generally employed lor that purpose. The
Weed Tonic in its naturo is totally different from
such drugs. It contains no corrosive minerals or
acids; in tact it assists the regular operations of
nature, and supplies her deficiencies. The tonic in
its nature so much resembles the gastric juce

create

ated

that It is almost

identical with that fluid,

DAVIS & COT
Will offer

Saturday Morning

on

THIRTY DOZEN

TWO BUTTON KID

GLOVES,

•

a

superior

success.

Muoh interest was shown by the trustees in
the future of the society and a determination
expressed to give the organization their earnest
The meeting then adjourned
to the call of the President.

attention.

ject

sub-

REPORT OP THE CONDITION
-OF THE-

MERCHANTS’ NATIONAL

Frank Noyes.
Ira C. Stockbridge on account ot
proceeds benefit concert 2d

July.

5
5
25
5
10

00
00
00
00
00

RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts. $610,514 44
Overdrafts.
*8 77
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
300,000 00
deposits.
50,000 00
Other Stocks, bonds and mortgages.
2,022 48
Due from Approved Kcserve'Ag'ts.
33.762 77
Due from otherNational Banks.
5,149 93
Heal Estate, furniture and fixtures.
33,120 34
Current expenses and taxes paid.
4,(16 02
Checks and other Cash ItemB.|
2,(92 10
Exchanges for Clearing House.
25,537 24
Bills or other Banks.
3,842 00
Fractional Currency (including nickels)..
810 53
Specie (including gold Treasury certificates) 1,511 00
Legal Tender Notes.
20,000 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 percent of Circulation).
13,500 00
Total..

00

Capital Stock paid In. $300,000
Surplus Fund.
Undivided Profits.
National Bank notes outstanding.
Dividends

Real Estate Tbansfebs.—The following
the real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:
Yarmouth—Josiah G. Skillin to Israel M.
two lots os land] one containg 3J acres,
and the other 13 acres tor $600.
Elizabeth Preble to Israel M. Skillin one-half
acre for $1200.
Brunswick—Rowena W. Dwelley to Almira
S. Lunt, et als., lot of laud for $800.
Otisfield—Franklin E.
Morse to Marcus
Morse, 60 acres for $600.

outstanding.
United States Deposits.
Deposits of U. S. Disbursing Officers....
Due to other National Banks.
Cashier’s checks

Total.

50 CENTS!
Pair.

per

The above lot arc][lresh Roods,
from the Custom House and
are offered at this LOW Price on
account ot the late arrival ot the

just

Roods' They

are

undoubtedly

the

best value in Gloves offered this

Dead.—Mr. Joshua Woodbury, a
about 30 years of age, was found dead in

Fouhd
man
Vivo

Vinrl

tuictncJ

a

nmrniiur

of

Vita

honcn

on

Peak’s Island.
He was abo ut the day before
in his usual health. He was unmarried.
ASK

YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS

Are you a despondent sufferer from Sick Headache, Habitual Costiveness, Palpitation of the
Heart? Have you Dizziness of the Head? Is your
Nervous System depressed? Does your Blood circulate badly? Have you a Cough? Low Spirits?
Coming up of the food after eating? &c., &c. All
of these and much more are the direct results of
Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint and Indigestion.
Green’s August Flower is now acknowledged
by all Druggists to be a positive cure. 2,100,000 bottl es were given away in tbo U. S. through Druggists
to the people as a trial. Two doses will satisfy any
person of its wonderful quality in curing all lorms of
Indigestion. Samplo bottles 10 cents. Regular size
75 cents. Sold positive by all first-class Druggists in
C, S
oc20eomly
Now is

good

time to buy a watch. You can
get a good reliable watch at Lamson’s, 201 Middle street, for ten dollars, or genuine Waltham
in a nickel plated case for eight dollars, and
a

F&S
finer grades in proportion.
Mr. E. N. Bates, near the Eastern depot is
putting on a large addition to his livery stable
Mr. Bates is
with all modern improvements.
also proprietor of the eating house and is do-

ing

a

thriving

business._

Kendall & Whitney have for sale Sand’s
Triple Motive White Mountain Ice Cream
jy2 4t
Freezers, the best in the market.
Permanent Photographs, beautifully executed in carbon on porcelain. The latest and
most exquisite pictures yet produced by the aid
Call and see them, at Lamof photography.

ju30tf
son’s, 244 Middle street._
Colds are Hying about in the air thicker than
flakes in a snow storm—everybody is catching
them, yet everybody knows, or ought to know,
that Adamson's Balsam is warranted to cure
colds and coughs and all diseases of the throat
and lungs.
jel'oeodlw
The pain eDduted and tbo misery entailed by
such distressing maladies as kidney, bladder
and glandular affections, nerveus complaints,
diseases incidental to females, &c., are entirely removed and counteracted by administering
DI{.
KIDNEY
BULLOCK’S
REMEDY,
Under itt influence the
NEPHEETICUM.
and the
its
action,
vigorous
system regains
whole nerve fabric is strengthened and sustained.
5—20—35 50
mylfi-eod&wlw
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July,

1877.

CHAS. O. BANCROFT,
Justice of the Peace.

Correct—Attest.

Jacob McLellan,
Geo. S. Hunt,
W. S. Jordan.|

J

)

} Directors.

)
j?61d3t

60
Sixty Dressing Sacks tor 50

cts.

each, also Fans and Fan Girdles
lower than the lowest. New and
choice patterns ot Hamburg Fdg.

just received,

es,

at

FITZGERALD’S NEW STORE,
268 middle St.

Our Entire Stock of Goods

15 cts.

Ladies’Lisle Gloves,
“

extra

•

25 cts.

Children’s Lisle Gloves,

10 cts.

One Lot Children’s Hose,
“
“
“
Ladies’

10 cts.

5 cts.

dtt

julC

SEELING IT COST !

FOR THE ISLANDS.
Steamer Gazelle, Capt. A. S. Oliver,
Will commence her regular
ffmmmm
^iMTST' if trips to Peaks’ Island
^BaKSaThundBr.Jnae Ttk. leaving

the end of Custom House Wharf at 9 and 10.30 A. M.
and 2 and 3.30 P. M. for Janes and Evergreen
Landings. Returning will leave Evergreen at 9.30
and 11.30 P. M. and 2.30 and 5.15 P. M., and Jones’
Landing at 9.45 and 11.45 A. M., and 2.45 and 5.30
P. M.
Will make two trips on Sundays, leaving at 10.30
A. M. and 2 P. M. Pare down and back 25 cents.
Children half fare.

STEAMER EXPRESS, Capt. O. Lew-

dlw

jg6

The Electric Thermostatic

ell, will run a morning and evening trip to Evergreen and Jones’ Landings, leaving Cuatom House
Wharf at 6 a. m. and 7.15 p. m.
Returning leave
Evergreen at 6.20 a. m. and g 45 p. m. and Jones’
at
m.
9.00
m.
Landing 6.40 a.
and
p.

July 7, 1877.jneVltf

Notice to Merchants,
Our Express via Portland St, Ogdensburg R. R„ closes at 6.30 a. m. and 12.30 p.m. for Fabyan’s and Intermediate

Waldoboro;

pec ted.
The High Street Sunday School and society
go to the Two Lights to-day in carriages. If
tho day is pleasant the drive will be fine.

$1,105,797

State of Maine,
i
County of Cumberland ss. j
I, Charles Pavson, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best ofmy knowledge and belief.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 5th day of

each.

BowdoinCollege.—At the sophomore prize
declamation Monday night the committee
awarded the first prize to D. O. Castner of

Excubsions To-day,—The First IXniversalist Sunday School go to Little Cbebeage in
the Charles] Houghton to-day.
The steamer
leavesJPortland Pier. A fine time may be ex*

15,050

21,352
16,176
9,100

pers in choice patterns to close
less than cost ot material, 75 cts.

Skillin,

second prize to A. H. Pennell of
Westbrook. The annual sophomore Greek and
Latin prizes are awarded as foltows: Latin
prize to A. H. Pennell of Westbrook; Greek
prize to;j. C. Tarbox of Phillips.

Unpaid....

Individual Deposits subject to check....
Demand certificates of deposit.

00
00
84
00
39
08
00
44
63
49
75

60,000
142,148
243,000
1,747
267,521
20,700

assortment ot Shades
at only

$11,299 52

are

$1,105,797 62

LIABILITIES.

Two Hundred Horning Wrap-

“
994

PORTLAND,
IN THE STATE OF MAINE,
Close of Business, June 33, 1«J,

At Ibe

Belief Fond.

Wm. Senter. ot H. Pearson.
Miss Susan J. Newhall.
Cash.
Geo. S. llay.

BANK,

OF

season.

Received by H. W. Hersey, Treasurer St.
John Relief Fund:
Total amount reported morning of 4th
July.$10,196 52
59 00
July 5th—Geo. C. Frye, collected by him..

da

The

gastric juce is the natural solvent which, in a healthy
condition of the body, causes the food to be digested;
and when this juce is not excreted in sufficient
quantities, indigestion, with all its distressing symptoms follows, The Se t Weed Tonic porforms the
duty of the gastric juce when the latter is deficient.
Schcnck’s Sea Weed Tonic sold by al 1 Druggists’cnt.
Jyl
_eod&wlmsn

in

&! CO.,

under Preble House,

Square,

<R

Resolutions were adopted endorsing Messrs.
W. F. Morrill and Almond Barrelle as representatives of the Distriot Society of Portland.
These gentlemen have for a long time been
very successfully identified wish the New York
Life and in devoting their energies to this Society, they will do much to contribute to its

COST 1

OF

Our counters must be cleared ready for
Fall goods, when tlie season commences for
such garments.

agents.

_

contents of oar baskets formed
an abundant and most enjoyable repast, which
was well spiced with wit and duly garnished

so

a significant emphasis
to the | recent
plan adopted by the New York Life in forming district societies to protect the people
against unsound companies and irresponsible

this gives

re-

mingled

& Children’s

one

that this attractive

place is not better known to dwellers in the
gion and to the tourist and artist.

OUR

CLOTHING,

people,

miles, brought

out a nice company of about eighty persons.
Pleasant roads edged with grass and ribbons of

SHALL SELL ALL

was

classes. The late failures have developed the
fact, that the working people, when insured at
ad, are generally in tho weak companies, and

ture.

FAIL

UNTIL

Men’s, Boys’,

Gorham, IV. R.
celebrated hero Wednesday,
day which will long be remember-

The Fourth

served in a mammoth pavilion near the grove.
At the trial of engines, therejwere three entries in the first class—cylinder six inches and

tmen.

a

NOW

WE

2.40 class was won by O. E. Blackington’s Ozro
in three straight heats; best time, 2.40J.

Citizens in Carriages.
The exercises at the grove were interspersed
with music by the bands. At the conclusion of
the oration, a dinner for the invited guests was

Pall,

FROM

course.

present were Messrs. J. P. Baxter, Geo. S.
Hunt, W. F. Milliken, Geo. F. MorBe, with
President J. Marshall Brown in the chair.
The Secretary’s report for the past month
was read and approved. The report showed a
large increase of business over previous months
The applications made to the society during
June showed an increase of twenty-two thou-,
sand dollars of new insurance over and above
the business for the month of May.
Various
plans were discussed for further increasing the
business, and especially in extending the benefits of life insurance among the industrial

in

Hydrant.

Two Orphans” was given. In the evening
Mr. Murray played “Rip Van Winkle,” but he

was

play

Volunteer No. 4 of Peabody, Mass.192 ft.
Hydrant No. 2 of Bellast.183 tt. £1 in.
Fountain No. 3 ot Lewiston.178 ft. 2$ iu.
Piscataquis No. 1 of South Berwick_160 tt. lot in.
The first prize of $125 was awarded to the
Peabody company, and the second of $50 to the

During the band concert in front of the Cits
Building in the evening F. L. Bartlttt & Co-

which

literally “full’
proportionately

noisy.

display

of rockets and Roman
candles at Peak’s Island, which was witnessed
by a large crowd.
was

vuu

given a genuiue exhibition in the style of the
good old days when it was the glory of the
Biddeford “b’hoys” “to run with the masheen.”

well
wel*

Carriage containing Town Officers of Thomaston.

Carriage containing Town Officers of South Thomas-

an

xjLiviti

a

land, 50 men.
Carriage containing President of the Day, Chaplain
and Reader of the Declaration of Independence.
Carriage containing Committee of Arrangements.
Carriage containing Rockland City Government.

band was furnished refreshments in Masonic
Hall. After a short rest the band furnished
the citizens with several pieces of muse, and

disbanded and the visiting companies were entertained at the Light Infantry and
Kendall’s Halls.
auvo
buc
jl/iviuu
djivwbuio.
nitoniu^
At one o’elock an oration was delivered in
blessing by the Rev. Mr. Sanford, some very
fine speeches were made by Mr. and Mrs- ; City Hall by Eev. B. Davis, and the Declaration was read by E. S. Morris, Esq., music beHunt
The steamer startpd on ber homeward
atuvci uauu.
li^
uj
trip and arrived at the city about half-pas1
Next on the programme came the contest
four. The music by the bat,d was one of the !
between hand engines, and the spectators were
best features of the excursion, but the whole
was

FIRST DIVISION.

Platoon of Mounted Police, Major *J. H. H. Ilewett,
Chief Marshal and Aids.
Thomaston Band.
Claremont Commandery Knights Templars of Rock-

This

Fountain No. 2 of Lewiston.
Drum Corns.
Excelsior No. 2 of Auburn.
Dover Cornet Band.
Volunteer No. 4 of Peabody, Mass.
Hydrant No. 2 of Belfast.
Triumph No. 1 of Berwick.
Piscataquis No. 1 ot Sonth Berwick.
Biddeford Cornet Band.
Richard Vines S. F. E. Co., Biddeford

After a short rest the band assembled
the party at the platform to hear the temper-

the line, arranged as follows:

*»*

SECOND DIVISION.

one.

and sunset.
At 9 o’clock a. m. the grand procession form,
ed on Gleason, Knox and Hyler streets, with
the right resting on Pine street. At 10 o’clock
tbe column took up the line of march, under
the command of Major J. H. H. Hewitt, Chief
Marshal.
There were three grand divisions in
noon

Npriugvnlc.

Marshal B. F. Hamilton; H. M. Davis. Adjutant,
and Aids.
Lewiston Comet Band.

!

rise,

premeditated turned out

St, Johns Society.

Island, instead of Chebeague, as was advertised, arriving at tbe landing about half-past

street at different points, bore the names of
Knox, Thomas and Wadsworth, with the same
dates and the word “Welcome.” National salutes were fired and the bells were rung at sun-

such times with all the troublesome business of
planning, since what was well nigh wholly un-

Ex-Eben Simpsons.
St. Johns Band.

for the single scull race.
Like the other race,
it was devoid of all excitement.
Kennedy
won the prize without any apparent effort. The
best of order was maintained.
Harbor Excursions.
The
Temperance Union celebrated the
Fourth by an excursion down the harbor. The
procession started from City Hall a little after
9 o'clock a. m., headed by the Mechanic Falls
Band. They proceeded to the John Brooks,
and at 10 o’clock were on their way down the
harbor.
After a delightful sail of about 25
miles among the islands, they returned to Hog

double arch spanned the head of Knox street,
bearing the inscription “Thomaston, Welcomes
Three arches spanning Main
1777—1877.”

bright, happy an 1 restful day. It seemed the
unanimous sentiment to dispense, in future, at

DIVISION.

Police under charge of Capt. Elliott.
Chief Marshal and Aids.
R. M. Stevens, Chief of Stafl; C. P. Berry, Adj’t.
Bangor Cornet Band.
Jameson Guards, Bangor.
Richards Light Infantry, Gardiner.
Portland Mechanic Blues, Portland.
Institute Band.
York Encampment, I. O. O. F.

were

decorations were numerons, especroute of the procession. A large

Patriotism and sociability were combined in
most agreeable proportions by the good people

was

“Star Spangled Banner,’,
the national anthem, “America.’’

Flags and
ially on the

redoubtable

Burlesque Bushwackprincipal streets for an

the
hour.and half to their own infinite amusement and the delight of the crowd.
The display abounded in local aud national hits and

and

present.

Alfred.

a

During the exercises the Chorus Choir ren"
dered in an admirable manner Keller’s Ameri"

Thomaston.

Thomaston celebrated its centennial anniverThe day was fine and large
sary the Fourth.
numbers of people poured into town from all
directions, probably ten thousand persons being

Commander

hosts of the Biddeford

ceived.

former

the

About six o’clock

Getupaudseemoff

—_

Hon. J. H. Drummond read a stirring poem
descriptive of the uprising of ’61, which well
deserved the loud and long applause it re"

Hymn
closing with

in the breach than

in that city.

all the duties of good citizens in perpetuating
the ideas represented by the best government
the world has ever seen.

can

city

priate

of the woods the magnificent "Venite Adoremus” of the Catholio service.

ish conduct.

Singlii Band, Rockland, 24 pieces.
John Bird Engine Company of Rockland, with
chine, 46 men.
Tamiscot Engine Company of Newcastle, with

ments.

attendance

formed their duties. The most notable mistake they made was in inviting the Lewiston
fire department, who disgraced their city and,
if it were possible, themselves, by their rowdy-

Neither of the contestants in the tub race could
get fairly into his tub, but with that exception
the race was all that could be desired.
The

of 17 to 12.
A band concert and good display of fireworks
in the evening rounded off the day’s enjoy-

mystery where they kept themselves through
the day. The Odd Fellows had adveitised the

During the dav the Biddeford Beds
played two games on their grounds, the first
for the York county championship with the
Live Oaks of Sanford, winning by a score oi
23 to 7; and the other with the Stars of Lynn,
won by the latter by a score of 17 to 5.
The celebration was very satisfactory and the
committee having the matter in charge deserve
great credit for the manner in which they per-

Eureka Engine Company of Thomaston, with machine. 50 men.
Waldoboro Band, 20 pieces.
Triumph Engine Company of Waldoboro, with machine, 60 men.
Atlantic Engine Company of Camden, with machine,

score

a

grand display of fireworks.

a

game of base ball for a prize of §9, was won by
the Red Stockings over a picked nine, by a

scattered that it was

heat, Charles Bradbury third. Io
the second class Herbert Hight came in first,
dead

a

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

Sexier.

ing it

was
assisted by several aids.
Music was furdished by Chandler’s full band, the Westbrook
Cornet Band and the Continental Band of

hotly contested game throughout. Mr. Noble
umpired, as usual, very satisfactorily.
The Blue Stockings beatthe Burlaps, 21 to 12,
in the morning.
The game at Cumberland Centre between the
Unions of that village and the Atlantics of this
city was won by the Unions by a score of 6 to
5. It was close and exciting throughout, the

Lubec.

all very close.

Dexter celebrated by opening a new race
Blaisdell’s Emperor William won the
8200 purse; best time, 2.36.

companies, Sabbath School children, police
cavalcade and others,—about 500 persons in all
Capt. I. F. Qainby acted as Marshal, and h*

a

Eastport Dramatic Club gave an entertainment.
Excursions went to Calais, Pembroke and

In the rowing regatta the first money in the
first class was divided between Johnson ant
Hight, and Cole and Hight, the judges decid-

ment to the spectators.
At 9.30 a. m. a procession was formed according to the programme given in Tuesday’s
Pkkss, consisting of Knights of Pythias, Continentals, Continental Juniors, fire and hose

and John S. Heald acted as judges, and il
not allowed so much jockeying, they
would have given general satisfaction.
Base Ball.
The national game was played at Presump’
scot Park in the morning. The Portland Beds
were matched against the Dirigos, and to the
surprise of all the latter club came off victorious. The scorejwas 8 to 6, with 21 errors fot
the winning club and 16 for the Beds. It was

races were

stream 191 feet 1 inch, the Eureka 187 feet 1
inches. In the afternoon there was a procession of the Reform Club. In the evening the

him on
His leg was
and he was otherwise bruised.
A man fell into an old cellar on Newbury
street while running to the fire, and broke his
arm and bruised his head badly. He was taken

scene, parading the streets for about an hour.
The display showed much ingenuity on the
part of the participants, abounding in national
and local “take-offs,” and gave much amuse-

they had

thoroughly

pulled
broken,

somewhat circumscribed by an
efficient night police.
At 5.30 a. m. the fantastic} appeared on the

Time—2.54}, 2.51,2.43.
Messrs. George Waterhouse, T. H. Paysot

though they

when some one

exercises were

First Heat.—On the start Little Fred am
mate took the lead, followed by Ladie Wil
liams, with Fagan trailing in the rear. These
positions were kept up to the end of the heat
Little Fred aDd mate winning in 2.54J, am
Fagan and mate distanced.
Second Heat.—This was exact repetition oi
the former heat, and Little Fred and mate woe
in 2.51. Ladie Williams has a record of 2 28
and wonld have beat either of the horses single
but his mate was not fast enough for him.
Third Heat.—Fred lead again, with the
other teams at his wheel. Fred and mate won
in 2.40 in fine shape, winning the first money,
Ladie Williams second, while the third was returned to the manager.
The following is the summary:
A. N. Burrill’sLittle Fred and Mate.1 1 1
Geo. H. Bailey’s Ladie Williamsand Mace.. ..2 2 i
Jos. Loveitt’s Fagan and Mate.dis

so

some

the first prize. In the second class E. Johnsoi
entered “Bay View Belle,” and Charles B
Hight “Bessie.” The Belle won the race. It
the third class B. A. Clark entered “Lottie,’
and C. E. Smith “Frank Smith,” and the rac<
was decided in favor of
Thes<
the Lottie.

This is one of the most useful Inventions
of this inventive age. A slight, sudden
rise of temperature by a fire gives the
Alarm, the bell will continue to ring so
long as the heat increases. It is not liable to get ont of order, will last a lifetime, is very simple in construction, and
is not expensive.
No description would give an adequate idea of it.
Some of the most scientific men in the country have

pronounced

it

perfect.

It must be

seen

to be appre-

Were this valuable invention universally
adopted extensive fires would be a thing of the past.
This most valuable invention is now offered to the
public by the subscribers.who are the General Agents
for the State of Maine. They will be happy to show
the Fire and Burglar Alarm at their Office, No. 88
Exchange St., to any one, whether they want it or
not, where testimonials from some of the parties who
have had it put into their buildings may be seen, also
recommendations from the leading Insurance Agents
in this city. All orders executed with despatch and
warranted to give satisfaction.
PORTLAND, July 6, 1877.
ciated.

stations.
At 5 p. m. for Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Freight solicited, special orders given
for large quantities.
EASTERN EXPRESS C0-,
A. B. WINSLOW, Agent.
H. S. OSGOOD, Gen’l Agent

Portland, July 3, 1877.

History of Belfast, Maine,
FROM

Joseph

GREAT

FALL RIVER LINE
—

NEW

TO

—

JTORK.

The Mammoth Steamships Bri.lol aurt Providence of this Line ore the large.', handa.me.'
anrt mo.' cou'ly Steamers in the worlrt.
Trains leave Boston from the Old Coleny R. R. Station at 4.30 P. M. accommodation, anrt tf «*. Itl.
steamboat express, connecting with the.e floating
palaces at Fail River daily (Sundays from July 1st to
Sept 2d inclusive) arriving in New York at 6 A. M.
No Line can otter the accommodations presente I by
this favorite route.

Engrarings,

49

j?6

SUSPENSORIES!
Silk $1., Cotton 75 cts.,
SENT BY MAIL,
58 Federal St., IlOHton.
J>6d3t»

p. J. LAWLER,

arm tra holies,

The handiest thin gout.
It saves time: prevent,
accidents; look.well. 1.
not in the way.; is easily
adjusted, and fits any
dasher. Sent, post-paid
on reoeipt of one dollar.
Savwtt Rub Holder
Co., Portland, Maine.
dlw

THE

JULY

Bridge and Yarmouth, containing thirty-nine
dollars, bank bills, and a note. The tinder will confer a great favor, and be suitably rewarded, by leaving the same at the office of ROLLINS, LURING
jyGd3t*
&|AI)AMS, No. 22 Exchange St.
Wanted.
capable aud reliable nurse the care of an invalid. Best of reference given. Address *'M
B,,’. 10 Summer St., Portland.
jyOdlw*

BY

a

LADY

Who wrote last week, and also July 3d, is assured
the notes were not received in season. Write again
and send address* Ot call at office, between twelve
Dand one.

jy63t*

jy6d3m

Pocket Kook Lost.
is supposed, between Tukey*a
as

Maps.

86.00.

SHORT & HARMON.
LORING,7<13t

is

3d.,

Esq.

Published this day|by

Grand Promenade Concerts on board
each Steamer every evening.

APART OF HOUSE, PLEASTHE
IN
LOCATED
ANTLY
OF
THE
PART
WESTERN
AT 28 EXCITY.
INQUIRE
CHANGE STREET.
dtwis
jy7

1875,

Portraits &

PRICE

Only 49 Miles ot Bail.

FOR RENT.

to
—

Williamson*

Passing through Narragansett and Mount Hope
(VO DISAORKKABI.E
Bays by daylight.
N1UHV L'BANISES.

Tickets sold in Portland at all R. R. ticket offices.
B.
M,, and Eastern R. R. Depots, and on board
Boston Steamers. State Rooms and Bertbs secured
at 3 Old State House, and at Old Colony Depot, Boston.
J. R, KENDRICK,
GEO. L. CONNOR,
Supt.
Gen’l Pass. Agt.
L. H. PALMER, Agent, 3 Old State House.

BY

9S6 PP. OCTAVO, WITH

d2w

THE

1770
—

OXNARD & ROBINSON.
Jy6

dlw*

jy6

A. A.

NICKERSON,

Merchant Tailor,
480 1-2 Congress Street,
PORTLAND.
A fine line of FOUEKiN 'AMD DOMESTIC) WOOLENS constantlyLou band.
MOTTO—Stylish liariurnia. Ciaod WorU,
and l.ow Price*.
to be
Special attention given to Cutting Garments
made onto! the shop. I,a,lie.' C’lonU* a Specialty, Remember the place.
...

480 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,
mb21WFSM6m

Opp. Preble Honor

PRESS.~

THE
Review

ol ihr Portland Market*.

FOE THE WEEK ENDING JCLY 4TH.

The markets are rather quiet.
This is a holiday
week and as usual it is dull in commercial circles.—
Goods are selling only to till immediate demand
The tale of dry goods is rather better than that o
groceries and breadstuffs this week. The money market is still quiet, but loans can be bad readily on
good security. New apples have begun to arrive in
the market, but not yet In quantities sufficient to
make them quotable. Beans continue firm and unchanged. Butter is coming in quite freely, and June
is Belling at 2Q@22c; the best lots of table command
as high as 25c, while store is sold at 15@lSc. Cheese
is rather dull, and factory is lower. Java Coflee is
dull, and prices have fallen ofl to 28g30c. Cooperage
is merely nominal. Copper and Cordage are unchanged. Drugs and Dyes are dull, generally speaking.
Duck Is in fair demand, especially for Portland manufacture. The Fish market shows but few changes.
Mackerel are ont of the market. Cod are lower, and
Herring are scarce and rather higher. There is an
improved feeling in Flour this week. The stock is
very light and the demand is improving. In the
Fruit market Lemons show a decided falling ofl, and
are quoted at $7®$8. Com is unchanged from last
week’s prices. Hay is offering quite freely, and is
quoted at ®I5®$17 for loose. Iron is unchanged.
Lard continues dull. The Leather market is toning
up to quite an extent. The Lumber market is unhanged. Kerosene Oil is lower and is quoted at 20jc;
Portland Refined at 15Jc. The Produce market is
quiet and shows no changes. There is but little Salt
in the market, and a letter from Turk’s Island says
that owing to. the wet weather salt makiDg has been
deferred. Sugars have run up the past week, but
now they have fallen ofl to the quotations of last
week. Teas are dull and unchanged. Tin is firm.
Tobacco is in fair demand at the quotations given.

EDUCATIONAL.

MISCELLANEOUS

given to piivate pupils by

J.

W.

dtf

College.

for admission to either department will be held on FRIDAY, July 13th, and
also at the opening of the Fall Term,
27th, at 8 A, M., in the Chemical Lecture
Adams Ilall.

EXAMINATIONS

I

PERSONS

BUSINESS CARDS.
P.

FEENfEY,
PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER,
Federal

201

Street,

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. Jobbing of all kinds in my line
will receive prompt and personal attention.
All
work neatly done at low prices, and satisfaction
guaranteed. I have on band a new design of un-

..

Family, 4? lb

20
15

@

Store.
@
Candles.

@

Mould, 4(Mb.

Sperm. 35 @
Charcoal.
Pine.
@
Hard Wood,
Oak.

Birch, Ma-

pie.
Pit Burned,
Maple.

Cheese.
Verm’t,4pib 10

25
18

H.

@

17

@

Coal—(Retail).

Headings,
Spruce, 35
lid.

in.2100 @22 00
Soft Pine..
@24 00
Hard Pine
@25 00
14 ft.

@25 0U

Capper.
Cop. Bolts..
Y.M. sheathing.
@
Bronze do...
@
Y.M. Bolts.
@
Copbottoms 32 @

20
20
25
34

Amer’n p lb
Uo.oln

134
1 ’ll

Cordage,
12 @
IQ

32

Lard.

9J@

Pig.

8

Leather.
New Yorx,

Light.
Mid.Weight.
Heavy.

26
28
28
36
Slaughter...
GdDam’g’d 23
Am. Calf... 100
Lime.
Rockland c’sk.

@

@
@

28
29
30
40
25
110

@
@
@

@

@

3 50

@ 2 50
@ 1 75
@ 1 75
Pine.
@ 2 25
matches.
Star, 4P" Bros. 200 @ 2 10
molasses.
Po
Rico..
50 @
65
Cieniuegos... 50 @ 52
Muscovado.. 47 @ 49
New Orleans
55 @
76
Barbadoos... 56 @ 58
Comio
Kit m\
K.4

Alum.

carb.
Ashes pot...
Bals copabla.

Beeswax....

Bleaching
powders...

Borax.

Brimstone...

Cochineal....

Copperas....

Creamtartar

Kx logwood
Gum Arabic.
Aloes cape.

Camphor..
Myrrh....
Opinml....

ShellacIndigo.
Iodine.

Ipecac.

Licorice rt..
Cal

ex.

Morphine....
Oihbergamot
Cod liver..

t

Lemon.....

20

@

6@
60 @

38®
3
12

@

@

4@
80 @

1}®

30®
12 @
25 @
15 @
37 @
@
@
30 @
1 00 @
@
@
15 @
34 @
475 @
@
125 @
@

Olive. 125
Peppt. 350
Winterg’u.
Potass bromlde.
Chlorate... 28
Iodide....

@
@

Oil.

23
7
70
42
5
15

4}
90
3
38
18
65
25
40
45
6 75
35
1 50
5 00
2 00
2*
40
5 00
5 25
150
4 00
175
4 50

@ 3 25
@

80
33

@
@ 400
@ 75
amine. 4 50 @ 4 75
75 @ 1 60
Rt rhubarb..
40 @ 50
Rt snake—

Suicksilver

Saltpetre....

10

@

17
8enna.
15 @ 25
Seed canary.
@ 3 00
Cardamons 1 65 @ 2 25
8
Sodabl-carb.
5@
3
Sal.
21@
5
Sulphur.,...
4{®
19 @
25
Sugar lead
65
White wax.
60 @
Vamilla beanie 00 @20 00
Vltrol blue, 10 @ 12

Duck.

@ 32
@ 29
@ 20
8oz.
@ 16
0 ozs.
@ 20
Dyevrood*.
3
Barwood@
7
Brazilwood.
5@
6 @
7
Camwood...
3
Fustic.
2}@
Logwood,
2
1J@
Campeachy..
St. Domingo.
1}@
2}
Peach Wood
5}
@
RedWood..
@ 2}
Fi»h.
Cod, per qtl.,
L’ge Shore 4 25 @ 4 50
L’ge Bank 4 00 ®) 4 25
Small.... 375 @ 3 25
Pollock. 1 75 @ 2 25
Haddock... 1 75 @ 2 00
Hake.. 150 @ 2 00
No. 1.
No. 3.
No. 10.

Herring,
Shore,

@

Kerosene_
Po/t.Ref.P’tr
Devoe Brill’t

@ 20}
@ 151
25 (a)
27
Sperm.1 85 @ 2 00
Whale.
85 @
90
Bank. 50 @ 60
Shore. 45 @ 50
Porgie. 40® 42
Linseed.
@ 67
Boiled do....
@ 72
Lard.......
86 @
90
Castor. 1 30 ® 1 42
Neatstoot..
112 @ 1 25
Elaine.
67 @
60
Paints.
Port. Lead..
@10 00
PoreGr’ddo
@10 25
Pure Dry do.10 00 @10 00
Am. Zinc....
10 @
12
Rochelle Tel.
3 @
3}
3 @
Eng.Ven.red
3}
Red Lead....
10 @
li
Plaster.
White,p ton
@3 00
Blue.
@ 2 75
Grou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Calcined.bls. 2 75 @ 3 00
Produce.
BeefSide....
9@ 12
Veal
8 @
10
Mutton.
12 @
13
Chickens..., 12}@ 14
15 @
18
Turkeys.
Eggs.^doz. 18 @ 20
Potatoes
80 @ 1 00
Onions, bbl..
none
Bermuda.. 2 62 @ 2 75
Round bogs..
8 @
9
Provisions.
Mess Beef., .11 00 @11 50
Ex Mess.. 12 00 @13 00
Plate.13 50 @14 00
Ex Plate. .15 00 @16 00
Pork.
Backs ,...18 50 @190 0
Clear.17 50 @18 00
Mess.15 50 @16 00
Hams. 10 @ li
Rice.
Rice
6}@
7}
Raleratu*.
6 @
7
Salerat’ap tb

Rail,

Turks Is. 491
1 d.(- bu.)
Bonaire_
Cadiz,du.pd.
Cadiz in b’nd

Liverpool.

2 25
2 25
2 25

@ 2 50
@ 2 50
@ 2 50

137}@

1 75

Family.

@
@

8
7

No. 1.
®
Rpice*.
38 @
Cassia, pure
Cloves.. 45 @

Ginger.

bbl.'. 4 00 @ 4 50 iMace.
Scal’d^bx, 19 @ 23 Nutmegs,.. 110

6}

42
50
®
20
@ 1 25
@ 1 20
®
25

No. 1.
13 @
17 Pepper.
Rlarch.
Mackerel,bbl.
9 @
Bay No. 1.12 00 @13 00 Pearl.

Bay NO. 2. 8 00
Barge 3... 8 00
SlioreNo.114 60
No. 2.... 8 00
No. 3..«
Medium.., 6 50
Clam Bait... 3 75
Plwar.
6 75
8 75
Spring... 9 25

Superfine...
Ex-Spring.,,
xx

10}

Co! 9 00 I
Runar.
ffl
@ 900 Granulated..
124
Ca)
@16 0 Extra C.
nI
C....
@ 9 00
10f@ It
SyrupB. HO @ 70
@ 7 50 Eagle Sugar Refinery.
C.
94
@ 4 00
CC
@10
Ex C.
@
@ 7 25
10J
Tea*
@ 9 25
@ 9 75 Souchong.... 25 @ 45
Oolong. 30 @ 60
do
choice 55 @ 00
@ 8 25
Japan. 30 @ 40
do choice 45 @ 50
@10 50

Pat’t Spring
wheats....
Mich’n Winter best... .1025
Lo w grade
Michigan.. 8 25 @ 9 50
St.Louis winter fair....
@10 00
Win’r goodIO 25 @10 50
best.10 75 @11 25
Proit.
Almonds,
19 @
Soil Shell.
20
Shelled.... 40 @ 55
Peanuts.175 ffl 2 25
OkCron. 25 @ 30
9
Currants....
8J@
7 @
Dates.
8
Figs. 12 @ 17
Prunes
8@ 14
aisius,
Layer,new nr, @1 85
L. M. new. 2 25 @ 2 25
Vai.
Pin....
8@ 8J
Lemons pbx 7 00 @ 8 00
Oranges p b 6 00 @ 6 50
Oranges Val.14 00 @14 00
....

Tin.
Straits. 21 @ 23
English. 22 @ 23
Char. I.C... 775 @ 8 00
Char. I. X... 9 50 @ 9 75
Terne. 7 50 @ 8 50
Coke. 7 50 @7 75
Antimony...
@ 20
84@
Zinc.
9
Tobacco.
Fives and Tens,
Best br’ndh 65 @
75
Medium...
55 @
GO
Common., 48 @
52
Half lbs. 50 @ 55
Nat’l Leaf...
90 @ 1 10
Navy lbs- 55 @ 62
Varnish.
Damar.
25 @ 1 75
Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
Furniture... 125 @2 50
Wool.
Fl’co wash’d. 33 @ 35
do nnwash’d
23 @
25

Pull’d.Super

Lamb

Skins.

40 @
30 @

Government

...

.,..106
105
Cumberland National Bank,... 40. 56... .57
Canal National Bank,. 100.148 ... 150
FlrBt National Bank.100.139 ,.,.14o
Casco National Bank.100. 138 .,.,140
Merck ants’ National Bank,.. .75.103
105
National Traders’ Bank.|]100.138
140
Portland Company,.
70
80
Portland GasCompany,.50. 73
75
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100..105
107
A. & K. R. R. Bonds. 39... 91
Maine Central R. K. Stock.100... 15
Maine Central R. K.Bonds,7’s*.
.87 .,..90
Leeds & F’rm’gton K. R. Bonds, 100. 89
91
Portland & Ken. R. K. Bonds,. 100.90
91
....

...

...

....

...

_

•Consolidated

Pleasure

Wagons.

“ZEPHYEUS”~AND
are

now

vicinity

of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a spedalty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in England and foreign countries claims of American heirs.
eep29
d&wly

COLLECTION

S HARMON,
mason and Jobber,

ready to convey parties to any resorts
reasonable rates. Apply to

in

the

JOHN RAY,
at No. ll Commercial Wharf or 219 Brackett stiect.
jui
dtf

book.
“The Book for young and middle aged men t.o read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of th
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bultiuch
Street, Boston, Nuts.**—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most

PORTLAND,

Prnca orwl

other machines
also

are

merits

measured.

jne5

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”— Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
SSP’Catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. I)., Consulting Physician,) No. 4 Bultinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Revere House.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above

HAY

TEDDER,
and

Rake,

—

NELLIS'

BOUBLE HARPOON

HAY-FORK,

Wliitney.
dljulylO

jull

BLOOD.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS.

for

unequalled, combining convenience, compact
ness, comprehensiveness and beauty. A great vari
ety of styles, sold at reduced prices, for a limited
period.

SAMUEL

Portland,

Service of precepts of all kinds

County,

fidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

HOUSE 23 PARK STREET.

Fresco, Sign

Free

3

specialty. Con-

dti

Jan8_
R. T. CARR,

"THURSTON,

street

Portland.

Block,

FANCY WOODS,
Foot Power Scroll Saws, Designs,
Lathes, Tools &c.

and

Square, Porf1and, Me,

Dr. J. M.

dly

Portland,

BLOCK,

Maine.

my22_dtf

Strout,

BAY

DENTIST,
457 1-2 CONGRESS ST,
prepared to do the new continuous gum work
platina bases; also gold and sliver work, and

is

MILLS

on

all

other branches of

jul9tf
dentistry._
Dr. R
T. Wild.©)
The Natural magnetic Phy.iciam,

nov8_

Mo,

Phelps Brown’s Heibal Ointment Sup-

1 will Forfeit Five Dollars
case
where my MOTH AND
any
FKEChLE LOTION will not remove the
worst Moth and Freckles if used according to my directions. Price, 525 and 50 cenl*.
Apply with a soft sponge three or four times a day
until the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is generally accomplished in one week.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.

MRS. S. SPENCER,
520 Brown St., Portland, Me.
my25d6m

the DeWitt House, Lewiston, from the 16th to the 25th,
for the treatment of all diffluclties of the human feet
to which he has devoted his time and practice tor a
large number of years past; and as a result of this
long experience offer to the afflicted a positive relief
from Corns, Bunions, Bad Nails, and all difficulties
of the feet, that are considered incurable. He invites
all who are afflicted in this direction, especially in

iNO
ousuiicases, to can on mm.
troublesome or how difficult your cases

mailer

Coffee, Spices,

i

IWORRISOIN

Cr. Tartar,

etc.

<TWHITTEN,

250 POKE STREET, I'orsland, Maine

•

ARTHUR B, MORRISON.

WILLIAM

nol6

M.

WHITTEN.

eodly

Our patrons will please notice that,hereafter, every
our COMPRESSED YEAST will be
labelled and will have our printed and written signature thereon. Without which none is genuine.—
GAFF FLEISCHMANN & CO., Manufacturers.
Factories, Grecnpoint, L. /., Riverside, Ohio, Cin~
cinnati, Ohio.
cakeot

THE JOHN HANCOCK

,$4,534,752

President.

BENJAMIN C. MILLER, Treasurer,
jlj.

v.

B.

B.

iiiiuijuu, auuaiji

PECK,

d3w

District

No. 28

GEO. W. TRUE & CO., is
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
All the
accounts of the late firm will be settled at their office
116 Commercial Street.
GEORGE W. TRUE,
of

A&cnt,

Exchange St.,

my22eod2m

1877.

1877.

Portland, July 2, 1877.

Notice of Copartnership.
and will continue the business of
late firm at lid Commercial Street.
GEORGE W. TRUE.
WILLIAM TROTT KING,
CLARK H. BARKER,
Portland, July

the

2,1877._july2dlw

Bone

Goods.

apl7

eodly

a mw\ pn goods D. W. CLARK & CO.,

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddies,
a very nice article for family use, picnic parties, and
board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

C. W. BELKNAP & CO.,

tbemto any one wishing to examine
send samples whenever required. Please

them,

a

call.

or

would

The Sloop i’acht “KATE,” 22 feet long;
fast sailer; built by Griffin & Twitchell
oi Portland, and but three years old. Will
of use.
be sold very cheap for want

a

C. W. REI.KNAP A CO.
PAPER Id PRINTED WITH
X THE GERMAIN PKINTINCS INK
Imported and sold by SIGMUND ULLMAN, 37
Maiden Lane. New Y-erb*
fe21dtf

mill*

notice, trnm $1 1o $c
$3 a load, by addressing
royltdtfA, LIBBY*. Portland P. O.

Andcord

or

Vavilts

Address
my8

Cloanod,

f. kicker,
faibby"* Corner, Deering.
cltl
_

s.

.11

"■■inquire
juTdlwteodtf

give them

my30__dl

Sharp,

For Sal©8

pure.

JIESNBN. KENDALL &■ WHITNEY
hav,' our goo.lN constantly on linn.l in
any
quantity required, and would be pleased to show

FauiilieM and Offices.
10 lbs. daily, Irom June l to October 1.$6.00
15
1. 8.00
“
20
1.lo.OO
Ice will be delivered earlier tban 1st June and later
than 1st October at the same rate per month
J3F*as during the Season
Monthly Prices.
Monthly rates apply to all not takrng lee the whole

>iO J Commercial Nlreef, Forllaud, .Tie,
dtl
Ju?

FeJiSwr

at

OATS.

Bright, Clean, Ileavv White Oats are made
specialty by
CHASE BROTHERS,
je20dcod2\v
120 Commercial St.

a

Vaults Cleaned and
VsJies lie
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at

addrewn*
ALL
anldtf
or

It. GIBSONt
F,«« Congress Street

•Asia, os Hauled)

Address
my8

Cabby

«

s. f. kiokek,
I’oi ncr, Ocerinr
dtf

Price*

for

season, or lour months.
10 lbs. daily, per month.$2.00
15..
2.50
20
3.00

Any customer leaving town,
the office, will be entitled to

POST OFFICE, Saco, Me.

CHOICE

NO. 17 MARKET ST.

Season

on

Wm.

Manufacturers of Mteaiu Refined Trine have
added to their already extensive business th« manufacture of PURE RONE REAL fot
(v, 1,
PURE GROUND RONE as a
likewise CRACKED BONE for Poul.r,
We are now prepared to furnish tbe above
goods hi
any quantity required and warrant them perfectly

JERRIS,
ju29d3w*

jnUdtf

cis-

&e. Inquire of
GEO. RACKLEFF, Woodford’s Cor.

For Sale.
Cottage House on Lincoln Street at
Woodford’s Corner, Deering, within three min-

mNew

utes walk of Horse Cars. Nine finished rooms,
painted and papered in the latest style, marble fire
frames, furnaces and green blinds, &c. Lot 65 by 94.

Everything complete.

L J.

PERKINS,
jul2dtf489 Congress Street.
For Sale.
building lots, on Carter street, West End, at

10 cents per foot.
SIXremain

can

on

Terms $100 dkiwn, the balance

Mortgage

two

or

throe years, at

seven

percent. Inquire of L. E. WEYMOUTH, CentenBlock.
ap233m

nial

For Sale.
House an<l lol at No. SI Newbury
St. Apply at house,
IS. KlBV,
de27

and Loans m^oiiuicd
class securities, by

JIS

NO.

S.

on

first-

GARDINER,

EXCHANGE

also, Dealer in Real Estate, Houses, Lois,
Farms, Kenls Arc. Property entrusted will receive careful and prompt attention.
IV. 8. GARDINER,

ju29tf

Exchange

No.

premises,
,jnly2

Sireel.

Real Estate, 3791 Congress Street.

dlw*

ju30

dtf

Sea

Side

Cottages

T°_LET.
new furni>hed
witli
near Prout’s Neck, Scarborough,
week, or season. Apply to

cottages,

TWO

the

flay,

good cellars,

will be let by
F. M. RA.Y,

Centennial Block, Portland, or, JOHN M. ALLEN,
Saccaiappa.
ju27dtf

To L.ct»
TENEMENT of four or five rooms; two of
them connected; pleasantly situated No. 203
Cumberland street, corner of Franklin street; lias
gas and Sebago water; flower garden in the rear.

A

ju25__dtf
A Mice Kent.
small family,

St.: Half of
and very
FORdouble house, in nicetoorder
ient. Rent
WM. H.
Estate

on

Bramhall

a
conven-

$250. Apply
Agent, Cahoon Block.,

JEKK1S, Real

ju25d3w*

To Let.
Stairs

of

rooms—bath
UP modernlent
conveniences—in the
brick
2d door from
762
seven

and

room

new

Congress St.,

farm near Portland, for two boys 5 and 7
years old. Address
“G. \V. G.,” Press Office, Portland.
ju9dtf
a

■

-—i.

....

Boarders Wanted.
men can find pleasant rooms with

FEW good

board,
my24

BKOWN ST.

at 30

dtf

MPffl,

Iron Founders and

1877.

Saco River

Grove

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Dnily, at 7 o’clock P. JI, „nd INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 7 p
(Sunday excepted.)

FARE

night.
By Tickets and State Rooms for sale at D. H,

at

YOUNG’S, 266

Shortest

kind may be leased for the season on
application to J. P. DAVIS, Agent, at the Preble
House.
J. P. DAVIS.
dtf
jul5

To Let.
house, 28 Beckett street, 6
soft water, price $12 per
premises.
ju12dtf

ot a double
rooms, hard and
month. Inquire on the

ONE-balf

a small family withont
f|lO
X tenement No. 6

Spiing

Street.

premises,

or ro

children.

The lower

May Street, one door from
Apply to E. 8. HAMLIN, on the
M. G. PALMER.julldtf

Akerman

House, No. 8 High Street, recently
by Franklin J. Rollins, as a family
12 rooms with an abundance
of closets, gas, Sebago, well and spring water, with
large yard; rooms all sunny; drainage good,and rent
low. Apply to
ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
22 Exchange Street.
jaSdtf

THEoccupied

residence, containing

To Let.
upper tenement of the house at No. 88 Clark
Street. Inquire ot JOHN SWEETS1R, No. 5

THE

Neal Street.juGdtf

To Let.
for
HOUSE,
a

julldtf

Centre and Free Sts.
Suitable
boarding house. Enquire at
109 CENTRE STREET.
corner

Railroad,

Jf\i:

i«7.

jju

STORE

To Let.
without children—live rooms at NO*
with modern conveniences.my23dtf
NEW HIGH ST.,
TO 85 family
a

Mechanics’ HaJI*
mWO IIALiIjS in Mechanic*’ Baihlini'.
X TO LGT; enquire of
C.EOKCE A.

HAKMON, Jeweler,

under the llnll.

mylTdCm

Derry.

First class fortnightly mail steamerg cf this line
sail Irom Halifax every other Tuenday, for
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown.
Passage: First-class—$7l* and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate—$40 gold; Third-class at
lowest rates.
The CiSlaNgovv Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent lor
England, No 3. India Street, Portland. Me.

rates.

New

£c£r'Mig!it sterliuu Check* iHnued in auna*
for IA and upward*.
myltdtf

Norfolk. Baltimore Sc Washington
MIKAUNKIP
Fear time*
PAMMENUER TKAIINS leave Portland
for Near boro’, Maco, Biddeford, Ken*
ncbuult, IVells, North Berwick, South
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,

Kittery,

Portsmouth,

(Newbury port,

LET.

The Store, NO. 4 FREE ST. BLOCK,
lately occupied by Waterhouse & Co.
For further particulars enquire at tbe
oiuce 01 ji. «i. ijmin

Grand Trunk R, R. of Canada.
SUMMER

June 18,1877,

Express lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express for Gorham, Montreal and West, at 8 a. m
Express tor Anburn ana Lewiston at 1.15 p. m.
Mail train 2.00 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,) connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal ana the West.
•TaxyreBS cram lur auuuru ami ubwibiod o.JO p. in.
For Gorham—Passengers for Gorham can take the
5.15 p. m. Express connecting with mixed train at
Lewiston Jet. for Gorham.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8,30 a. m
Mixed from Gorham at 10.00 a. m
{[[^“Passengers from Gorham can take the Express
at Lewiston Junction, arriving in Portland at 8.30 a.

Mail from Montreal, Quebec and West at 12.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 1.00 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.15 p. m
Express from Montreal and West 7.03 p. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

my!4(ltf

The
England
Address
de28dtf

To be Lee,
Offices in Third Story Merchants* National

THEBank, occupied by ,T. & E, M. Rand;
the front offices. These offices

also
are heated by steam;
have gas, water and lire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.
now

HOTELS.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, nilwaa>
kee, Cincinnati, St. l.oui*, Omaha,
Maginaw, St. Paul, Malt JLake City,

To

Denver* Man Francisco,
and all points in the

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickTHE

est time of any route from Portland to the West.
{[^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked Irom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. June 18, 1877.
jul8dtf

8EBAGO

Steamboat Route,

Excursion Tickets from Portland to
summit ot Hit. Pleasant and return $5,00.

C. E. GIBBS Proprietor,

Bridgtou

fje30d2w

Maine.

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

BY

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Room, $5.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 22

Portland,

Exchange

2!<TusE,

PORTLAND, ME,
NEW FURNITURE’’’THROUGHOUT.

The Most I’opular, Interesting and Cheap,
est Route in New England— Passing
through Lake, River and Mountain
Sceneryil’nequalled in the Country.

auu

V.C.J,

15

44

44

44

*4

20

*4

44

44

44

44

44
*4

10.00

Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rates.
If not taken tbe full scason1 or four monlbs, the
scale of prices will be
10 lbs. daily, per month,
2,00
15

44

44

4*

44

2.50

on

«<

«

»«

t»

q nn

customer

leaving town, by giving

the office, will be

notice at

entitled to proper reduction,
tbe drivers for

Two Boats

'Jihuiuii

.'it.

ucauus

icosaiii.

mylPdtf

Madame

MADDOX,the celebrated

Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
now located at No. 4 Mechanic St., where she can be
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame :vi. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasureSj <£rc., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the great-

est fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering intoaDv
new business or profession, the con ucting o! whicn
they do not understand, will find it to thell* advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that tlesb is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she wa*
seven years old.
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents $i.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hoars
no9dtt
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

THE

Gas

PORTLAND

Light Company

HAVE BEHOVED
to the office

formerly occupied by

them over

eo<13w

ju27

SCAKBOKO

halt, or the whole of a Coal Yard which Is
now doing a good business.
Address Box 976
Portland Me.
mylldtf

ONE

by Ihe United Nickel Co., of New York,

Will

BEACH.

Opcu for the Neanou of 187 7 Holiday,
June 18th.

mi IE

House

has

been entirely refitted and
now one of the most
attractive houses on the coast. Closed to transient
visitors on the Sabbath.
8. R. CJCNNI80N.
j ul (Klim
Proprietor.

JL

refurnished making it

SEASIDE RESORT.

Ottawa

ui’.ugimi

m

reason

Excursion Tickets at Greatly
Reduced Prices.

Cnsliing’s Island, Portland, Me.,

julOdlm_

J \

MIT

|v

promptly attended
1 1 T 1
I 1 | J

to.

I
|l|

p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of
routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information
apply at the
Company’s Otlice, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean

nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may

iUtw3m

9.4)0, 10.45

1 |
'la I

1 I

IKdiiliSsi:
|\TIf Ml\T|
1 ullOiSSSKfir^T
ill
<

All corlow, AND
CNLE88 PATENT 18

tentability.

respondence strictly

confidential. Prices

NO CIIARGE
8ECCRED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and
inventors in every Hi ate in the Union.
C. A. SNOW A- CO.,

JOB PRINTING
thn Office*

utally

executed

For

the_Islands!

MARY W. LIBBY
Captain John Brown,
Leaves Ferry Landing, Co.. Honor
Wharf at 6.1o, 9.Io, 10.43, a. in., and 2 18, 3.45, 6 30
p. m. loi Cii.hlng’o I.land. While Head.
nii«l leak'* lalimil.
returning to tbe city after
each arrival.

Fare, down

and

back, 25 ets.

10 Miugle Ticket*, $1; Mpccinl
Modeller.

for

rate*

For further particulars, ioquire of Mr.
Conway,
J
Ferry Landing, or
MR. DELLOW,
Jj4dtf
Agent, on board the Steamer.

BOH T O JST
—

AND

FuILA BFLI'lllA
Steitinslaip Line.
Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y

Ho

Wharfage,
From

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m<

From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia,

at 10 a. m.
Insurance oue half the rate of

Fare Hound Tri;* 25 cents;
Half Fare.

FOB THEISLANDS.

a. in.,

Uilldren

Liberal terms will be made lor large patties on
application to CAPT. CHAS. 0. CHASE on boaitl
er to CAPT. W. H. LEWIS, 173 Fore St.
dtt

FOR

THEJUSLANttS.

er,

Special arrangements

can

be made for private

Moonlight Excursions.
Inquire on board Steamer ot
CAPT. C. H. KNOWLTON.
je28d2w

!___

Portland &

Harpswell Steamboat Co’y.
*»•*'. T,i“fe
•*«!*

^au..j.arrJ:

,J*lrp-w<11

...
and 2.tl0
P. 71.
Leaves Pocllnnd
5.45 P. III.

For
A

!*

to,«>«.< „'i»*
Boat leaves
o'clock A. .«.

o'clseb

71. nutl

juJOdtf

Siile^theai*

cat-rigged boat. lVtect long:.

liKItlirc at
juliti

m

mo

34 Al> ii*IS STREET.

‘_d2w»

For

Sate.

this City a first class Gas ripe and Fixlnrc
store, well amn'iiivd ami food location, doing a
I out run or custom. Cause of
good business
sale, Change ’ot bush ess. Good bargain if applied
for soon. Inquire or address "W,” Press office.
dim
je22

IN

_

<(■

NTKA.flKR
JUO.VET
will commence her regular tripe

MON DA V. July 2,1S77, touching
■HUSSST™8?.
"r
*
1

at
Pcahct’,
l,.ng
Lillie Ch.beaguc Inland.
Leave Portland Pier at!) a. m., 2. 7,10.S5 p.
Treiethen’s, Peakes’ Island at 11.20

2.20, 7.20 p. m.
Ponce’s, Long Island

and

m.
a.

in..

a.

iu.,

2.40 and

Returning—leave Little Chebeagttc

at

6.45 and

10.30

a

and 10,45 p.

m.

m., and 5 p.

in.

at 9.40

Leave Long Island at 7 and 10.45

and 9.30 p.

a.

m.

in.,

ami 5.45

Leave Peakes' Island, Tietethen's at 7.20 and 11.05
a. m., and 6 and 9.50 a. in.
july2dtf

CL ~Y~ 1 ) 1-Q

PMIadelpMa & New England SteamsHip Lice,
—

FBOM

—

BOSTON.
in connection with OL<’ COLONV

HAIL-

HO.tO.

Boston to the Soulh. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.

Ralea, I'riqueut Departure*.
at
New
and Spacious Iron Freight
received
Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVE K, there
with
the
Mieainer*. -ailing
Clyde
connecting

Quick Time,

Low

every MONDAY, WE LIN ESDA Y and

NOTICE.

to

at

A. R. STL’BBS. Agent.

sailing vessels.
freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. B, HA’Il'NON. Ajifnt
Jn23-lyTO Long Wharf. Bonn

still,

in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
I
opposite the Patent Otxb JJ
U
fiee, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pattents moro promptly ami wiih broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.
\

in-

Co.)

and 2 15 p. m.
Return iug—will leave Long Inland at 0.40
and ll.:iO a. ui., and 5 p m.
Trefethen'** Lauding at I 1.45 a. m., and
5.15 p. m.
Mcott’n Lauding at 11.55 a. in,,
and
5.30 p. m.
Will make two trips on Sunday, leaving at lO-.’IO
a. in., and 2.15 p, ni.
at

Resort.

no24__‘dtt
aj'2S

ing**

Proprietor.

Caveats, Assign
ments, luterierences, etc,

ARRANGEMENT.

herst, Picton, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E
I., Fredericktown, and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
{^Freight received on day of sailing nntll 4
o clock

STEAMER TOURIST

ornamental
\°inP,,linds,
I
designs, trade-marks, and
j 1
U A. 1 IW labels,
1

John, Digby,

■

~

Will leave the East Side of Custom House Wharf
every week day for Scott’s and Jones’ Landing at
8.30, 9.45 and 11.15 a. m (later in the season a trip
I at 12 m ,) 1.45, 4.15 and 6.10 p. m.
PEAKE’S ISLAND.
For Trefethen’s and Hog Island at 8.30 and 9.45 a.
in., 1.45, 4.15 and 6.10 p. m.
Toronto Cottage, Peake’s Island, live
Returning, leave Seott’s Lauding at 9.15, 10.05
minutes walk from Jones’ Lauding, ofier a
and 11.40 a. in., and 5.15 p. m.
superior advantage to private families and
Returning, leave Trefethen’s and Hog Islands at
those desiring a pleasant and somewhat re9.00 and 10.30 a. m. and 5.00 p. ni.
ig
A Mailing Trip among the Islands every
__jjitired location, (a short distance from the
landing and larger houses). Everything counnected
plenanut day, starting at 1.45 p. in. and arriving
with the house is first-class. Sail and row boats furat the city at 4.13.
nished free to boarders. Charges reasonable.
Fare tor Round Trip 25 cents
A. V. ACKLEY, Proprietor.
iu25d2m
Package of five round trip tickets §1.00. Mt a*ou
Ticket** 85.00.
Tickets for sale at office of Rollins, Loiing &
IT fTlt'tot>ta5neJ for mechanical de
vices, medical, or other Adams, No. 22 Exchange Street, and on board steam-

Summer

HI,

On and after Monday, July
2nd the 8teamers of the International Lino will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot of State St., every
'Monday, Wednesday and Fiiduy,
at 6.00 P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annano11s, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbediac. Am-

On and after July 4tli, will
leave Portland Pier for
Peahen* and Loug Inland**. touching at Mcotta
and Trefetlien’M Laud-

This popular resort will reopen July I.
GEORGE ALLEN,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, JJ.C.

MIN, MAINE.

STEAM!! CHARLES IMHTi

Steamer,
july2

House,

and

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

Daily

to connect at Lake Station with train that arrives in
Portland at 5.27 p. m. 'connecting with trains for
Boston), thus affording Tourists an opportunity for a
beautiful sail over Lake Sebago, up the Songo or
Crooked Biver, and Long Lake.
Afternoon train leaves at 1.05, connecting willi
Steamer Sebago, arriving at Bridgton 5 p. m. Leave
Bridgton in morning in season to connect with train
that arrives in Portland at 1.18.

dti

New Atlantic House.

neglect,

any other cause, left at the office, will
receive prompt attention.
Ycarlv customers solicited,
Arthur II. Soule.
Norris G. Curtis.
or

W.

apr25_

Calais

Windsor and Halifax.

SUMMER

nTURK.

Carriages at all trains.
TERMS Si.00 PER DAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Propiietor,
Formerly Clerk at the “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”

or*

1

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport,

AND AFTER]TIONDDY JlLl »,

Iam pleased to announce that, since leasFor sale at the Depot and at the office of Rollins.
known Hotel, I have re-t'ur- I
LoriDg & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
if
mill,
VPllt
Wltliv
Mp?cinl arrangement** for JPartic**.
CARPETS and BEDDING, and
Address
shall hope by strict attention to the comfort |
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public
Eli AM. E. t» IRUM/ Proprietor,
patronage.
or ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS.
One of fhe bent location* in the city, near
jy4d3m
Baulin, Pont Office anti prineipnl WholeElectric
Hale lloiiHt-H.
Bell*, IMeawaut
Boom*, Comfortable Bed* and Excellent
Table.

m new

«muiuoj,aumun

always in advance of all nthcr lino. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston * Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little,* Co.’s,49* Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S.
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl 73
dtf

STEAMER

3.

44

OTIIEBI.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stouington with the entirely new and snperb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popnlar steamer Stonington every Tues-

L£J

$6.00
8.00

ALL

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

“tfcildtf

this well
ESsabafc’h?
ll
iT.Muh.wl

Scale of Prices for the Season:

OP

A H K A »

This is

Naples, Bridgton, No. Bridgton and Harrison.—
Morning Train leave3 Portland & Ogdensburg Depot
at 7, making close connection at Lake Station with

Proprietors
auglO_deotitf

dccl6tf

street._

NTOIOCTOA U1JVE
FOR NEW YORK,

For

WOLCOTT * CO.,

ASIA IMS

Steamers Eleanoru & Franconia

surance

ON

STEAM.

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.

condition,

The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

Ticket Office of Portland & Ogdens-

Maine

J. O. FCRNIVAL, Agt.

This House is pleasantly situated on the summit of
Mt. Pleasant, 2018 feet above the level of the sea.
For maguticient and romantic scenery, and cool
mountain air, it is uusupassed in the country.

For salo at
R. R.

—

IabCOCK"

Northwest, West and Southwest.

tion.

HIT. PLEASANT

burg

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

LEASE.

House, Portland, I?Ie,
AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

us

—

A

HOTEL TO

AND

—

ARRAN GrKJVIKNT

On and alter MONDAY,
trains will run as follows:

3ir™1

National Bank.
To Tot.
FIRST class Brick house, in the western part
13
ol the city,
rooms, newly repaired throughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
B. I>. VERRILL,
Inquired
aplOdtt205 Middle Street

LINK

week.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and AfoCLELLAN.
From
Providence
every WEDNESDAY
Portsmouth, Hamptons, (Newburyport,
and NATUKDAY.
Salem, Lyun, Chelsea nod Bostou at
1.30 and 5 30 p. m. Train leaving at 1.30
forwarded
from
Norfolk to Washington and
Freight
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
p. m. arrives in Boston in time to connect with
Sound steamer lines tor New York. Train leavMosely.
leaving at 5.30 p. m. arrives in Boston in time to !
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and
connect with 10 p. m. train for New York.
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. K. K. to all places In
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St,,
0.00 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Boston.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
To all points of North and Sonth Carolina by SeaNight Express with Sleeping Car, for
board
and Rcanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
Boston at 3.15 a, m., every day (except
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
Mondays.)
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
RETURNING,
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Leave Boston at 7.30 and S.45 a. in., 13.30
and 7.00 p. m., connecting w ith Maine
Through bl'ls of lading given by the above named
Central and E. A N, A. Kailway for
Agents.
St. John and Halifax, Pullman Sleeping
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to Nortclk,Baltimore, WashCar attached.
ington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
owes* rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Berths at Ticket Office.
B021tfProvidence. R. I.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.

to,, over f irst

«

m

Firm CJIas* Mteamshlp
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE A FPOLD.
From Boston direct every
TDEMDA1’
and SATURDAY.

Salem, JLyuu, Chelsea and Boston at
S.45 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.00 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery,

m.

TO

Toy age.

First-class Weekly mail steam*
ers of this line sail from Quebec
every Nnlurriay
innrniuii,
for
Liverpool, touching at.

to suit,

To Let.
under St. Julian Hotel, recently occupied
by Warren Sparrow as au insurance office.
C. P. MATTOCKS,
my29dtf31} Exchange St.

HEATED

lbs, daily, from June 1st to Oct. 1st,

Ocean

Associations,
Sunday School and
private parties of 25 or more who desire
to make an Excursion to this beautiful
Grove on the banks of the Saco, eau
obtain very low rates upon application
to J. W. PETERS, General Ticket Agent,
11)1 Middle Street, or
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
dtf
july2

SERVICE.

SUMMER

AT any

Terms hereafter will be hut $2.00 per day.

10

Middle Street.

Through Tickets to New York via the variool
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. K. CJOVLK. or.. Gen’l Agt.
de30-76dtf

ALLAN LINE.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER It. R.

Eastern

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they ge
a comfortable night’s rent and avoid the ex>
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
cure

VIA

The best Located House for Business Men

PLATERS.

EEg^All Orders will have Prompt Attention.
jau6
eotUfcwlyfcXu&Xh

"St.

Grounds to Let.
Presumpscot Park, suitable lots tor. stands of

PORTLAND, ME.

1S77.

Steamers at Sebago Lake for Naples, Bridgton
and Harrison.
Stages at Glen Station for Jackson and Glen
House. Connects at Fabyan’s for Summit Mt.
Washington; also for Littleton, Lancaster, Jefferson,
Wells River, Montpelier, &c.
Connects at St. Jolinsbury for Newport, Lake
Memphremagog, Sberbrook, Montreal and Quebec.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, June. 3J, 1877,ju30dtf

jul8d3w*

Opened to Guests July 4, 1877.

■-

The Superior Sea Going
Steamer?,
FOREST CITW AND JOHN HROOKN
until
further notice, rnn alternatlely as folwill,
lows : Leaving

A

Summer Board Wanted.

.I

tions.
5 45 P. 51. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVE
8.30 A. M. from Upper Bartlett.
trom
P.
M,
Fabyan’s.
81.18
5.27 P. M. from Fabyan’s and Vermont Division.

To Let
TWO-STORY house on the N. Eastern part of
Peaks’ island.
Also three small cottage
houses; all within live minutes walk of Evergreen
Landing, Enquire of J. STERLING, on the prem-

HOUSE.

IN

Leave

house

Neal St.
The premises can be seen on application to F. G, PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate.
iu23dtf

BOARD.

the country, during July and August, near some
railroad and not ever 25 miles from Portland, fer
Address “BOARD,” Press Office,
a small family.
Portland, Me., giving particulars, terms, &c.

A

a term of four months.
Apply
at 83 COMMERCIAL STREET.

To Let.
fltENEMENT by itself. 103 Newbury St., 4 rooms,
M.
sebago water. Cheap. Enquire on premises.

nolSdtf

COAL YARD FOR SALE.

MIN FOIlllRt

or

to loan on first class Real Estate
'\f ¥71
jJjLKJ±r* JLJ X Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in

dtf

[(Licensed

the

It*"/"V

a

mvl5

AMI

a

responsible party for

STREET,

by giving

notice AT
proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers In leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will be attended to promptly.

UFX

Lower part of House No, 201 Cumberland
THEStreet
with the furniture; will be let to

dtf

IUorlsases

on

to AV. W. CARR,
197 Newbury Si.

Furnished Tenement to Let.

ANEW

tern: drains

CLAIRVOYANT.

PORTLAND. ME.

WILLIAM II. WALDRON,
CLARK H. BARKER.

jy2tf

II.

painted and frescoed; good cellar, cemented;

carelessness

STREET*

THE
W. TRUE & CO

a

Also 1

rents in

center ol city, cheap.
2GOOI)
Munjoy Bill, for $7.30 per month.

Apply

Monday, July 2, 1877.

COMMENCING

Portland 7.00 A. M. for Norili 4'ouwny,
(dm Home, Crawford’*, I'abyiiuV Muniiii a iflt. WashiogloB, and all points on the Vermont Division.
1.03 P. 51. for Fabyan’s and intermediate sta-

Good

buildiDg heavily timbered, originally
store. Size 37 x 62 feet. Inquire of

!J^"Complaints against

FOX,

undersigned have this day entered into
copartnership under the firm name of GEO.

to WM.

of the

For Sale]
house at Woodford’s Corner, containing
ten rooms, walls aud ceiling of the first story

Any

eod6m

mli 27

Copartnership heretofore existing under the

Pure

Wharf, Fpland and Flats For Sale.

53

EDWARD A, STRONG, Secretary,

Notice of Dissolution.

THE

IN

00

JAMES B. PEARSON, Vice President,

the United States.

name

$131,846,985

....

LCW IS C. GROVER,

with accumulated anaets exceeding 8 i.M>0
OOO, issues Life and Endowment Policies with as
liberal conditions as any Life Insurance Company in

firm

St.

ARRANGEMENT.

SPUING

ARRANGEMENT.

SI.,

juySdlw*

To Let.

on

SUMMER

room

on

bell.

right

TEMPLE STREET,

Company,

BOSTON, MASS,

tlie

Exchange

BOSTON STEAMERS.

To Let.

43,307.

The record ot iliis
Company
proves that, tor security and economy, no other has superior claims
to public confidence,

dim

Policies issued by this Company are all made nonforfeitable after one annual payment, by tlie Laws
of Massachusetts, which surpass the laws of all other states iu furnishing security and protection to
policy holders.
Having been appointed the General Agent for
Maine, of the above Company, I shall be pleased to
receive applications for insurance.

.JOHN C. PROCTER,

Falmouth, near Presumpscot Falls, 17 acres of
good land, with barn, 18x20 feet; 4J miles from
Portland; three acres in grass cut the past year,
about four tons of hay. Price $300. Inquire of
ALBERT J MERRILL, 30 Lincoln Street, foot Boyd
Street. Also two tenements, to4let, 78 Franklin Sc.,
fo rsinall families.
ju7eodlw*ttf

—

DisMrsefl to Policy-holders
in 1876

St, PORTLAND.

43 1-3 EXCHANGE
jtil6

A

NEWARK, 1ST. J.
Assets Jan, 1 1877,, ,,$32,260.324 75
Surplus Jan, 1,1877.... 2,246,052 72

Insuring

GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE,

FRANKLIN

of

Policies in force,

C. A. BECKFORD,

Mutual Life Insurance

FINE country residence for sale,
situated
about ten (10) miles from Portland, on line of
Railroad. Is a tirst-class modern built bouse, furnace, and an abundance ot good water, together
with about one acre of laud, with small orchard ot
choice fruit trees in full bearing, Located on high
surrounded by choice shade trees, within
five minutes walk of Schools, Churches, Academy
and Post Office. Photograph at office. Inquire ot
93

juy3dlw*

House to Let.

For Sale,

Board Wanted.

Life Insurance Co
—

r

220 Federal

A Houses No. 13 and 17
.W’UMVini* St. Inquire at
ISSNo. 131 FOHE STUEET
ju29dtt

ON

dti

RAFF FLE1SCHMANN A EO’8.

je2I

For Sale.

«»

Opposite tbe Grand Trunk Depot,

Office,

contains 10J
Upon it are ap
pie
pear trees. Cars from Portland lour time
daily. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent.
ju30dlw*

THE

UNDERTAKER,

RAILROAD.

Com’)

pleasant, nicely furnished front
with bay window
AVERY
lirst floor at 67 Pearl
hand

now

may be, you
wili find good treatment and positive relief.
There are hundreds of people iu Portland who can
testify to Dr, Carlton’s beneficial treatment.
Office hours from 7 to lO a. m.-!{ to 9
p. m.
ap3eod6m

St._

Maple

It

je21dtf

Coffins and Caskets Always on Hand.

nar

ises.

A Fine Lot of Liind For Sale
Souih street, Gotham, Me.
ONand
acres, very pleasantly located.

IV.

of the Feet

iiitciicock;

augli_YARMOUTH,

JOHN. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange
Ju30dtf

julSdlmJOHN C. PROCTER.

are guaranteed to cure any case of Piles or
Fistula that can be found in the United States.
A
sample box of these Suppositories will be sent free
by mail to any sufferer on the receipt of twenty
cents, to prepay postage and packing.
Regular
price $1.00. Address the Doctor at 521 Grand
3f., Jersey City, N. J.
ju23d3w

atf

ME.

of

Street.

built for

Successor to the late George Mam ton,

Robes,

Inquire

der.

re

He ahal 1 lay hand a on them and they shall be healed
SOU Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.

gad

A

For Sale.

over

3 FREE' STREET

Sale.

Real Estate Agent.

Agents,

and all

_

For

FIRST-CLASS tlirce-story Brick House, on
FreeSt. with all the modern improvements,
gas, sebago, bath room, first and second story sup-

on

Difficulties
House
Send for descriptive Price List.
CARLTON will visit Portland at No. 43
PAINTING.
Free St. Market, the 1st
Charles B. Thurston & Co., DR.Free St.,
All kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to,
day of every Month and remain until the 15th, and at

16 Market

1877._

both sides of the work shops
P. S. & P. Railroad, Cape Elizabeth.
LOCATED
chance for

IN

GENERAL AGENT

STREET.
a

on
corner ot Fore St. and BradAccommodation for eight fam10,000 to 15,000 feet of land. Terms favorable.
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Portland, June 27.
d3vv

on

Dr. O.

are

ADAMS,

31 1-‘J EXCHANGE

tbe
LOCATED
bury’s Court.
ilies. From

Franklin Street, be
large Stable situated
THE
tween Fore and Commercial Streets, to be
moved. The

positories

STEAMERS.

PORTLAND & OGDEMRG

ATlJones’and

a

Four Houses and Lois For Sale.

Files and Fistula.

properly preCorrespondence solic-

Cumberland

Portlaud, June 27,1877
je28dtf

mylld&wly

AND

Coroner

about 80 acres.
For further particulars, terms of sale, &c apply
to JOHN W. LANE, at tbe United States Hotel, or
to
C W. GODDARD,
)
JOHN A. WATERMAN, > Executors.
D. W. FESSENDEN.
)

ship yard. Apply

Wholesale

Port land,

models

for

OP THE—

FOR SALE BY

Kendall &

IN PORTLAND.
XI. A part of the International Hotel lot, on Exand Market streets, containing
about 700 feet
IN GRAY.
XII. A part of tbe old Perley farm between Gray
corner anu the Perley railroad station, an the Maine
Central railroad, with the buildings, containing

change, Congress

FOR SAFE.

CONSUMPTION
—

RAILROADS.

Cottages To Let.
Landing, Peaks’ Island. Apply to G.
L. Brackett, Boston and Maine Tel. Office, cor-

acres.

A Sure Cure lor

THIS

Yankee Horse

about 24

j u28d3w

THOS. G. GERRISH, Proprietor,
LOWELL, MASS.

d3m

Constable

magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
one hundred India diamonds of rare

VII. A small lot near Leighton’s slaughter house,
containing about ten acres.
IN FALMOUTH.
VIII. The Waite farm near Smelt Hill, at Presumpscot Lower Falls, containing about 26 acres.
IX. The Batchelder faim, on the banks of the
Presumpscot river, near the Falmouth roai, containing about 90 acres,
IN CAPE ELIZABETH.
X. The Buzzell place on the easterly side of the
Anthoine road, with the buildings, containing

ground,

dim*

180 miDDLE STREET.

MATT

than

I,

Improve oL

to.

aDlO

pub-

ever

BULLARD'S

HENRY T. CARTER,

pared

Physiology

on

named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
secrecy and experience.
I*. M.aug3TTh&Sly &w31

—

Solicitor ol Patents and mechanical Engineer.
Assisiance given to inventors in developing their

inventions. Drawings and
for the Patent Office.

work

laoUSnrr immmlj

This

more

ME.

Work Personally Attended

All

extraordinary

lished.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—
Philadelphia Enquirer.
“Tt should be read by the young, the middle-aged
and even the old.*’—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st, 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Bos-

acres.

Send lor Circular to

taken out at short

at

The '•NCIENCE OF LIFE” aUo cou^
tain* IVIO RE TUAN FIFTV VALUABLE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which in worth the price
of the

238 BRACKETT STREET,

Vaults Cluiiiiuti

“KAY,”

of

—

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

5-20’s, July, 1867.1124....112i

Government5-20’g, July, 1868,.114j. ,.,115
Governmentl0-40’a..
... .1124-^1124
State ol Maine Bonds,.1104.... 1111
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 104 ..,.108
Portland City Bonds aid K.R.104 ...,105
Bath City Bonds.103
104

Bangor City Bonds,20years....105
Calais City Bonds,.—104

Qftand defects

JOBBER,

A

J. B. SO FORD,

43
37

Portland Daily Preea SiockLin
Corrected by Woodbcbt & Moulton. Investment
Bankers, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered Atked
Dttcriptiont
Gold.105 ... 1054
Government 6’g, 1881,.114j... ,114|
Government 5-20’s, 1865.none
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,. .109 ..,.1094

accepted standard by which the
—

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. M.K.
Jul
dly

Duty paid. 187}@2(0

In bond... 1 37j@ 1 75
Gr’nd butter
20
box
Llv.fine sack 1 75 @ 2 00
Reed*.
Clover, ib.... 16 @ 16}
Red Top bag
2}
2}@
H. Grass,bu. 2 12}@ 2 25

Roap,
ExSt’mR’t’d

and is tlie

BABCOCK.

MAKER

LEADING HARVESTER
OF THE WORLD,

fe20eodCm

Watch and Chronometer markers’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

@ 105

No.l 12 00 @14 00
35 00 @55 00

37

P.

THE

by

“Tim untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may l)e alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt, this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of Life, or
Self Preservation.* Price $1. Vitality impaired by
the errors of youth or too close application to business, may bo restored and manhood regained.
valuable
Also another
medical work treating
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases;
hundred royal octavo pages, 20
more than two
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing”—
London Lancet.

with

MANUFACTURES OF

Clapboards,
Spruce ex.25 00 @30 00
E 00
2 00
1 25
1 50

street.

Oold ITIrilnl Awnrdrd 10 the Author
tlir “Nnliounl Medical A««ociatiou” March llltl. INTO.

country.

STEVENS,

Middle

€.

DO

Ammonia

L.

More Than One Million Copies Sold.

frvv,

(^“Public patronage respectfully solicited.
d3m
myl6

MODEL

Lumber.
Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2...45 00 @55 00
No. 3. 30 00 @40 00
No 4.20 00 @30 00
Shipping.. 15 00 @20 00
Spruce.12 00 @14 00
Hemlock.... 10 00 @12 00

Turp’tine,gl.

Buckeye

distance,

113

75
00
75
00
40

5

Mower

French and American Cooks furnished.
Wedding Cake of a quality and finish equal to
any in the country, and seut per order safely to any

A lew blocks east ol P. O.

Nail*.
14}@ 15}
Cask.
@ 2
16 @ 16}
Naval Stores.
Kope.
nad
bbl..
Dye*.
Drag*
Tar, fc>
@3
Acid Oxalic.. 15 @ 20 Pitcb (C.Tar)
@ 4
60 Wil. Pitch..
55 @
tart.
@ 3
Alcohol Ip gl 2 25 @ 2 35 Rosin. 4 00 @ 6

@

STREET,

Public and Private Dinners, Suppers,
Collations, etc., gotten up in the best of style.

Tierces

Manila.
Manila Bolt

4

The New Model

Repairs, adjusts, and gives instruction on all
kinds of sewing machines.
The very best of needles and oil for all machines.
New Extension Leaf $2.00.

13

Galy.

Shingles,
7 ft.12 00 @14 00
Cedar ex...
Cedar No.)
Pop’rstaves.16 00 @17 00
@14 00
Spruce
Spruce, r’gh.
00
R. O. Staves.
@45
Laths.spr1 ce

dtf

SEWING MACHINE EXPERT.

C.

Short do 8 ft.16 CO @17 00

BANGS,

Gen’l Agent for State of Maine.

ness.

FRED

Russia.

do
Pine

A. K.
ju!3

takes pleasure to inform the public that he has returned to Portland and is prepared to furnish families and parties with all articles in his line of busi-

16

10 @
Kegs mb...
lb.
Pail. 12i@
12J Caddies. 13 @
Leao.
114
13 Sheet & Pipe
9@
19

Cumberland 6 00 (3 6 50
Pictou. 6 60 @ 7 00
Chestnut.... 5 00 @ 5 50
Franklin.... 650 @ 700
Lehigh &W.
Ash. 5 50 @ 6 00
Coffee,
Java, 4P lb.. 28 @ 30
Rio. 20j@ 234
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads.
@ 2 45
Mol.City .,
@215
Sug.City..
85 @ 1 05
Sug. C
Pine Suga
box shooks 66 00 @70 00

Hoops,

Cast Steel...

CONGRESS

Im-

267 Middle Street

ROBINSON,

619

new and

Office and Salesroom,

CATERER,

NO.

the

see

combined for $9.50.

SUCCESSOR TO C. K, SAUNDERS,

5j@

German St’l.
Shoe Steel...
374 Spring Steel.
Sheet Iron,.
12 Common...,
15

Maine.
10j@
N. Y. Factory 11 @

G. D.

13

@

@

Norway.

Call and

proved No. 1 Florence. No Turning Back or Lifting off to Light.
Also the new No. 0 stove, with
Oven, Broiler, Cover, Flat Iron
Heater, and Kettle and Steamer

dercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot lie
found elsewhere east ol New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime,

Gunpowder.
BlaBtiug..... 3 50 @ 4 00
Sporting- 5 50 @ 6 50

Or, MFI.F-PRESERVATION.

Florence Oil Stove

MAINE.

PORTLAND^-

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE;

THE

MUSIC READING.
desiring private instruction in vocal
MUSIC READING are respecttully informed that Mr. W. L. FITCH is now ready to receive pupils singly or in classes, at his residence. 58
Brackett St., corner Spring.
aplOatf

Boston,

(Oppowitc Revere IIohm- )

JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN,
President.
Brunswick, June 11, 1877.
dtd
jul5

on hand.
mv9d3m

Green. 6 00 @ G 50
9
Dri’d West’n 6 @
8 1
5 @
drain.
do Eastern.
Ashes.
[Corn,mixed.. 64 @' 65
Pearl,4? lb.. 11 @ 114 HighMixed
8
Pot.
64@
bag lots 66 @ 67
Beans.
63 @
Meal..
Pea. ...2 87 @ 3 25 Rye.
@120
2 75 @ 2 87 Barley.
Mediums
© 1 00
Yellow Eyes. 2 50 @ 2 75 Oats.
55 @
58
Fine Feed...
Box Mboolts.
@28 00
Pine..... 50 @ 55 Shorts.
@26 00
Bread.
Hay.
Pilot Sup... .10 00 @12 00 Pres’d,4?ton.
@16 00
do ex 1001b. 7 50 @ 8 00 Loose.15 00 @17 00
Ship. 5 50 @ 7 00 Straw. 9 00 @10 00
Iron.
Crackers t>
40 Common....
35 @
100.
21
Balter.
Refined.
2L

No. 4. Bulfinch St.,

September^!
Room,1

Corrected for the Peess to July 5, 1877.

Apples.

THE

143 Pearl Street.
Rowdoin

Cumberland County.
following parcels of real estate are now offered for sale:
IN DEERING.
I. Forest Home,
with the mansion and other
buildings, containing about 40 acres.
II, Tbe Verandah firms, adjoining tbe Marine
Hospital.’containing about 65 acres, lying on both
Bides of the road.
Ill, Part of the Clark firm at Rocky Hill, containing about 50 acres.
IV. The Shattuck place on the southely side of
the Falmouth road, containing about 6 acres.
V. A tract of about 16 acres at Graves’ Hhl, on
the notherly side of the Falmouth road.
VI. Land adjoining Presumpscot Park grounds, on
tbe west side of Blake street, containing about ten
in

COLCORD,

jan24

Estate lor Sale.

of Ihe late Hon, F. O. J. Nmilii

linadM

subscriber.

the

TO LET.

_

Real

Valuable

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

Plaster, Mortar, &c., constantly
Cement?
Orders from out of town solicited.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current

REAL ESTATE.

_MEDICAL.

SATURDAY,

lo Philadelphia Oireci, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, s. C.,
Norfolk, Ya., Portsmousli, Ya., Richmond, Ya.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Ya., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Capo Cod avoided
Insurant e one-eigh th of one per cent.
For Rales of Freight, or other information,1 apply

to

U. D. C. J11NK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Poston,

Loston, May 1st,

1677._janlHltt

For Halifax Direct.
Ihc Steamship Fnlnouih,
Caj»t. W. A. Colby, v\;ll leave
Trunk Whart
every
THURSDAY at 6.00 1 M. for
'Halifax direct, making «onnec—n-*
tion for all part* ot Nova
Scotia. Freight received
only on day of sailing until 4 p 94
( ,.r freight or
passage apply to
d. 1}, COYLE. <»«•. agent,
Juh-’idU
Franklin Wharf,

yrapd

